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Health Center offering employee flu shots Nov. 4 
Don't let the flu get you this winter. 
The Student Health Center is sponsor-
ing a special evening flu shot session 
for faculty and staff from 5-7 p.m. on 
Nov. 4. 
A limited number of vaccinations will 
be available on a first come. first served 
basis for $7 cash. Dr. Josh Kaplan. 
director of the center. said he decided 
to offer the one-time shot program 
because there has been an increased 
public interest in the vaccines this year. 
·1 don't know whether the flu season 
is going to really be any worse than 
usual this year but it's never a bad idea 
to take precautions against it," Kaplan 
said. "I've always thought flu vaccina-
tions were underutilized in the past so 
I'm happy to see the interest in them 
this year: 
"Flu" is slang for influenza, which is 
a contagious respiratory disease 
caused by a virus. Symptoms include 
sneezing. coughing and a high fever 
which can last from two to seven days. 
Influenza can be prevented when a 
person receives one of the ament 
influenza vaccines. These vaccines are 
made each year so that the shot can 
contain flu viruses that are expected to 
cause illness that year. The viruses in 
the vaccines are killed or inactivated so 
that someone vaccinated cannot get 
influenza from the vaccine. Instead, the 
person vaccinated develops protection 
in his or her body in the form of 
substances called antibodies. The 
amount of antibodies in the body is 
greatest one or two months after 
vaccination and then gradually 
declines. 
A yearly vaccination has been found 
to be about 75 percent effective in 
preventing the flu. 
The media is focus of next Breakfast in BG 
The Oct. 22 "Breakfast in BG" will 
feature a panel of media experts disaiss-
ing "The Media: Why They Cover What 
They Cover." 
Panelists include Ron Royhab, 
managing editor of The Blade, David 
Miller. editor of Sentinel-Tribune, Tricia 
Courtney, news director for K100 Radio, 
and Alan Audet. news director for WTVG-
lV, Channel 13, Toledo. 





Posting expiration date for employes to 
apply: Noon, Friday, Oct. 22. 
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tions, will moderate the panel. Members 
will discuss effective techniques for 
gaining coverage, how decisions are 
made about what stories end up on the 
front page or at the top of the broadcast 
and other news insights. 
The breakfast, sponsored by the 
Office of University Relations, will begin 
at 7:30 am. at the Mileti Alumni Center 
and conclude by 8:45 a.m. 
Advance reservations are necessary 
and can be made by contacting the 
development office at 372-2424. Tickets 
are $4.50. 
Peter, Paul and Mary 
tickets still available 
A few $10 reserved tickets are still 
available for the Peter, Paul and Mary 
concert to be held Nov. 6 for Parents' 
Weekend. Once these tickets are sold, a 
limited number of obstructed view tickets 
will be sold for $5, $7.50 and $10. 
All tickets are on sale at the UAO 
office on the third floor of the University 
Union. 
The concert will start at 8 p.m. in 
Anderson Arena 
FoRSAT,E 
WBGU-lV has for sale one IBM 3270 
PC with a color monitor and full keyboard. 
The PC has two internal floppy drives. It 
comes with a DOS operating system and 
3270 SNA software. For more informa-
tion, contact Chris Sexton at 372-7005. 
FACULTY /STAFF POSITIONS 
The following administrative staff positions are available: 
Admissions: Director of admissions. Contact Peter Hutchinson, Office of Academic AHairs. 
Review of ~atiois will begin Nov. 15. 
Blologlcal Sciences: l...abol atDI y aide (grant-funded, one-year, part-time position). Contact 
peisomel services (~-2227). Deadline: Oct. 22. 
Aaelalcls/AcaclelDc Se..-ices: lns1rudorllutor-HELP Program (grant-funded). Contact the 
Office of the Dean, Firelands Coaege, 901 Rye Beach Rel., Huron, OH 44839. Deadline: Nov. 1. 
RI I ! ch Sel rices: Diredor. Contact per.;ol A 181 services (2-8426). Review of appliGatioi IS will 
begin Nov. 1 . 
DATEBOOK 
Monday, Oct 18 
Hispanic llertlage Month Event, art 
cisplay by Latino students. continues tlwough 
Oct. 22 at Mcfall Gallery. The gallefy is open 
8 am.-5 p.m. weekdays. 
Exhibition, drawings and sculpture exhilit 
by Barbara Bachtell entitled "Vessels," 
continues through Oct. 30. Little Gallery. 
Firelands College. The gallery is open 8 am.-5 
p.m. weekdays. Free and open to public. 
Italian Film Series, "The Red Desert •• 
(1970), 3:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater. Free. 
SubtitleS. 
COncert, "An Evening of Bach Cantatas," 7 
p.m., Bryan Reci1al Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
lntematlonal Film Series, "Anita: Dances 
of v~: (German 1987), 8 p.m., Gish Fdm 
Theater. Free. Subtitles. 
Tuesday, Oct. 19 
Reflective Teaching Serles, "Reflection in 
Teacher Education: Implications for Subject 
Area Content" by Jesse Goodman. 1 :30-3:30 
p.m., Alumni Room, Union. Advance 
registration requested. Call 372-7 405 for more 
information. 
Reflective Teaching Serles, "Reflection in 
Teacher Education and Other Professional 
Studies: History and Future,· by Jesse 
Goodman, 3:30-5:30 p.m .• Alumni Room, 
Union. Advance registration requested. Call 
372-7405 for more information. 
Music at the Forefront Series, guest 
flutist Patricia Spencer wiD be featured. 8 p.m .• 
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Free. 
Coalition for Transcultural Enhance-
ment Meeting, 9 p.m., lobby. Prout Hall. 
. WBGU-TV Program, "Journal 1993" will 
look at the mayo(s race in Lima. 10 p.m., 
Channel 27. Viewers may caD in at 1-800-453-
2437 or 372-7250. 
Classiflecl Staff Council, 9 am., Taft 
Room, Union. 
Wednesday, Oct. 20 
Chemistry Depmtlnent Seminar Serles, 
"Photochemical SCiences Colloqun•m: 
Diversity in Research,· 8:30 am., 115 
Edt ICation Building. 
Reflective Tea.:hing Series, "Teacher 
Fdt ICation: llJlllicatioi tS for Promoting 
Reflection" by Jesse Goodman, 8:3D-10:30 
am., Alurmi Room. Union. Advance registra-
tion requested. CaD 372-7405 for more 
b 1fu 1 nation. 
Issues In Cultural Diversity, a panel 
risa rssion entitlecl .,., aciliol ial Disciplines 
Addressil IQ EttvliclCross Cultural 1ssues. • 10 
am.-noon. eo1 ilerecice room. Jerome Lilrary. 
Student Open FonJms. an open talk with 
President Olscan1>. noon. Chart Room, McFaD 
Center. 
DisS6ll talion Delense, •A Desa1Jtive 
Study of Sbategies Used by Ohio Schools in 
Con1J3rison Grtq> IV to Help Freshmen Pass 
the Ohio Ninth-Grade Proticiei icy T ests9 by 
Harty Boguszewski, Deparbnent of Educa-
tional Adnia isba1io111 and Supervision, 1-3 
p.m., 444 EdllCation Building. 
Dissertation Defense, "Determining the 
Required Contents for a Dodor of Philosophy 
Degree in lnOOstrial T ectJi IOlogy. • by Ahmad 
Zargari, educational foundations and inquiry. 3 
. p.rn •• 444 Education Building. . 
Soccer, vs. Miami, 3 p.m., Coctvane Fieki. 
Reading, by wri1er Scott Cams. 7:30 p.m.. 
Prout Chapel. Free. 
Faculty Artisl Series, concert by the 
Bowling Green Brass Ouintet. 8 p.m.. 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Ms Center. 
Free. 
Theatre Procluc:tlon, "Old Tanes. • 8 p.m.; 
Joe E. Brown Theatre, Universily Hall. CaD 
372-'2719 to reserve tickets. 
Thursday, Oct. 21 
nnu Fib I I I Week, "World's Largest 
Aerobics Class," 5-7 p.m., Student Reaeation 
Center. 
Theatre Procluctlon, "Old Times," 8 p.m., 
Joe E. Brown Theatre. University Hall. can 
372-2719 to reserve tickets. 
Tchaikowsky and the Russians Series, a 
concert enti1led "The Young Virtuosi," 8 p.m., 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Free. 
Lenhart Ctasslc: Film Serles, "Freud," 
(1962). 8 p.m .• Gish Film Theater. Free. 
Radsm Reduction lleetlng, 8 p.m .• 
second floor. Student Services Building. 
Hispanic Heritage Month Event, "Flor De 
Cana.. con11!fT1XX31)' and traditional sounds 
from Latin America. 8-10 p.m., NE Commons. 
Free. 
Friday, Oct. 22 
Breakfast In BG, "The Me<fia: Why They 
Cover What They Cover," 7:30-8:45 am., 
Mileti Alumni Center. Tickets are $4.50. Call 
372-2424 for reservations. 
Dissertation Defense, "Regulation of 
Cytochrome P-450 Dependent Steriod 
Hydroxylase Activity in Mandi.lea Sexta: 
Effects of the Juvenoids Hydroprene and 
Methoprene on Ecdysone 2D-Monooxygenase 
Activity," by John R. Crooks. biological 
sciences, 1 :30 p.m., 445 life Science Building. 
Hockey, vs. Ohio State, 7 p.m .• BGSU ice 
arena 
UAO Film, "And Now For Something 
Completely Different.· 8 and 1 O p.m., 21 O Matti 
Science Building. Admission is $1.50 with 
valid BGSU l.D. 
Theatre Production, "Old limes; a p.m .• 
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall. Call 
372-2719 to reserve tickets. 
UAO Film, "Monty Python and the Holy 
Grail." midnigh1. 210 Math Science Building. 
Admission is $1.50 with valid BGSU l.D. 
Saturday, Oct. 23 
Black Student Union, Economic En1>ow-
erment Workshop, 1-4 p.m., Amani. 
Theatre Procluc:tion, "Old limes; 8 p.m., 
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall. Call 
372-2719 to reserve tickets. 
UAO Film, "And Now For Something 
Completely Different; 8and10 p.m., 210 Math 
Science Building. Admission is $1.50 with 
vafld BGSU l.D. 
Latino Student Union, Miguel Ornelas 
Scholarship Dance, 8 p.m., Days Inn. 
Donations wil be taken at the door. 
.UAO Film, "Monty Python and the Holy 
Grail," midnight. 210 Math Science Building. 
Admission is $1.50 with valid BGSU l.D. 
Sunday, Oct. 24 
Theatre Proclucllon, "Old Tmes," 2 p.m., 
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall. Call 
372-'2719 to reserve tickets. 
Concert, by the BGSU FaD Wind En-
semble, 3 p.m., Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical 
Ms Center. Free. 
Faculty Artisl Serles, featuring the 
Gaumer Duo, 8 p.m., Kobaclrer HaD. Moore 
Musical Ms Center. Free. 
Tchaikowsky and the Russians Series, 
Russian actress 5Yetlana Efremova wil ledure 
and give a workshop on Russian theatre. a 
p.m .• 411 South Hall. Free. 
Monday, Oct. 25 
Dissei lalion Defense, "Toward a Poetics 
of Conscience: Contemporary U.S. Women 
Poets and Their Politics" by Gloria Still. 
Deparbnent of English, noon. 348 Shatzel HaL 
Italian Fiim Series, "The Eclipse," (1972), 
3:30 p.m.. Gish Film Theater. Free. Subtitles. 
Concert, BGSU Pen:ussion Ensemble. 7 
p.m.. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
lnten:aatb181 Flm Serles, "Alice," 
(Czschoslovakian 1988). 8 p.m., Gish Fim 
Theater. Free. Stbtilles. 
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Appointment effective immediately 
Cranny new arts and sciences dean 
Dr. Charles "Joe. Cranny, chair of the 
psychology department. has been named 
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, 
Dr. Eloise Clark., vice president for 
academic affairs, has announced. 
Cranny, whose three-year appoint-
ment is effective immediately, follows Dr. 
~INSIDE 
;;~ :..·~~;..~i;";~::·- ~-,· :" -·· "• ~ .... , '·'-~-: :...:· •,, 
President Olscamp's 
Annual Report 
In his annual report to the campus 
community. President Olscamp 
reviews the University's goals and 
accomplishments in 1992-93. The 
special insert also includes the 1993-
94 goals for each vice presidential 
area as well as those for the 
president's office. 
The report contains numerous 
charts and appendices which do not 
appear in the Monitor. Full copies of 
the report are available in the offices 
of department chairs, directors and 
deans and at Jerome l.Jbrary. 
Reginald Noble, who has been interim 
dean since the beginning of the semes-
ter. 
"Dr. Cranny's tenure at Bowling Green 
is both long and distinguished and he is 
highly regarded throughout the University 
and particularly 
in his own 
department. I 
am confident 
that the College 




said Clark, who 
had announced 
in August that 
Charles Cranny the deanship 
would be filled 
by an internal candidate. 
He has been active in the psychology 
department's graduate program and has 
been adviser to dozens of graduate 
students, many of whom have become 
quite successful, thus adding to both the 
visibility and reputation of the doctoral 
program in industrial and organizational 
psychology. 
Continued on page 2 
Report received with team's findings 
The fourth annt181 Hispanic Heritage Month has been observed on campus this 
month with a variety of activities, including an art d"IS/)lay by Latino students in the 
McFall Gallery. The piece ·Right of the Dragonfly" (above) is by Danielle Davis. 
NCA grants University reaccreditation, notes strengths and weaknesses 
The University has received official word from the North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools that it has been approved for continuing accreditation at the 
doctoral degree granting level. 
Following a campus visit by an NCA team last spring, University administrators 
received velbal approval for reaccreditation. Formal approval was sent at the 
beginning of this academic year which means the University has been accredited for 
another 1 o years. 
The task to obtain reaccreditation began two years ago with a sett-evaluation 
process. A steering committee, chaired by Dr. Denise Trauth, then associate dean of 
the Graduate College. designed and coordinated the process. Their work QJ)minated 
in a report that examined all aspects of the academic side of the University as well as 
areas such as mission and authorization, educational programs. institutional organi-
zation and financial resources. 
An NCA team conducted an on-site visit to Bowling Green Feb. 22-24 where 
members talked to a wide variety of University faculty, staff and students. The team 
presented its conclusions in a report to President Olscamp earfier this summer. 
The report outlines the aiteria for accreditation and how each area on campus is 
meeting these requirements. It also rlSlS the University's strengths and points of 
concern the team had following its visit. 
Strengths listed included: 
- Physical facmties: The team was impressed with the University's new buildings 
and renovation projects. "The absence of a large backlog of deferred maintenance 
projects is a strength of the institution relative to many other public universities in the 
nation that are now facing a backlog of mlJch.needed renovations at the same time 
their operating budgets for buikfing repairs and renovations have been severely 
reduced due to state funding cuts.· the report states. 
- Progress in improving the University's libraries; 
- Developments in computerization; 
- Loyalty and dedication of the faculty and staff: During their visit, the team 
members said they witnessed much evidence of the "tremendous commitment of 
the faculty and staff to the University.· 
- Improvements in the student learning environment: The team said it was 
impressed with the developments during the past decade in providing an excellent 
environment for students, including both the academic environment and the out-of-
classroom environment Special recognition was made of staff working in student 
affairs areas for creativity and dedication. 
- Cultural d'iversity efforts and results: The team commended the University's 
programming in women's studies and ethnic studies, the cultural diversity course 
requirement and efforts to expand diversity among the faa.ilty. 
However, the team said it was surprised that there has not been more progress 
in recent years in increasing the numbers of women farulty and increasing the 
representation of women in the upper academic ranks and within the administration, 
especially at the departmental and college levels and within some of the 
nonacademic areas of the University. 
- Graduate program development: Efforts made to develop selected graduate 
programs and to increase the numbers of graduate students at the University were 
noted, as well as significant resources allocated to graduate assistant positions. 
- Firelands College: The team found that the college is fulfilling "extremely well 
its clearly understood mission of providing education, training and retraining 
especially to adult students within the geographic area" it is intended to serve. 
Concerns of the team include: 
- Integration of Firelands College with the main campus: Additional efforts need 
to be made, primarily by the main campus. to better integrate Firelands into the 
University and "to prevent continuation of what can be desaibed as 'benign neglect' 
of Firelands College by the main campus,· the team noted. 
- Absence of systematic and comprehensive academic program review; 
Continued on page 3 
,j 
SERB rules on bargaining unit 
The State Employee Relations Board 
has ruled on the composition of the 
bargaining unit in the upcoming faculty 
collective bargaining election. The 
appropriate unit. said SERB, is one 
composed of all full-time faculty, including 
tenured, probationary, temporary and 
lecturers. 
A SERB hearing officer issued the 
ruling after listening to arguments from 
both the University administration and the 
Bowling Green Faculty Association. The 
decision means that full-time temporary 
faculty and lecturers will be included in 
the bargaining unit proposed by the 
Faculty Association and thus eligible to 
vote in the election to determine if faculty 
want to be represented by a union. 
The administration said it would not 
appeal the decision, even though it 
disagreed with the finding, because it 
would further delay the election process 
and that it was in the best interests of the 
University community to move forward. 
The ruling dears the way for the 
election to be conducted possibly as 
early as the first or second week in 
December, according to SERB. 
There is no dear precedent for 
temporary faculty being part of the 
collective bargaining unit in Ohio. Of the 
unionized universities in ttie state, 
temporary faculty are included in the 
bargaining units at Youngstown and 
Cincinnati while they are exduded at 
Kent and Toledo. 
Lecture by Chinese and American 
journalists to examine today's China 
One of the best known Chinese 
cfissidents in the United States and an 
award-winning journalist who witnessed 
the Tiananmen massaae will speak on 
campus Monday, Nov. 1. 
Chinese journalist Binyan Liu and Dr. 
Ross Terrill, author of the recent book 
China in Our Time, will speak on "China 
after Deng" at 10 am. in the McFall 
Center Assembly Room. A question and 
answer period will follow the formal 
presentation. 
Open to the public, the event is 
sponsored by the College of Arts and 
Sciences, the Department of History and 
the Department of German, Russian and 
East Asian Languages. 
Currently, Liu chairs the Princeton 
China Initiative and edits China Focus, a 
major voice of Chinese dissidents in the 
United States. 
Liu engaged in anti-Japanese under-
ground activities before he became a 
journalist in 1943 at China Youth Daily in 
Beijing. Nearly 20 years later he was 
labeled an anti-socialism rightist. De-
prived of his job and the right to publish in 
1962, Liu was sent to the countryside to 
"reform through labor." 
"Rehabilitated," Liu became senior 
reporter in 1979 at Peoples Daily, the 
organ of the Chinese Communist Party, 
where he worked for eight years. 
to hold a press conference to issue a 
statement by pro-demoaacy student 
activist Shen Tong, who had been 
arreSted the night before. 
Formerly an associate professor of 
government at Harvard University and 
contributing editor for Atlantic Monthly, 
Terrill has written many articles for 
political science journals and general 
interest magazines including National 
Geographic. 
He also is the author of six books on 
China. China in Our Time, his mOst 
recent book, traces the nation's last 30 
years of history. 
Center offers flu shots 
Faculty and staff ar~ reminded that the 
Student Health Center is sponsoring a 
special evening flu shot session for them 
from 5-7 p.m. on Nov. 4. 
A limited number of vaccinations will 
be available on a first come, first served 
basis for $7 cash. 
A yearly vaccination has been found 
to be about 75 percent effective in 
preventing the flu. 
CRANNY 
From the front 
Between 1981 and 1987, he won a In 1988 he was named acting chair of 
number of national awards for literary the department and a year later unani-
reportage from the China Writer's mously endorsed to be the permanent 
Association. In 1987, he was expelled chair, a pos1 he has held since. He has 
from the Chinese Communist Party for been active on other University commit-
the second time and fired from his job for tees including the Graduate Council and 
writing an expose on official corruption. the Committee on Academic Affairs. 
Since coming to the United States, Liu Cranny, who joined the Bowling Green 
has been a guest lecturer at UCLA, a faculty in 1966, has gained national 
guest scholar at The Woodrow Wilson prominence for his research in industrial 
Center in Washing1on, D.C., and a and organizational psychology. He has 
Nieman Fellow in Journalism at Harvard written extensively and his articles have 
University. Liu also has published works appeared in the most prestigious journals 
in Chinese and English, some of which in the field. In 1992, he co-edited the 
have been banned in China book Job Satisfaction with faculty 
Terrill, a native of Melbourne, Austra- colleagues Dr. Patricia Smith and Dr. 
lia, is a naturalized U.S. citizen. Eugene Stone. 
Winner of the National Magazine He is a widely known consultant in the 
Award for Reporting Excellence and the field of equal opportunity compliance, 
George Polk Memorial Award for validation of selection techniques and 
Ou!Standing Magazine Reporting, Terrill performance assessment. He is a 
has made 30 journeys in the Far East. It member of the American P.sychological 
was on one of those trips that he wit- Association and the Midwestern Psycho-
nessed the Chinese army shooting at logical Association and is a licensed 
crowds near Tiananmen Square on June psycholgist in the State of Ohio. 
4, 1989. He holds bachelor's, master's and 
Temll himseH made headlines after doctoral degrees from Iowa State 
being deported from China for attempting University. 
CSC focuses on employee welfare 
Health care, child care and cata-
strophic care were all issues of concern at 
the Oct 19 meeting of Classified Staff 
Council. 
Dr. Don Boren, legal studies and chair 
of the Health Care Task Force, explained 
comparisons of the University's health 
care plans to those of other institutions 
and businesses. and discussed phase two 
of the committee's responsibilities. 
Boren noted national trends being seen 
in the health care field. More businesses 
are becoming sett-insured, like the 
University, because they find they can 
administer their programs al a lower cost. 
Also, some smaller employers have 
chosen not to provide any health insur-
ance plans. 
Health Maintenance Organizations 
(HMOs), Preferred Provider Organizations 
(PPOs) and Point of Service Contracts are 
also becoming more popular. 
For an HMO, the employer pays a 
predetermined amount of money to a 
health organization which in tum provides 
coverage for a fixed fee from the em-
ployee. With a PPO, the employer 
negotiates rates in advance with the 
health care provider which the employee 
then pays per procedure. In both cases, 
employees usually are required to use 
only the doctors stipulated by the plan. 
For companies using point of service 
contracts, the employees are not re-
stricted to only those doctors listed in the 
plan. H they prefer to use different 
physicians, they may do so but must pay 
any difference between the plan's cover-
age and the doctor's fee. Boren said the 
task force is studying whether this might 
be an option for the University in the 
future. 
Task force members will be evaluating 
the University's new health program after 
it is fully implemented in January. It also 
will be developing wellness programs, and 
determining if the caps placed on 
chiropractic and mental health coverage 
are fair. 
Council member Becky Lentz, interim 
chair of the Child Care Advisory Group, 
reported on her recent tour of The Ohio 
State University's child care facility. She 
said there are currently 300 children 
enrolled with 65 fulltime employees. Care 
is provided on a sliding fee scale from 6 
am. to midnight, Monday through Friday. 
Randy King, chair of the Personnel 
Welfare Committee, reported that 
committee members are developing a 
catastrophic leave bank program. It 
would allow classified staff to donate sick 
leave time to the bank which could then 
be used by particpating classified 
employees when they have a serious, 
long-term medical problem and have 
used all of their vacation and sick leave. 
Gulf War airpower 
topic of Wood Lecture 
The University will be hosting the 18th 
annual Eleazer Wood Lecture in Military 
History at 4:30 p.m.Tuesday (Oct 26) in 
210 Mathematical Sciences Building. 
Dr. Alexander Cochran, a professor of 
military history, will speak on •Airpower in 
the GuH War: An Historian's Perspective 
on a Contemporary Event.· 
Sponsored by the Departments of 
History, Aerospace Studies and Military 
Science, the lecture is part of a series 
honoring the War of 1812 lieutenant 
colonel after whom Wood County is 
named. 
Cochran, an infantry officer veteran of 
two tours in Vietnam, teaches at Air 
University at Maxwell Air Force Base in 
Alabama. He has previously served as a 
civilian historian with the U.S. Army Center 
of Military History, the office of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and the Department of the 
Army staff. 
Most recently, Cochran served on the 
staff of the Secretary of the Air Force's 
controversial GuH War Airpower Survey 
study. 
Joann Kroll, director of the career planning and placement services, presents 
Bob Mclaird. Center for Career Resources, with the Outstanding SelVice Award 
following EXPO '93, the services' annual career fair. The fair, held Oct. 12 in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, brings together employers, graduate school representa-
tives, students and alumni to discuss career opportunities. Each year career 
planning and placement services then recognizes a faculty or staff member and 
reauiters fat outstanding performance. Other recipients were Kim Pryce of Bank 
One, Business Recruiter of the Year; Jeff Gype of Marion Merrell Dow, Arts & 
Sciences Recroiter of the Year, and Don Morton of the Sandusky County Depart-
ment of Human Services, Health and Human Services Recruiter of the Year. 
~---··•••'l ............................................ ~ ................... ,; •••• , .... ," -, ............ ~ ....................................... . ........... ................................. . 
Annual Report 
of the President 
1992-93 
Introduction 
The first half of the academic year 
1992-93 was another period of reduction in 
the state portion of the operating budget for 
Bowling Green State University. Some of 
the actions taken to manage the cutbacks 
in state aid, which by now total approxi-
mately $13 million or almost 18 percent of 
our state support in January of 1990, were 
drastic and caused <fistress to many on the 
campus. For example, faculty summer 
salaries were reduced by approximately 17 
percent for the 1991 summer term, and as 
a direct result of this and a lack of general 
salary increases for two and one-half years, 
a faculty group has been leading a drive to 
unionize their colleagues. 
Fortunately, the reductions in state 
support came to an end, at least tempo-
rarily, in December of 1992. I had prom-
ised the general University communitY for 
the preceding two years that as soon as it 
became reasonable to believe that state 
reductions had come to an end for the 
remainder of the current biennial fiscal 
period, that is that the budget had been 
somewhat stabilized, I would devote 
resources which had been set aside to 
handle further reductions to salary in-
aeases. In January of 1993 that promise 
was kept, and here is a chart illustrating the 
The Field House, an $8. 7 m111ion facility designed tor intramural and intercollegiate sports, opened its doors in January and in its 
first month of operation, more than 15,000 students used it. The 127,000-square-foot building can be used simultaneously for 
volleyball. track. basketball and other recreational activities. 
raises and their distnbutions for classified, administrative. and faculty personnel: 
A second increase was given effective July 1, 1993, which enabled us to gain back 
some of the ground lost since 1990. 
Impact of the Two 1993 BGSU Salary Increases 
Eull-Time faru!tv Making Average Salaries by Rank 
AY Salary AYSalary AYSalary %Change %Change 
RANK Ralefor Rate for Rate for Fal1992to Fal 19921D 
Fall 1992 Spring 1993 Fal 1993 Spring 1993 Fal 1993 
P1olesSCM $57.626 $60,568 $62,717 5.10% 8.83% 
Ass 11 ia:te $43,750 $46,234 $48,132 5.68% 10.02% 
Ascistant $36.326 $38,564 $40,328 6.16% 11.02% 
lnstruclDt" $24,781 $26,639 $28,194 7.50% 13.77% 
Sautr;e:afi:es al~ & ~and P&stn>BI S6nic8s 
Furthermore, we were able to keep our past commitmenl to implement the second 
phase of the classified staff market salary adjustments. This brought our classilied staff 
into general parity with competing positions in the northwest region of Ohio. Both of 
these improvements in the wage and salary structure of the University's pe1S011 lel base 
were welcome changes from the previous two and one-hatf years. 
The State Budget 
The State finaBy passed a budget at the last moment in June 1992, and we now 
have an estimate of approximately how much we will receive in state ~ for the 
next two years, assuming the accuracy of our enrollment predictions and stability in 
state revenues. The latter assumption is, of course. aiticaJly important, and not at all 
certain. The enrollment picture for the University during the comil IQ year appears to be 
relatively stable. As of the writing of this report, we anticipate an enrollment some 350-
400 students less than in the Fall of 1992. This is within the parameters we have been 
predicting throughout the past two years. Because of this, and because we have taken 
some risk in distributing an unusualy large percentage of our contingency funds in 
salary increases effective July 1, 1993, it is impetalive for us to continue a job freeze 
through al least the first quarter of 1994 in order to buffer ourselves against the possibil-
ity of future additional reductions. 
Funding levels of the ExeaJtive Budget are far below the levels of January 1990-91. 
Indeed, the entire State of Ohio continues to fund higher education at a level that is truly 
depressing when compared with the other states in the country. In per capita support 
per student, Ohio ranks 43 out of the 50 states. While our contiguous states were 
increasing per capita support by 8.8 percent and the national average was falling by 2.5 
percent. Ohio's effort fell by 8.8 percent. In tuition and fee chargeS. Ohio ranks 7th in 
the country. As was pointed out in a recent editorial in the Toledo Blade (May 22, 
1993), Ohio cannot expect to have the same quality of higher educational institutions 
as, for example, Michigan, if we continue to fund ourselves at a level that is not competi-
tive with the rest of the country. It is not surprising that with these funding levels, 
access to higher echicatioo in the State of Ohio suffers as wen. Unless and until the 
State of Ohio commits itseH to a reversal of this situation. we will make liWe or no 
progress to improve the lot of the state's citizens generally. 
It is interesting to note that less than half of the University's operating revenue now 
comes from the state. Student fees constitute 49 percent of the total, state dollars make 
up 45 percent. and other outside revenue constitutes six percent. 
Capital Improvements 
In spite of the fact that our operating budget was dramatically reduced over the laSt 
two and one-half years, some progress in certain areas continued to be made. Of 
special note is the area of capital improvement. Since the last report. the Bowling 
Green University Field House has been completed and has been enjoyed by almost aD 
of our students. In fact, in the first month it was open, January 1993, more than 15,000 
students used the facility. It is also utilized for indoor training by our men's and 
women's intercollegiate athletic teams. and for the earning of academic a-edit through 
courses offered by the School of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. The 
building was entirely financed with student fee money and that portion of the plant 
operation and maintenance funds which is earned by the offering of crecfrt courses in 
the facility. No money which could be used for salaries for anyone employed by the 
University was expended in the construction of this building. It is important to empha-
size this, because there are constant utterances to the contrary. We already know that 
the facility is helping to recruit an excellent class of intercollegiate athletes in a variety of 
SERB rules on bargaining unit 
The State Employee Relations Board 
has ruled on the composition of the 
bargaining unit in the upcoming faculty 
collective bargaining election. The 
appropriate unit. said SERB, is one 
composed of all full-time faculty, including 
tenured, probationary, temporary and 
lecturers. 
A SERB hearing officer issued the 
ruling after listening to arguments from 
both the University administration and the 
Bowling Green Faculty Association. The 
decision means that full-time temporary 
faculty and lecturers will be included in 
the bargaining unit proposed by the 
Faculty Association and thus eligible to 
vote in the election to determine if faculty 
want to be represented by a union. 
The administration said it would not 
appeal the decision, even though it 
disagreed with the finding, because it 
would further delay the election process 
and that it was in the best interests of the 
University community to move forward. 
The ruling dears the way for the 
election to be conducted possibly as 
early as the first or second week in 
December, according to SERB. 
There is no dear precedent for 
temporary faculty being part of the 
collective bargaining unit in Ohio. Of the 
unionized universities in ttie state, 
temporary faculty are included in the 
bargaining units at Youngstown and 
Cincinnati while they are exduded at 
Kent and Toledo. 
Lecture by Chinese and American 
journalists to examine today's China 
One of the best known Chinese 
cfissidents in the United States and an 
award-winning journalist who witnessed 
the Tiananmen massaae will speak on 
campus Monday, Nov. 1. 
Chinese journalist Binyan Liu and Dr. 
Ross Terrill, author of the recent book 
China in Our Time, will speak on "China 
after Deng" at 10 am. in the McFall 
Center Assembly Room. A question and 
answer period will follow the formal 
presentation. 
Open to the public, the event is 
sponsored by the College of Arts and 
Sciences, the Department of History and 
the Department of German, Russian and 
East Asian Languages. 
Currently, Liu chairs the Princeton 
China Initiative and edits China Focus, a 
major voice of Chinese dissidents in the 
United States. 
Liu engaged in anti-Japanese under-
ground activities before he became a 
journalist in 1943 at China Youth Daily in 
Beijing. Nearly 20 years later he was 
labeled an anti-socialism rightist. De-
prived of his job and the right to publish in 
1962, Liu was sent to the countryside to 
"reform through labor." 
"Rehabilitated," Liu became senior 
reporter in 1979 at Peoples Daily, the 
organ of the Chinese Communist Party, 
where he worked for eight years. 
to hold a press conference to issue a 
statement by pro-demoaacy student 
activist Shen Tong, who had been 
arreSted the night before. 
Formerly an associate professor of 
government at Harvard University and 
contributing editor for Atlantic Monthly, 
Terrill has written many articles for 
political science journals and general 
interest magazines including National 
Geographic. 
He also is the author of six books on 
China. China in Our Time, his mOst 
recent book, traces the nation's last 30 
years of history. 
Center offers flu shots 
Faculty and staff ar~ reminded that the 
Student Health Center is sponsoring a 
special evening flu shot session for them 
from 5-7 p.m. on Nov. 4. 
A limited number of vaccinations will 
be available on a first come, first served 
basis for $7 cash. 
A yearly vaccination has been found 
to be about 75 percent effective in 
preventing the flu. 
CRANNY 
From the front 
Between 1981 and 1987, he won a In 1988 he was named acting chair of 
number of national awards for literary the department and a year later unani-
reportage from the China Writer's mously endorsed to be the permanent 
Association. In 1987, he was expelled chair, a pos1 he has held since. He has 
from the Chinese Communist Party for been active on other University commit-
the second time and fired from his job for tees including the Graduate Council and 
writing an expose on official corruption. the Committee on Academic Affairs. 
Since coming to the United States, Liu Cranny, who joined the Bowling Green 
has been a guest lecturer at UCLA, a faculty in 1966, has gained national 
guest scholar at The Woodrow Wilson prominence for his research in industrial 
Center in Washing1on, D.C., and a and organizational psychology. He has 
Nieman Fellow in Journalism at Harvard written extensively and his articles have 
University. Liu also has published works appeared in the most prestigious journals 
in Chinese and English, some of which in the field. In 1992, he co-edited the 
have been banned in China book Job Satisfaction with faculty 
Terrill, a native of Melbourne, Austra- colleagues Dr. Patricia Smith and Dr. 
lia, is a naturalized U.S. citizen. Eugene Stone. 
Winner of the National Magazine He is a widely known consultant in the 
Award for Reporting Excellence and the field of equal opportunity compliance, 
George Polk Memorial Award for validation of selection techniques and 
Ou!Standing Magazine Reporting, Terrill performance assessment. He is a 
has made 30 journeys in the Far East. It member of the American P.sychological 
was on one of those trips that he wit- Association and the Midwestern Psycho-
nessed the Chinese army shooting at logical Association and is a licensed 
crowds near Tiananmen Square on June psycholgist in the State of Ohio. 
4, 1989. He holds bachelor's, master's and 
Temll himseH made headlines after doctoral degrees from Iowa State 
being deported from China for attempting University. 
CSC focuses on employee welfare 
Health care, child care and cata-
strophic care were all issues of concern at 
the Oct 19 meeting of Classified Staff 
Council. 
Dr. Don Boren, legal studies and chair 
of the Health Care Task Force, explained 
comparisons of the University's health 
care plans to those of other institutions 
and businesses. and discussed phase two 
of the committee's responsibilities. 
Boren noted national trends being seen 
in the health care field. More businesses 
are becoming sett-insured, like the 
University, because they find they can 
administer their programs al a lower cost. 
Also, some smaller employers have 
chosen not to provide any health insur-
ance plans. 
Health Maintenance Organizations 
(HMOs), Preferred Provider Organizations 
(PPOs) and Point of Service Contracts are 
also becoming more popular. 
For an HMO, the employer pays a 
predetermined amount of money to a 
health organization which in tum provides 
coverage for a fixed fee from the em-
ployee. With a PPO, the employer 
negotiates rates in advance with the 
health care provider which the employee 
then pays per procedure. In both cases, 
employees usually are required to use 
only the doctors stipulated by the plan. 
For companies using point of service 
contracts, the employees are not re-
stricted to only those doctors listed in the 
plan. H they prefer to use different 
physicians, they may do so but must pay 
any difference between the plan's cover-
age and the doctor's fee. Boren said the 
task force is studying whether this might 
be an option for the University in the 
future. 
Task force members will be evaluating 
the University's new health program after 
it is fully implemented in January. It also 
will be developing wellness programs, and 
determining if the caps placed on 
chiropractic and mental health coverage 
are fair. 
Council member Becky Lentz, interim 
chair of the Child Care Advisory Group, 
reported on her recent tour of The Ohio 
State University's child care facility. She 
said there are currently 300 children 
enrolled with 65 fulltime employees. Care 
is provided on a sliding fee scale from 6 
am. to midnight, Monday through Friday. 
Randy King, chair of the Personnel 
Welfare Committee, reported that 
committee members are developing a 
catastrophic leave bank program. It 
would allow classified staff to donate sick 
leave time to the bank which could then 
be used by particpating classified 
employees when they have a serious, 
long-term medical problem and have 
used all of their vacation and sick leave. 
Gulf War airpower 
topic of Wood Lecture 
The University will be hosting the 18th 
annual Eleazer Wood Lecture in Military 
History at 4:30 p.m.Tuesday (Oct 26) in 
210 Mathematical Sciences Building. 
Dr. Alexander Cochran, a professor of 
military history, will speak on •Airpower in 
the GuH War: An Historian's Perspective 
on a Contemporary Event.· 
Sponsored by the Departments of 
History, Aerospace Studies and Military 
Science, the lecture is part of a series 
honoring the War of 1812 lieutenant 
colonel after whom Wood County is 
named. 
Cochran, an infantry officer veteran of 
two tours in Vietnam, teaches at Air 
University at Maxwell Air Force Base in 
Alabama. He has previously served as a 
civilian historian with the U.S. Army Center 
of Military History, the office of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and the Department of the 
Army staff. 
Most recently, Cochran served on the 
staff of the Secretary of the Air Force's 
controversial GuH War Airpower Survey 
study. 
Joann Kroll, director of the career planning and placement services, presents 
Bob Mclaird. Center for Career Resources, with the Outstanding SelVice Award 
following EXPO '93, the services' annual career fair. The fair, held Oct. 12 in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, brings together employers, graduate school representa-
tives, students and alumni to discuss career opportunities. Each year career 
planning and placement services then recognizes a faculty or staff member and 
reauiters fat outstanding performance. Other recipients were Kim Pryce of Bank 
One, Business Recruiter of the Year; Jeff Gype of Marion Merrell Dow, Arts & 
Sciences Recroiter of the Year, and Don Morton of the Sandusky County Depart-
ment of Human Services, Health and Human Services Recruiter of the Year. 
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Annual Report 
of the President 
1992-93 
Introduction 
The first half of the academic year 
1992-93 was another period of reduction in 
the state portion of the operating budget for 
Bowling Green State University. Some of 
the actions taken to manage the cutbacks 
in state aid, which by now total approxi-
mately $13 million or almost 18 percent of 
our state support in January of 1990, were 
drastic and caused <fistress to many on the 
campus. For example, faculty summer 
salaries were reduced by approximately 17 
percent for the 1991 summer term, and as 
a direct result of this and a lack of general 
salary increases for two and one-half years, 
a faculty group has been leading a drive to 
unionize their colleagues. 
Fortunately, the reductions in state 
support came to an end, at least tempo-
rarily, in December of 1992. I had prom-
ised the general University communitY for 
the preceding two years that as soon as it 
became reasonable to believe that state 
reductions had come to an end for the 
remainder of the current biennial fiscal 
period, that is that the budget had been 
somewhat stabilized, I would devote 
resources which had been set aside to 
handle further reductions to salary in-
aeases. In January of 1993 that promise 
was kept, and here is a chart illustrating the 
The Field House, an $8. 7 m111ion facility designed tor intramural and intercollegiate sports, opened its doors in January and in its 
first month of operation, more than 15,000 students used it. The 127,000-square-foot building can be used simultaneously for 
volleyball. track. basketball and other recreational activities. 
raises and their distnbutions for classified, administrative. and faculty personnel: 
A second increase was given effective July 1, 1993, which enabled us to gain back 
some of the ground lost since 1990. 
Impact of the Two 1993 BGSU Salary Increases 
Eull-Time faru!tv Making Average Salaries by Rank 
AY Salary AYSalary AYSalary %Change %Change 
RANK Ralefor Rate for Rate for Fal1992to Fal 19921D 
Fall 1992 Spring 1993 Fal 1993 Spring 1993 Fal 1993 
P1olesSCM $57.626 $60,568 $62,717 5.10% 8.83% 
Ass 11 ia:te $43,750 $46,234 $48,132 5.68% 10.02% 
Ascistant $36.326 $38,564 $40,328 6.16% 11.02% 
lnstruclDt" $24,781 $26,639 $28,194 7.50% 13.77% 
Sautr;e:afi:es al~ & ~and P&stn>BI S6nic8s 
Furthermore, we were able to keep our past commitmenl to implement the second 
phase of the classified staff market salary adjustments. This brought our classilied staff 
into general parity with competing positions in the northwest region of Ohio. Both of 
these improvements in the wage and salary structure of the University's pe1S011 lel base 
were welcome changes from the previous two and one-hatf years. 
The State Budget 
The State finaBy passed a budget at the last moment in June 1992, and we now 
have an estimate of approximately how much we will receive in state ~ for the 
next two years, assuming the accuracy of our enrollment predictions and stability in 
state revenues. The latter assumption is, of course. aiticaJly important, and not at all 
certain. The enrollment picture for the University during the comil IQ year appears to be 
relatively stable. As of the writing of this report, we anticipate an enrollment some 350-
400 students less than in the Fall of 1992. This is within the parameters we have been 
predicting throughout the past two years. Because of this, and because we have taken 
some risk in distributing an unusualy large percentage of our contingency funds in 
salary increases effective July 1, 1993, it is impetalive for us to continue a job freeze 
through al least the first quarter of 1994 in order to buffer ourselves against the possibil-
ity of future additional reductions. 
Funding levels of the ExeaJtive Budget are far below the levels of January 1990-91. 
Indeed, the entire State of Ohio continues to fund higher education at a level that is truly 
depressing when compared with the other states in the country. In per capita support 
per student, Ohio ranks 43 out of the 50 states. While our contiguous states were 
increasing per capita support by 8.8 percent and the national average was falling by 2.5 
percent. Ohio's effort fell by 8.8 percent. In tuition and fee chargeS. Ohio ranks 7th in 
the country. As was pointed out in a recent editorial in the Toledo Blade (May 22, 
1993), Ohio cannot expect to have the same quality of higher educational institutions 
as, for example, Michigan, if we continue to fund ourselves at a level that is not competi-
tive with the rest of the country. It is not surprising that with these funding levels, 
access to higher echicatioo in the State of Ohio suffers as wen. Unless and until the 
State of Ohio commits itseH to a reversal of this situation. we will make liWe or no 
progress to improve the lot of the state's citizens generally. 
It is interesting to note that less than half of the University's operating revenue now 
comes from the state. Student fees constitute 49 percent of the total, state dollars make 
up 45 percent. and other outside revenue constitutes six percent. 
Capital Improvements 
In spite of the fact that our operating budget was dramatically reduced over the laSt 
two and one-half years, some progress in certain areas continued to be made. Of 
special note is the area of capital improvement. Since the last report. the Bowling 
Green University Field House has been completed and has been enjoyed by almost aD 
of our students. In fact, in the first month it was open, January 1993, more than 15,000 
students used the facility. It is also utilized for indoor training by our men's and 
women's intercollegiate athletic teams. and for the earning of academic a-edit through 
courses offered by the School of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. The 
building was entirely financed with student fee money and that portion of the plant 
operation and maintenance funds which is earned by the offering of crecfrt courses in 
the facility. No money which could be used for salaries for anyone employed by the 
University was expended in the construction of this building. It is important to empha-
size this, because there are constant utterances to the contrary. We already know that 
the facility is helping to recruit an excellent class of intercollegiate athletes in a variety of 
2. 
sports, and that it has been instrumental in attracting non-athlete studentS to the 
University as well. It is one of the highlights on the tours conducted through the Office 
of Admissions. 
Another major construction project which has been underway throughout this 
otherwise financially stringent period is the $15 million complete renovation of Founders 
Quadrangle. Founders will come back on line by the end of August 1993, and it is 
already fully subscribed for the coming year. In fact, all the student places in Founders 
for 1993-94 were taken within a week at the opening of the registration period for that 
new residence complex. With Founders coming back on line, Harshman Quadrangle 
will be partially removed from the residence scene, so the planned enrollment level 
continues to enable us to repair and renovate the residence hall facilities at the Univer-
sity without penalizing students by depriving them of living space. 
The Operations division and personnel in Physical Plant have been inaedibly busy 
this year. They have moved all of Computer Science and Computer Services into the 
newly renovated Hayes Hall, moved the faculty and all equipment into the new facilities 
of the School of Art, moved all faculty and staff out of the Eppler Complex and into 
temporary housing in the College Park Office Building to prepare for the total renovation 
of Eppler, and have themselves literally constructed the Hiroko Nakamato Gallery, an 
authentic Japanese tea ceremony room in the new Fine Arts Gallery, and the Asian 
Studies Room on the top floor of Otfenhauer Tower. 
The latter two facilities are unique. They are the result of donations from Ms. Hiroko 
Nakamoto, a 1954 graduate of the University and a survivor of the Hiroshima atomic 
bomb. Ms. Nakamoto is an interior designer and artist, and she designed each of these 
lovely spaces down to the last detail, including the personal supervision of their actual 
construction. We owe very special thanks to her, and to the fine craftsmen of Bowling 
Green State University who brought her visions to reality. A special word of apprecia-
tion is due to Carl Cogar, Director, Physical Plant, for his devoted attention to these 
projects. 
An event of considerable importance passed with almost no controversy on the 
campus when the Board of Trustees at its May 7, 1993 meeting decided to make the 
University entirely smoke-free, including residence halls, by August 15, 1994. The 
University already bans all indoor smoking in most non-residential buildings, and as of 
August 15, 1993, this poftcy will be extended to cover the renovated Founders Quad-
rangle, as well as all non-residential buildings and all University vehicles on both the 
main campus and Firelands. 
The General Purpose Classroom Building and Telecommunications Center, a $13.5 
million new facility, is well underway. 
Effort to Unionize Faculty 
The attempt to unionize the Bowling Green State University f<lC!Jlty has proceeded 
more slowly than I had expected. I had thought that an election to determine whether 
the facultY wished to organize for purposes of collective bargaining would be held some 
time in the early spring term of 1993. However, becauSe of delays in the process of 
agreeing about the composition of the bargaining unit, and because of the work 
schedule of the State Employee Relations Board (SERB), and particularly the number of 
cases "in the pipeline· ahead of Bowling Green State University, the election has not yet 
been held. We have now reached a stage in which we are very close to agreement on 
the final composition of the bargaining unit, and I expect this very important matter to be 
finalized within the next few weeks. After that, it is necessary for the SERB hearing 
officer to compose a report. for both sides to review that report and for both sides to 
decide whether they wish to appeal any segment of it If neither side wishes to appeal 
any section of the report, then the hearing officer wiD set an election date. I now believe 
that there will be an election during this academic year. 
As I have stated several times throughout the past year, this is a faculty decision, 
and one of great importance. I will not personally participate in such debates as may 
take place as we approach the election, but consistent with my announcement on 
Opening Day 1992, I will distribute to the faculty at-large my opinions about the many 
issues involved in the choice of whether to unionize, because many faculty have asked 
for my position on the issues. I am confident that the faculty of Bowling Green State 
University will fully inform themselves about all the consequences of this most important 
decision, and I urge each and every faculty member at the University, regardless of how 
they intend to vote, to make a choice at the ballot box. One of the worst things that 
could happen to the University is to have the issue of unionization decided by a rela-
tively small percentage of the faculty. 
North Central Accreditatior. Visit 
One of the positive highlights of the entire year was the visit of the North Central 
Accreditation team to the University. As you may know, universities are normally 
reaccrecfrted on a ten-year cycle. The last reaccrecfrtation visit took place in 1982-83, 
and there was considerable concern expressed at that time by the North Central 
Accrecfrtation team about the state of the University. In particular, they were concerned 
about the lack of stabifrty in the Central Administration since a new administration had 
just arrived at Bowling Green and had not firmed up its staffing structure as yet They 
were also concerned that the University <ftd not have a clear Role and Mission State-
ment in place, did not have planning processes, and <ftcl not seem to have an estab-
lished set of interim goals to move toward that Role and Mission. 
The North Central Accrecfrtation team was generally very happy indeed with the 
condition of the University in 1992-93. They state that we have made remarkable 
progress in the areas we set out to address ten years ago. They took particular note of 
progress in the area of libraries; computing; renewal, development and renovation of 
physical plant; student learning environment; staff development. particularly in Student 
Affairs; the quality of faculty who have been hired; the improvements in the quaftfica-
tions of our students; and in the size and program breadth of the Graduate College. 
They noted that the quality of the graduate students at the institution had dramatically 
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improved as well, and that the learning resources of the University had been dramati-
cally improved with the introduction and University membership in OhioUNK, one of the 
most advanced information retrieval networks in the world. They had strong praise for 
the quality and contributions of Firelands College, and for the University's efforts to 
enhance the number of minority students and faculty in our community. They praised 
our efforts in afftrmative action and handicapped services, and expressed admiration 
for the "tremendous commitment of the faculty and staff to the University," both on the 
main campus and at Firelands. They noted that we have a "genuine commitment to 
cultural diversity" reflected in the Women's Studies and Ethnic Studies programs, and 
the cultural diversity requirement now in place for all undergraduates. 
The team does have some concerns, advice and suggestions for the University. 
Although the team took great pains to underline the tremendous successes in accom-
plishing our stated goals in our Role and Mission Statement and in the Annual Reports 
of the President over the last decade, they note that the process we have been using is 
not technically a •genuine strategic planning process· and they believe such a strategic 
planning process should be implemented here. They recommend using an external 
consultant who has successfully implemented such a strategic plan at another university 
in order to help move us in this direction. 
They also believe the University does not have a developed student assessment 
program (they are correct in this), and advise us to begin the development and imple-
mentation of such a plan. The University intends to address both of these concerns. 
In addition, the team noted that for a University with our level of faculty excellence, 
the faculty should be achieving a higher level of external funding in support of their 
research efforts. They also encourage still higher levels of exertion in the raising of 
private gifts from alumni and friends of the University. I must express my view that an 
increase in University endowment from $1.1 million to $45.1 million, including an 
increase in assets controlled by the Foundation of less than $1 million in 1982 to more 
than $20 million today seems to me to be very significant progress in this regard. 
Overall, the team unanimously recommended continuing accreditation for the 
University, with the next comprehensive evaluation to be scheduled for 2002-2003. The 
team had no recommendations for significant change and no recommendations for 
focused evaluations. There was a recommendation for a focused evaluation in 1985 as 
a part of the 1982 team's visit The team requests that the University file two reports 
within three years on the subjects of implementing a University-wide strategic planning 
process and our progress toward developing and implementing a student assessment 
program. The University will, of course, comply with these requests. 
I want to thank the members of the evaluation team, which was chaired by Dr. Jean 
Adams of Iowa State University. And I also want to thank those many faculty and staff 
members who spent more than a year preparing the self-study which the external 
evaluation team used as the heart of its data for review upon the occasion of their visit. 
Dr. Denise Trauth, Associate Dean of the Graduate College, was the chair of the 
committee preparing for the NCA visit, and labored mightily to produce the very suc-
cessful result I have just outlined. Too many others are deserving of special mention to 
list here, but in addition to Denise those who were totally involved over the course of the 
entire year or more include Dr. Eloise E. Clark, Vice President for Academic Affairs; Dr. 
Richard Conrad, Assistant Vice President, Computer Services; Mr. Gregg DeCrane, 
Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs, University Student Activities & Orientation; 
Dr. Louis Katzner, Dean, Graduate College; Dr. Peter Hutchinson, Associate Vice 
President, Academic Affairs; and Dr. Rush Miller, Dean, Libraries and Leaming Re-
sources. 
A full copy of the North Central Accreditation team final report can be found in the 
Appendices to this document 
Long Range Planning at Bowling Green State University 
It became clear to me that neither the North Central Accreditltion team, nor indeed 
the general University community, has a clear understanding of the long range planning 
processes used at Bowling Green State University to accomplish the goals stated in our 
Role and Mission. Efforts have been made earlier in the decade to explain this fully, but 
dearly there has been a lag in the continuing education of the University community 
which should have been addressed, most appropriately by my office. I apologize for 
this lag, and will address it fully in the first days after the opening of the new term in 
August 1993. A brief outline of the process may be appropriate here. 
The long range planning process of the University, together with its annual attempts 
to implement the goals of that process, stand on a three-legged stool. One leg is the 
Role and Mission Statement of the University and its 27 goals. The Role and Mission 
Statement was adopted with one abstaining vote in 1983-84 by the Faculty Senate and 
unanimously confirmed by the Board of Trustees. It was developed in the first place at 
my instigation. 
The second leg of the stool is the Planning and Budgeting process at the departmen-
tal, collegiate and university levels which were instituted contemporaneously with the 
development of the Role and Mission Statement This process involves the annual 
formulation of a three-year "roDing" plan for each department and program in the 
University. the submission of these plans to collegiate budget committees and college 
deans who in their tum prioritize the needs of the college based upon their study of 
departmental needs and the available resources as provided to them by the Vice 
President for Planning and Budgeting Office, and a final submission of the collegiate 
level plans and proposed levels of funding to the University Budget Committee and the 
Faculty Senate Budget Committee. The Faculty Senate Budget Committee, a Cbarter 
ratified committee established at my request in 1983, is comprised of seven elected 
faculty members and two students. The University Budget Committee consists of the 
University vice presidents, chaired by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. These 
two committees meet jointly throughout the year to evaluate, prioritize, and make a 
budget for the entire University based upon the plan submitted to them by the depart-
ments and college units. 
The annual plan and budget produced by this planning and budgeting process is 
reviewed in accordance with the specific goals assigned to the vice presidential areas 
Rush Miller (right). dean of libraries and learning resources, shows President 
Olscamp and Eloise Clark, vice president for academic affairs, how to use the 
BGLINK, which was implemented in the fall of 1992. The new system replaces the 
circulation, cataloging and on-line public access catalog of the old system and has 
added ~any new features such as serials check-inlccntrol, acquisitions and fund. 
accounting and interfacing with OCLC for cataloging. 
by me in this Annual Report each year. The Annual Reoort of the Prmiident is the third 
leg of !he ~ning and_budgeting "platform· at the University. Each of the vice presi-
dents~ assigned specific goals, bu1 the primary purpose in assigning these incfrvidual 
goals IS to move toward the 27 goals established in the general Role and Mission 
Statement 
An informative example of the way this process works ciao be easily understood if 
one looks at the history of the development of the Graduate College at Bowling Green 
St_at~ University over the last decade. One of the goals developed in the initial Role and 
MISSlon Statement, (Goal #6), clearly sets out as an objective of the University a 
doubling of the enroUment in the Graduate College, while at the same time maintaining 
undergraduate exceUence (Goal #9). There has never been any question that an 
excellent undergraduate education remains the ms priority of the University. But it was 
understood a decade ago that both for purposes of revenue, as well as faculty develop-
ment and an enhancement of our competitive role with our sister institutions the 
Graduate College should be developed. ' 
Clearly the Graduate CoUege has developed. Indeed, there are almost twice as 
many graduate students today as there were ten years ago, and there are four addi-
~nal ~~ranting departments, with more than 60 specialty areas. In addition, 
smce neither undergraduate nor graduate education can be developed without ad-
equate learning resources, we set out, in aa:ordance with the Role and Mission 
Stat~nt (Goal #25 and #18), to dramatically enhance computing, library, and the 
learning resource environment at the University. The North Central Accreditation report 
states clearly and emphatically that these goals have been accomplished. We also 
~ that in ~ to enhance our ability to attract outstanding students such as 
Na~ Mfl!'l scholars, we would have to raise significant quantities of private dollars. 
The Unrversity's endowment has moved from $1.1 million to $43.9 million during that 
decade, and the number of academic scholarships of all varieties has moved from 475 
to 1,528 today. All of these steps are as a result of 1) the establishment of the Role 
and_ Mission Staterm:nt. 2) the introduction of the Planning and Budgeting process 
designed to accomplish these goals, and 3) the assignment of the specific steps that 
needed to be taken in order to achieve these results through the presidenfs Annual 
Report to the appropriate vice presidents each year. · 
The University's Role and Mission Statement was reprioritized by the Faculty Senate 
in 1988, and again the vote in approval of the reprioritized version was virtually unani-
mous. The i:~ees then u~~ ~ved the document Another five years has 
passed, and it will once agam be time to repnoritize the University's Role and Mission 
Statemi:nt in the coming academic year. It has served us well, and I look forward to the 
<flSCUSSIOn of such changes as may be appropriate in it 
Our planning and budgeting system was carefully studied and reviewed by a 
committee chaired by_ Professor Leo Navin in 1990. They praised the process, and 
recommended no maJOr changes be made. However, since the North Central Accrecf1-
tation team has strongly recommended the establishment of a strategic planning 
process at the University, I consider it necessary, in order to meet their concerns, to 
develop a ~ statement of what a strategic planning process, as opposed to the long 
~ ~nm~ process we ~e been u_sing for the last ten years, might be for the 
1:1nrversity. Th~ will be~ maior task dunng the corning fall term. When a dear descrip-
tion of a strategic planning process for Bowling Green State University has been 
developed, I wiD make dear to the entire University community exactly what is involved 
in the development and implementation of such a mechanism. As those familiar with 
strategic planning know, it is a detailed, painstaking, and lengthy process that involves 
hundreds of peOple and a great deal of effort Because the process is so extensive and 
requires such a commitment on the part of the institution, I will hold a general University 
referendum to ascertain the desires of the community about the nature of the process 
and the level of participation the community wishes to have in it The results of this 
referendum will be reported to the committee as soon as it has been held, but in any 
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event. no later than the end of Fall Semester 1993. 
Academic Planning 
As it ~e clear in_ the_ Fall of 1990 that there were severe budget reductions 
ah~ad f~r h1gh_er educa!K>n m Ohio, the Administrative Council of Bowling Green State 
University decided that it was necessary to undertake an examination of the current 
prog~amma~ and administra~e s~_ure of our University. In order to accomplish this, 
the vice pr~ident for a~dem1c_affairs instructed that Academic Planning committees 
be fom:ied m each collegiate_ unit, and that an Intercollegiate Academic Planning 
Committee (IAPC) be established for the entire University to make recommendations 
and ~ugg~stions to t~e vice president for academic affairs about the future academic 
cor:if1gu~at10~ of Bowling Green State University. The collegiate committees and the 
Um_vers1ty-wide Academic Planning Committee have completed their work, and the 
~ntire report ~f th_e University committee is included in the Appendices of this report. It 
1s ~provocative, unportant and highly interesting document, and the entire committee. 
which :"'as chaired b~ Dr. R~~h Miller, ~eserves our admiration for their courage, 
com~1trnent and clarity of v1s1on. I believe that this report will be the foundation for the 
most important changes at this University which we will see in the coming decade. 
Those changes concern the following general topics: 
-Possible reconfiguration of the collegiate, departmental and programmatic 
structures of the University. 
. -A ~ew academic planning process, which operates from the basic principle that 
"in_~vatiVe advarn:ements ~-on!_)' be accomplished by limiting or eliminating other 
existing, but le~ vtable, activities. (page 3 of the Report). Reallocation of resources 
must be the pnmary method of advancement. 
-Proposed changes in the Academic Charter of the University which would facilitate 
•appropnate restructuring of academic units: (page 4) 
-Re-examination of the University's reward and incentive mechanisms with a view 
toward basing r~ as well as disincentives more definitively upon •outcomes,· at 
bo~ ~e level of 1nd~ual performance and programmatic management The steps 
ellVISlOOed would r~rre_both revision of the University's salary policy and of its 
management practices with respect to collegiate and departmental revenue production 
and control. 
-Inter-instructional cooperative programming and the adopting of modem techno-
logical means for the derrvery of instruction. 
To move forward on these aitically important recommenclationS, the Committee 
recommends that "the University should sponsor a pre-centennial symposium on 'BGSU 
2010' during the coming academic year; with several "forward-thinking education 
leaders· being invited to share their concepts and recommendations with us. 
It seems clear to me that these are recommendations and concerns of principle that 
are profoundly important The Committee's more specific suggestions concerning 
possible but not actually recommended reconfigurations, which they suggest for 
additional consideration and examination, cannot be fruitfully stucfted in this Annual 
Report. although they are, as previously noted, contained in the Committee document in 
the Appendices. The University's responstbility to pursue the recommendations of this 
seminal undertaking is clear, however, and accordingly I have committed myself in the 
Goals for 1993-94 sections of this report, both in the section pertaining to my office and 
to that of~ Vice President for Academic Affairs, to a series of steps designed to reach 
closure within the f~ future in several of the areas of concern. Here let me say 
that we will ~with the "BGSU 201 o· symposium in the Spring Semester 1994, 
and we will design and recommend changes in the Charter which would facilitate 
reconfiguration. Obviously, further examination and definition of steps for actual and 
practical implementation of any programmatic and poricy changes is essential, and it is 
therefore inevitable that the Faculty Senate, as well as working committees of affected 
faculty and administrators, be closely involved as a part of the needed processes. The 
involvement of the Senate and affected faculty are basic principles firmly enunciated in 
the Committee Report itself, and I fully concur with them. 
It is appropriate here to note that the report of the local Mana!J!~ for the Future Task 
Force, appointed as a result of Governor Voinovich's initiative in a5king the Ohio Board 
of Regents to form a statewide Managing for the Future Task Force to examine how 
!nstitutions mig!rt fu~n more efficiently than they have in the past, was very influential 
m the deliberations of the Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee. This influence 
is ~nt in those sections of the planning document deafmg with incentives and 
salary tSSUes, review of organizational inefficiencies, and use of technology in particular. 
I want to thank the members of that Task Force which was chaired by Ms. Patricia 
Spengler, Vice President/Associate Counsel, of Mid-Am, Inc., and whose members 
included Mr. Stephen McEwen, President, Henry Filters; Mr. Richard Newlove, Presi-
dent of Newlove Realty, Inc.; Dr. Eloise E. Clark. Vice President for Academic Affairs; 
Dr. J. Christopher Dalton. Vice President for Planning and Budgeting; Dr. Fred Wilrtams, 
Dean of the College of Business Administration; Dr. Wmifred Stone, Associate Dean of 
the Graduate College; and Dr. Karen Gould, Director of Women's Studies and Professor 
of Romance Languages. 
Non-Faculty Study 
The previous section of this Introduction reviewed very central undertakings in the 
area of academic affairs and collegiate management of the University. It is fully 
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sports, and that it has been instrumental in attracting non-athlete studentS to the 
University as well. It is one of the highlights on the tours conducted through the Office 
of Admissions. 
Another major construction project which has been underway throughout this 
otherwise financially stringent period is the $15 million complete renovation of Founders 
Quadrangle. Founders will come back on line by the end of August 1993, and it is 
already fully subscribed for the coming year. In fact, all the student places in Founders 
for 1993-94 were taken within a week at the opening of the registration period for that 
new residence complex. With Founders coming back on line, Harshman Quadrangle 
will be partially removed from the residence scene, so the planned enrollment level 
continues to enable us to repair and renovate the residence hall facilities at the Univer-
sity without penalizing students by depriving them of living space. 
The Operations division and personnel in Physical Plant have been inaedibly busy 
this year. They have moved all of Computer Science and Computer Services into the 
newly renovated Hayes Hall, moved the faculty and all equipment into the new facilities 
of the School of Art, moved all faculty and staff out of the Eppler Complex and into 
temporary housing in the College Park Office Building to prepare for the total renovation 
of Eppler, and have themselves literally constructed the Hiroko Nakamato Gallery, an 
authentic Japanese tea ceremony room in the new Fine Arts Gallery, and the Asian 
Studies Room on the top floor of Otfenhauer Tower. 
The latter two facilities are unique. They are the result of donations from Ms. Hiroko 
Nakamoto, a 1954 graduate of the University and a survivor of the Hiroshima atomic 
bomb. Ms. Nakamoto is an interior designer and artist, and she designed each of these 
lovely spaces down to the last detail, including the personal supervision of their actual 
construction. We owe very special thanks to her, and to the fine craftsmen of Bowling 
Green State University who brought her visions to reality. A special word of apprecia-
tion is due to Carl Cogar, Director, Physical Plant, for his devoted attention to these 
projects. 
An event of considerable importance passed with almost no controversy on the 
campus when the Board of Trustees at its May 7, 1993 meeting decided to make the 
University entirely smoke-free, including residence halls, by August 15, 1994. The 
University already bans all indoor smoking in most non-residential buildings, and as of 
August 15, 1993, this poftcy will be extended to cover the renovated Founders Quad-
rangle, as well as all non-residential buildings and all University vehicles on both the 
main campus and Firelands. 
The General Purpose Classroom Building and Telecommunications Center, a $13.5 
million new facility, is well underway. 
Effort to Unionize Faculty 
The attempt to unionize the Bowling Green State University f<lC!Jlty has proceeded 
more slowly than I had expected. I had thought that an election to determine whether 
the facultY wished to organize for purposes of collective bargaining would be held some 
time in the early spring term of 1993. However, becauSe of delays in the process of 
agreeing about the composition of the bargaining unit, and because of the work 
schedule of the State Employee Relations Board (SERB), and particularly the number of 
cases "in the pipeline· ahead of Bowling Green State University, the election has not yet 
been held. We have now reached a stage in which we are very close to agreement on 
the final composition of the bargaining unit, and I expect this very important matter to be 
finalized within the next few weeks. After that, it is necessary for the SERB hearing 
officer to compose a report. for both sides to review that report and for both sides to 
decide whether they wish to appeal any segment of it If neither side wishes to appeal 
any section of the report, then the hearing officer wiD set an election date. I now believe 
that there will be an election during this academic year. 
As I have stated several times throughout the past year, this is a faculty decision, 
and one of great importance. I will not personally participate in such debates as may 
take place as we approach the election, but consistent with my announcement on 
Opening Day 1992, I will distribute to the faculty at-large my opinions about the many 
issues involved in the choice of whether to unionize, because many faculty have asked 
for my position on the issues. I am confident that the faculty of Bowling Green State 
University will fully inform themselves about all the consequences of this most important 
decision, and I urge each and every faculty member at the University, regardless of how 
they intend to vote, to make a choice at the ballot box. One of the worst things that 
could happen to the University is to have the issue of unionization decided by a rela-
tively small percentage of the faculty. 
North Central Accreditatior. Visit 
One of the positive highlights of the entire year was the visit of the North Central 
Accreditation team to the University. As you may know, universities are normally 
reaccrecfrted on a ten-year cycle. The last reaccrecfrtation visit took place in 1982-83, 
and there was considerable concern expressed at that time by the North Central 
Accrecfrtation team about the state of the University. In particular, they were concerned 
about the lack of stabifrty in the Central Administration since a new administration had 
just arrived at Bowling Green and had not firmed up its staffing structure as yet They 
were also concerned that the University <ftd not have a clear Role and Mission State-
ment in place, did not have planning processes, and <ftcl not seem to have an estab-
lished set of interim goals to move toward that Role and Mission. 
The North Central Accrecfrtation team was generally very happy indeed with the 
condition of the University in 1992-93. They state that we have made remarkable 
progress in the areas we set out to address ten years ago. They took particular note of 
progress in the area of libraries; computing; renewal, development and renovation of 
physical plant; student learning environment; staff development. particularly in Student 
Affairs; the quality of faculty who have been hired; the improvements in the quaftfica-
tions of our students; and in the size and program breadth of the Graduate College. 
They noted that the quality of the graduate students at the institution had dramatically 
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improved as well, and that the learning resources of the University had been dramati-
cally improved with the introduction and University membership in OhioUNK, one of the 
most advanced information retrieval networks in the world. They had strong praise for 
the quality and contributions of Firelands College, and for the University's efforts to 
enhance the number of minority students and faculty in our community. They praised 
our efforts in afftrmative action and handicapped services, and expressed admiration 
for the "tremendous commitment of the faculty and staff to the University," both on the 
main campus and at Firelands. They noted that we have a "genuine commitment to 
cultural diversity" reflected in the Women's Studies and Ethnic Studies programs, and 
the cultural diversity requirement now in place for all undergraduates. 
The team does have some concerns, advice and suggestions for the University. 
Although the team took great pains to underline the tremendous successes in accom-
plishing our stated goals in our Role and Mission Statement and in the Annual Reports 
of the President over the last decade, they note that the process we have been using is 
not technically a •genuine strategic planning process· and they believe such a strategic 
planning process should be implemented here. They recommend using an external 
consultant who has successfully implemented such a strategic plan at another university 
in order to help move us in this direction. 
They also believe the University does not have a developed student assessment 
program (they are correct in this), and advise us to begin the development and imple-
mentation of such a plan. The University intends to address both of these concerns. 
In addition, the team noted that for a University with our level of faculty excellence, 
the faculty should be achieving a higher level of external funding in support of their 
research efforts. They also encourage still higher levels of exertion in the raising of 
private gifts from alumni and friends of the University. I must express my view that an 
increase in University endowment from $1.1 million to $45.1 million, including an 
increase in assets controlled by the Foundation of less than $1 million in 1982 to more 
than $20 million today seems to me to be very significant progress in this regard. 
Overall, the team unanimously recommended continuing accreditation for the 
University, with the next comprehensive evaluation to be scheduled for 2002-2003. The 
team had no recommendations for significant change and no recommendations for 
focused evaluations. There was a recommendation for a focused evaluation in 1985 as 
a part of the 1982 team's visit The team requests that the University file two reports 
within three years on the subjects of implementing a University-wide strategic planning 
process and our progress toward developing and implementing a student assessment 
program. The University will, of course, comply with these requests. 
I want to thank the members of the evaluation team, which was chaired by Dr. Jean 
Adams of Iowa State University. And I also want to thank those many faculty and staff 
members who spent more than a year preparing the self-study which the external 
evaluation team used as the heart of its data for review upon the occasion of their visit. 
Dr. Denise Trauth, Associate Dean of the Graduate College, was the chair of the 
committee preparing for the NCA visit, and labored mightily to produce the very suc-
cessful result I have just outlined. Too many others are deserving of special mention to 
list here, but in addition to Denise those who were totally involved over the course of the 
entire year or more include Dr. Eloise E. Clark, Vice President for Academic Affairs; Dr. 
Richard Conrad, Assistant Vice President, Computer Services; Mr. Gregg DeCrane, 
Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs, University Student Activities & Orientation; 
Dr. Louis Katzner, Dean, Graduate College; Dr. Peter Hutchinson, Associate Vice 
President, Academic Affairs; and Dr. Rush Miller, Dean, Libraries and Leaming Re-
sources. 
A full copy of the North Central Accreditation team final report can be found in the 
Appendices to this document 
Long Range Planning at Bowling Green State University 
It became clear to me that neither the North Central Accreditltion team, nor indeed 
the general University community, has a clear understanding of the long range planning 
processes used at Bowling Green State University to accomplish the goals stated in our 
Role and Mission. Efforts have been made earlier in the decade to explain this fully, but 
dearly there has been a lag in the continuing education of the University community 
which should have been addressed, most appropriately by my office. I apologize for 
this lag, and will address it fully in the first days after the opening of the new term in 
August 1993. A brief outline of the process may be appropriate here. 
The long range planning process of the University, together with its annual attempts 
to implement the goals of that process, stand on a three-legged stool. One leg is the 
Role and Mission Statement of the University and its 27 goals. The Role and Mission 
Statement was adopted with one abstaining vote in 1983-84 by the Faculty Senate and 
unanimously confirmed by the Board of Trustees. It was developed in the first place at 
my instigation. 
The second leg of the stool is the Planning and Budgeting process at the departmen-
tal, collegiate and university levels which were instituted contemporaneously with the 
development of the Role and Mission Statement This process involves the annual 
formulation of a three-year "roDing" plan for each department and program in the 
University. the submission of these plans to collegiate budget committees and college 
deans who in their tum prioritize the needs of the college based upon their study of 
departmental needs and the available resources as provided to them by the Vice 
President for Planning and Budgeting Office, and a final submission of the collegiate 
level plans and proposed levels of funding to the University Budget Committee and the 
Faculty Senate Budget Committee. The Faculty Senate Budget Committee, a Cbarter 
ratified committee established at my request in 1983, is comprised of seven elected 
faculty members and two students. The University Budget Committee consists of the 
University vice presidents, chaired by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. These 
two committees meet jointly throughout the year to evaluate, prioritize, and make a 
budget for the entire University based upon the plan submitted to them by the depart-
ments and college units. 
The annual plan and budget produced by this planning and budgeting process is 
reviewed in accordance with the specific goals assigned to the vice presidential areas 
Rush Miller (right). dean of libraries and learning resources, shows President 
Olscamp and Eloise Clark, vice president for academic affairs, how to use the 
BGLINK, which was implemented in the fall of 1992. The new system replaces the 
circulation, cataloging and on-line public access catalog of the old system and has 
added ~any new features such as serials check-inlccntrol, acquisitions and fund. 
accounting and interfacing with OCLC for cataloging. 
by me in this Annual Report each year. The Annual Reoort of the Prmiident is the third 
leg of !he ~ning and_budgeting "platform· at the University. Each of the vice presi-
dents~ assigned specific goals, bu1 the primary purpose in assigning these incfrvidual 
goals IS to move toward the 27 goals established in the general Role and Mission 
Statement 
An informative example of the way this process works ciao be easily understood if 
one looks at the history of the development of the Graduate College at Bowling Green 
St_at~ University over the last decade. One of the goals developed in the initial Role and 
MISSlon Statement, (Goal #6), clearly sets out as an objective of the University a 
doubling of the enroUment in the Graduate College, while at the same time maintaining 
undergraduate exceUence (Goal #9). There has never been any question that an 
excellent undergraduate education remains the ms priority of the University. But it was 
understood a decade ago that both for purposes of revenue, as well as faculty develop-
ment and an enhancement of our competitive role with our sister institutions the 
Graduate College should be developed. ' 
Clearly the Graduate CoUege has developed. Indeed, there are almost twice as 
many graduate students today as there were ten years ago, and there are four addi-
~nal ~~ranting departments, with more than 60 specialty areas. In addition, 
smce neither undergraduate nor graduate education can be developed without ad-
equate learning resources, we set out, in aa:ordance with the Role and Mission 
Stat~nt (Goal #25 and #18), to dramatically enhance computing, library, and the 
learning resource environment at the University. The North Central Accreditation report 
states clearly and emphatically that these goals have been accomplished. We also 
~ that in ~ to enhance our ability to attract outstanding students such as 
Na~ Mfl!'l scholars, we would have to raise significant quantities of private dollars. 
The Unrversity's endowment has moved from $1.1 million to $43.9 million during that 
decade, and the number of academic scholarships of all varieties has moved from 475 
to 1,528 today. All of these steps are as a result of 1) the establishment of the Role 
and_ Mission Staterm:nt. 2) the introduction of the Planning and Budgeting process 
designed to accomplish these goals, and 3) the assignment of the specific steps that 
needed to be taken in order to achieve these results through the presidenfs Annual 
Report to the appropriate vice presidents each year. · 
The University's Role and Mission Statement was reprioritized by the Faculty Senate 
in 1988, and again the vote in approval of the reprioritized version was virtually unani-
mous. The i:~ees then u~~ ~ved the document Another five years has 
passed, and it will once agam be time to repnoritize the University's Role and Mission 
Statemi:nt in the coming academic year. It has served us well, and I look forward to the 
<flSCUSSIOn of such changes as may be appropriate in it 
Our planning and budgeting system was carefully studied and reviewed by a 
committee chaired by_ Professor Leo Navin in 1990. They praised the process, and 
recommended no maJOr changes be made. However, since the North Central Accrecf1-
tation team has strongly recommended the establishment of a strategic planning 
process at the University, I consider it necessary, in order to meet their concerns, to 
develop a ~ statement of what a strategic planning process, as opposed to the long 
~ ~nm~ process we ~e been u_sing for the last ten years, might be for the 
1:1nrversity. Th~ will be~ maior task dunng the corning fall term. When a dear descrip-
tion of a strategic planning process for Bowling Green State University has been 
developed, I wiD make dear to the entire University community exactly what is involved 
in the development and implementation of such a mechanism. As those familiar with 
strategic planning know, it is a detailed, painstaking, and lengthy process that involves 
hundreds of peOple and a great deal of effort Because the process is so extensive and 
requires such a commitment on the part of the institution, I will hold a general University 
referendum to ascertain the desires of the community about the nature of the process 
and the level of participation the community wishes to have in it The results of this 
referendum will be reported to the committee as soon as it has been held, but in any 
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event. no later than the end of Fall Semester 1993. 
Academic Planning 
As it ~e clear in_ the_ Fall of 1990 that there were severe budget reductions 
ah~ad f~r h1gh_er educa!K>n m Ohio, the Administrative Council of Bowling Green State 
University decided that it was necessary to undertake an examination of the current 
prog~amma~ and administra~e s~_ure of our University. In order to accomplish this, 
the vice pr~ident for a~dem1c_affairs instructed that Academic Planning committees 
be fom:ied m each collegiate_ unit, and that an Intercollegiate Academic Planning 
Committee (IAPC) be established for the entire University to make recommendations 
and ~ugg~stions to t~e vice president for academic affairs about the future academic 
cor:if1gu~at10~ of Bowling Green State University. The collegiate committees and the 
Um_vers1ty-wide Academic Planning Committee have completed their work, and the 
~ntire report ~f th_e University committee is included in the Appendices of this report. It 
1s ~provocative, unportant and highly interesting document, and the entire committee. 
which :"'as chaired b~ Dr. R~~h Miller, ~eserves our admiration for their courage, 
com~1trnent and clarity of v1s1on. I believe that this report will be the foundation for the 
most important changes at this University which we will see in the coming decade. 
Those changes concern the following general topics: 
-Possible reconfiguration of the collegiate, departmental and programmatic 
structures of the University. 
. -A ~ew academic planning process, which operates from the basic principle that 
"in_~vatiVe advarn:ements ~-on!_)' be accomplished by limiting or eliminating other 
existing, but le~ vtable, activities. (page 3 of the Report). Reallocation of resources 
must be the pnmary method of advancement. 
-Proposed changes in the Academic Charter of the University which would facilitate 
•appropnate restructuring of academic units: (page 4) 
-Re-examination of the University's reward and incentive mechanisms with a view 
toward basing r~ as well as disincentives more definitively upon •outcomes,· at 
bo~ ~e level of 1nd~ual performance and programmatic management The steps 
ellVISlOOed would r~rre_both revision of the University's salary policy and of its 
management practices with respect to collegiate and departmental revenue production 
and control. 
-Inter-instructional cooperative programming and the adopting of modem techno-
logical means for the derrvery of instruction. 
To move forward on these aitically important recommenclationS, the Committee 
recommends that "the University should sponsor a pre-centennial symposium on 'BGSU 
2010' during the coming academic year; with several "forward-thinking education 
leaders· being invited to share their concepts and recommendations with us. 
It seems clear to me that these are recommendations and concerns of principle that 
are profoundly important The Committee's more specific suggestions concerning 
possible but not actually recommended reconfigurations, which they suggest for 
additional consideration and examination, cannot be fruitfully stucfted in this Annual 
Report. although they are, as previously noted, contained in the Committee document in 
the Appendices. The University's responstbility to pursue the recommendations of this 
seminal undertaking is clear, however, and accordingly I have committed myself in the 
Goals for 1993-94 sections of this report, both in the section pertaining to my office and 
to that of~ Vice President for Academic Affairs, to a series of steps designed to reach 
closure within the f~ future in several of the areas of concern. Here let me say 
that we will ~with the "BGSU 201 o· symposium in the Spring Semester 1994, 
and we will design and recommend changes in the Charter which would facilitate 
reconfiguration. Obviously, further examination and definition of steps for actual and 
practical implementation of any programmatic and poricy changes is essential, and it is 
therefore inevitable that the Faculty Senate, as well as working committees of affected 
faculty and administrators, be closely involved as a part of the needed processes. The 
involvement of the Senate and affected faculty are basic principles firmly enunciated in 
the Committee Report itself, and I fully concur with them. 
It is appropriate here to note that the report of the local Mana!J!~ for the Future Task 
Force, appointed as a result of Governor Voinovich's initiative in a5king the Ohio Board 
of Regents to form a statewide Managing for the Future Task Force to examine how 
!nstitutions mig!rt fu~n more efficiently than they have in the past, was very influential 
m the deliberations of the Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee. This influence 
is ~nt in those sections of the planning document deafmg with incentives and 
salary tSSUes, review of organizational inefficiencies, and use of technology in particular. 
I want to thank the members of that Task Force which was chaired by Ms. Patricia 
Spengler, Vice President/Associate Counsel, of Mid-Am, Inc., and whose members 
included Mr. Stephen McEwen, President, Henry Filters; Mr. Richard Newlove, Presi-
dent of Newlove Realty, Inc.; Dr. Eloise E. Clark. Vice President for Academic Affairs; 
Dr. J. Christopher Dalton. Vice President for Planning and Budgeting; Dr. Fred Wilrtams, 
Dean of the College of Business Administration; Dr. Wmifred Stone, Associate Dean of 
the Graduate College; and Dr. Karen Gould, Director of Women's Studies and Professor 
of Romance Languages. 
Non-Faculty Study 
The previous section of this Introduction reviewed very central undertakings in the 
area of academic affairs and collegiate management of the University. It is fully 
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Ann-Marie Lancaster. chair of the computer science department. and graduate 
assistant Daryl Stone assist a team participating in the second annual computer 
competition sponsored by the department and the Toledo chapter of the Black Data 
Processing Associates. In addition to answering q~ns '!1'<'uf ~~and .. 
hardware. the competition included a problem-soMng session which involved wrmng 
computer programs, producing output and presenting information. 
appropriate that this endeavor be extended to the non-academic are~ of the University 
as well, and that just as we are preparing for the new~~ ~cademically, ~we 
undertake appropriate revisions of the service and admmistratiVe structure which 
undergirds the delivery of academic instructio_n and n:search. . . 
I have therefore appointed a Non-Academic Functions Com~mee_ which wil~ conduct 
a detailed examination of the entire employment array of the University, exdusrve of 
faculty positions. The purpose of this study will be to det~ine ~ the function <>! ~ch 
position should be altered, enhanced, eliminated, or combined ~ another position, 
and what the long-range implications for our personnel profile will be as a ~It 
Because of the complexity of this task, I do not anticipate a final report d~nng. the . 
coming academic year, but periodic progress reports of the Study Cornmmee s work will 
be published for the entire community. . 
It is not the purpose of this committee, nor do I anticipate ~ a ~ult of ~ wo~ that 
there will be sudden reductions in full-time positions at the University. The idea IS to 
prepare for long-range changes well in advance, so that they may be accommodated by 
attrition rather than reduction. 
New Trustees 
An unusual event of great significance for the future of the University occurred during 
the past year. Governor Voinovich, upon the advice of C?tiio Attorney ~ Li:e. 
Fisher, determined that the appointments of two of Bowling Green State University s 
trustees "were a nullity" which in effect meant that their original appointments had not 
been valid. This determination was made by Attorney General Fisher on the grounds 
that the constitution of the State of Ohio requires members of boards of trustees of the 
state's universities to be ·e1ectors" of the State of Ohio; that is, that they be qualffied to 
vote in the State of Ohio. The governor's office determined that Trustee Nick J. Mileti 
and Trustee G.0. Herbert Moorehead, Jr., were not electors of the State of Ohio since 
they were not residents of the state, a requirement for being an elector. Therefore, 
Governor Voinovich notified Mr. Mileti and Mr. Moorehead that they were not trustees of 
Bowring Green State Unive~. The Governor then proceeded to replace Mr. Mileti 
and Mr. Moorehead with Ms. Valerie Newell of Cincinnati, a graduate of Bowling Green 
State University, and Mr. David Bryan of Toledo, a graduate of Muskingum College and 
the University of Toledo Law School. The University community was su~ and 
somewhat cfisconcerted by this move, beca1ise of course we assumed Mileti and 
Moorehead had been vafldly appointed and would serve out their full terms. They were 
effective and devoted trustees. and on behaH of the University community at large, I 
want to thank them for their lengthy and committed service to Bowling Green State 
University. Ms. Valerie Newell and Mr. David Bryan wiD make exciting and fuDy 
participative additions to the Board. Ms. Newell was an All-American swimmer at the 
University and is a graduate of the College of Business Administratic:n She is a ~ 
51 iccessful businesswoman in Cincinnati, with Scudder, Stevens & Clark. She brings 
representation from the Cincinnati area to the Board of Trustee:> for the first time sn:e 
1981, and this representation is truly welcome. Mr. Bryan continues the_ dose_ assoaa-
tion of the Bryan family with the University, and brings a wealth of expenence m the . 
northwest Ohio business and legal communities to the Board. I look forward to working 
very closely with both of them, and indeed I am already doing so. 
Other Appointments 
Two new deans have been appointed to collegiate units at Bowling Green State 
SF 
University this year. With the retirement of Dean Robert Thayer after 10 years of 
service in the College of Musical Arts, Dean H. Lee Riggins_ from the ~atory of 
Music at the University of Missouri-Kansas City ~ bee!'! hir~. '?r- ~ins received 
his doctorate from the University of Texas at Austin. He IS editor-m-chief of the College 
Music Symposium and a charter member of the edit~ review board of the Joumal_of 
Music Theory Pedagogy. His administrative accomplishments have ~ coupled with 
scholarty and professional achievements in music theory and choral music. 
Dean Robert DeBard of Firelarlds has decided to return to the faculty there, and he 
has been replaced by Dean R. Darby Williams, formerty_dean_of academic affai~ at 
Elizabethtown Community College in Kentucky. Or. Williams IS a ~r~dua~e of~~ 
State University and holds the Ph.D. in English. He~ ™:Id a~m1~~e positiOns at 
Alpena Community College in Michigan and at Franklin University in OhlO. 
Dean Ralph Townsend, who has acted as head of the Un~ersi_t(s largest colleg~te 
unit, the College of Arts and Sciences. for the last two years IS retinng from academic 
life. The search for his replacement is still continuing. 
Additional Noteworthy Items 
As always, there are too many individuals who have rendered magnifice_nl service to 
the University to list in such a brief space as this report. Some truly exceptional people 
must be mentioned however. Dr. Don Boren, Chair of the Health Care Task Force, and 
the other members of that committee, deseive really special praise for what must rank 
as one of the most complicated, sensitive and beneficial committee assign~nts evi.:r 
completed at BGSU. Their findings, many of which have al~eacly been put mto practice, 
will determine the foundation for health insurance at the University for the for~~le 
future. The other members of the committee are: Dr. James Albert, Math & S~tistic:S; 
Dr. Richard Bowers, HPER; Dr. James Child, Philosophy; Ms. Mary Blf.'.n Cloninger, 
Athletics; Ms. Kathy Eninger, Physical Plant; Dr. Patricia~· Appl_~ Hu_man 
Ecology; Mr. Gaylyn Rnn, Treasurer; Ms. Joyce Hyslop, Business Admm~n; Dr. 
Josh Kaplan, Health Center; Ms. Barbara Keeley, Health arid. Human Services; Mr. 
Robert Kreienkamp. Channel 27; Dr. Park Leathers, Accounting & MIS; Mr. John 
Moore, Personnel Services; Mr. Jim Morris, Benefits Manager; and Dr. Paul Mueller, 
Finance. · · th functio The Task Force has agreed to continue for three more years. revteW1ng e n-
ing of our health plan, searching for ways to minimize additional •cost-shifting," and 
pursuing educational plans for the community with respect to the new P~-
This is the first complete year of operation for the newly funded Commmee on 
International Education, which falls under the aegis of the Office of Continuing Educa-
tion, International and Summer Programs and its very able dean, Dr. Suzanne 
Crawford. The results are dear. 
Numb0r of students abroad: 
1990-91 (indudes summer 1991) = 150 (100 were undergraduates) 
1991-92(indudessummer1992) = 172 (124 were undergraduates) . 
1992-93(summer1993 figures not in)= estimated at 228 students; ~mate 170 
were undergraduates, a 45 percent increase in students through lnternatiOnal Travel 
Grants 
(this represents 76 of the 170 undergraduate students). 
Goal for 2010 is 25 percent of undergraduates. 
Number of international s1udents here: 
Fall 1992 = 443 students 
Fall 1993 =estimate 500 students 
Number of BGSU dollars allocated in supoort of international education: 
1992-93 = $126.493 
1993-94 = $83,088 to date; 
Adcfrtional awards for next spring wiD be made in November. 
- Jeff Grilriot. Director, International Programs. deseives special aecfd for the ad-
vancement in these areas. particularly since it was not possible to add staff support 
because of the budget crisis. . . 
Another bright star during the dismal 1992-93 fiscal year was the continuing very 
high level of performance by Bowling Green's intercollegiate ~tic t~ ~the 
second year in a row, the football Falcons did not lose a game in the Mid-American 
Conference, arid they also were viclorious against the University of Nevada-Reno . 
"Wolfpack9 in the inaugural Las Vegas Bowl In addition, the lady Falcons won champi-
onships in basketball, softball and volleyball, and received NCAA bids i!1 '!19 first two 
sports. The men's soccer team received their first NCAA tournament bid m twenty 
years, and next year they wiD join the _MAC as a conten:nce sport The overall best 
women's sports program in the MAC IS annually recognized by the Jacoby Trophy, and 
BGSU was this year's winner, for the second consecutive year. 
Perhaps the quaflly of our intercollegiate athletic sports program is best character-
ized, however, by the fact that this year we recognized a record number of~ athletes 
who earned a 3.5 or better out of a possible 4.0 grade point average. Nothing could 
make me more proud of our CC?ffimitment to the scholar-athlete. 
By now. we have become accustomed to new records being re~ each 
year in the increasingly competitive arena of fund ~- N<>nE:theless. tfl!5 ~ not of 
course happen by accident, and the staff in the University RelationS area. including 
Development, deserves our deepest gratitude. This year they raised an all-time record 





$4.5 million in armual giving. The efforts of our Development staff, combined with the 
vision of the Trustees in creating the Internal Endowment Fund and in refinancing the 
residence hall bonds in 1984 which resuhed in the creation of the Dormitory Escrow 
Fund, have resulted in a combined University/Foundation endowment of $45 million. 
Today, this total ranks us 75th of all public four-year institutions in the United States. 
Left untouched, and even if no additional private funds were raised (you may count on 
the opposite!) this endowment will reach about $70 million by the year 2005. Perhaps 
no other legacy of the last decade will, in the long run, seive the University better than 
this fine accomplishment. 
In the same area of University Relations, special note should be taken of the very 
productive work of Vice President Philip Mason in the State Legislature. Without the 
success of Phil and his fellow legislative aides from a few other schools, there would 
have been no floor established for the state subsidy, and BGSU would actually have 
had its budget cut even further for next year. As it was, the 3 percent floor for the 
coming year and a 2 percent guarantee for 1994-95 will protect us against this for the 
time being, and barring further gubernatorial reductions. Our legislative efforts were 
also critically important and successful in establishing a 5 percent rather than a 4 
percent tuition cap, and regrettable though any increases are, they are essential. 
A tremendous and heartfelt continuing vote of thanks is due to all those involved in 
the complex and fantastically difficult set of ongoing tasks known collectively as 
"Project-90. • The financial systems, human resource systems, student information 
systems, and several sections of remaining massive reprogramming jobs to computer-
ize the University's data retrieval, communications, and recordkeeping systems are very 
close to being on schedule, in spite of financial cutbacks. Like the quiet but critical and 
successful efforts to increase endowment, this Herculean reconstruction of the elec-
tronic infrastructure of the University will do wonderful things for the thousands of BGSU 
community members, students, faculty and staff, who will follow us. Well done! 
Finally, a very personal farewell. Jack Gregory has been the Director of 
Intercollegiate Athletics at BGSU for ten years. No university has ever had a more 
honest, effective, loyal and fair athletic director. No hint of scandal has ever brushed his 
area, and he is respected, no he is admired and even loved, throughout this nation by 
his peers. Thank you, Jack, and good fortune to you. 
In times of trouble, a reminder of progress over a longer span always seems re-
invigorating to me. Such an overview, assuming that the vista is pleasing arid ericour-
aging, renews my commitment, reminds me that progress is not always uniform nor 
decline inevitable, arid suggests that consistent arid devoted hard work and planning 
will be rewarded. I am filled with pride and a sense of great accomplishment, even 
amazement, at what this great University has achieved in eleven short years. I am also 
reassured that the future holds the promise of even more remarkable fulfillment of our 
dreams and of our Role and Mission. 
PARTI 
GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
1. Initiate the search for a new Pean of the College of Arts and !)tjeooect the 
College of Musical Arts and Brelands College. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVE-
MENT. 
Dr. H. Lee Riggins, Chair, Division of Academic Studies, Conservatory of Music and 
the University of Missouri, Kansas City, has been appointed Dean of Musical Arts arid 
assumed his appointment July 1, 1993. 
Dr. R. Darby Williams, Dean of Academic Affairs at the University of Kentucky's 
Efizabethtown Community College, assumed the deanship of the Firelands College on 
August 1, 1993. 
The Search for Dean of Arts and Sciences is continuing. 
2. Continue eya!uat!on and Implementation of the report of the General 
Education Reyiew Committee. STATUS: ACHIEVED-
Undergraduate Counal has systematically reviewed the recommendations of 
the General Education Review Committee and has made substantial progress in 
disct ISSing, revising, and endorsing those recommendations. The issue of foreign 
language proficiency has been referred to a task force in Arts and Sciences that will be 
reporting back to Council in the early fall. Recommendations of the Counal in response 
to those of the General Education Review Committee will be forwarded to CAA and/or 
Faculty Senate. As other decisions are made by the Council, they will be forwarded as 
appropriate. - . 
3. Complete the North Central Ammlfitqtlon <NCA) Reyiew. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED_ 
Under coordination from Dr. Denise Trauth and with excellent assistance from many 
members of the faculty and staff, the NCA report was completed, and the site visit 
occurred in February. A preliminary report from the site visit team has been received 
informing the University of a very positive review and reaccreditation for another 1 o 
years_ 
4. Deyefop a plann!na process consistent with aspirations and purposes 
ar!slna from the NCA self-study. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
As a first step in this process, preliminary reports from the colleges arid final report 
from the Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee has been received and shared 
with the University community. Some issues identified at the college level are under 
discussion for implementation. Discussion of the IAPC report will continue as we 
prepare for follow-up action in the fall. 
5_ Facilitate a smooth transition and continuation of necessary functions 
caused by the elimination of the office of Academic Options and Institutional 
Studies. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
5. 
Dr. Beth Casey, former director of Academic Options, has been transferred to the 
College of Arts and Scierices as Coordinator of Special Programs. Dr. James Litwin 
has been transferred to Planning and Budgeting where he is assisting Dr. Timothy King 
in conducting institutional studies. The new assignments seem to be working well. 
6. Full implementation of OhioUNK to facilitate optimal access to informa-
tion by faculty, students and staff. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
During 1992-93, the BGLINK (Bowling Green Library and Information Network) was 
fully implemented. Not only does the basic Innovative lnterfacers, Inc. system replace 
the circulation, cataloging, and on-line public access catalog of the old system with 
state-of-the-art technology, it also adds many features not included before such as 
serials check-in/control, acquisitions and fund accounting, and interfacing with OCLC for 
cataloging. BGLINK is also a network with access to the OhioLINK central union 
catalog which now has the holdings (3.7 million bibliographic records) of the first six 
OhioLINK libraries as well as important arid heavily used indexeslabstracts databases. 
The initial databases loaded at OhioLINK are: Periodical Abstracts, ABI Inform, and 
Newspaper Abstracts, all from University Microfilms. Soon Dissertation Abstracts will be 
available as well. In addition, internet information sources can be accessed via BGLINK 
main menu. The system is fully accessible via the Falcon Data Network by students 
and faculty from home or office. 
7_ Revise the University Role & Mission Statement. as appropriate. STA-
TUS: IN PROGRESS. 
Revisions will be made as the Planning Committees complete their recommenda-
tions. 
8. Develop an academic p!annina group for regional cooperation. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
A task force chaired by Dean Clyde WilflS has been established to review opportuni-
ties for joint programs, particularty in cooperation with the University of Toledo and the 
Medical College of Ohio. The 2+2 program of the College of Technology are being 
expanded through efforts at Rrelands. 
PLANNING AND BUDGETING: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
1. Develop monitorlna reports trom cuFS data on auxiliary areas which will 
provide more timely cornparative information on budgeted vs. expended line 
Items as the year progresses STATUS: NOT ACHIEVED. 
Computer Services and Project-90 have been working diligently on the acquisition of 
report writer software which will interface with CUFS and HRS. During the month of 
May, the FOCUS software program was installed. 
Also, the capability to develop custom reports was significantly improved with the 
conversion to CUFS Release 6.1 on the first of May. lricreased attention will be 
devoted to end user reporting in the coming year. This goal will be continued in 1993-
94. 
2. Consider tbe possll>illty of restructurina the budget planning prpress So 
that all final budgets are approved at the late 5P'ing Board of Trustees meetings. 
with earfler approval of auxiliary fees <e.g .. room and meal charges) and blldget 
guidelines. STATUS: ACHZEVED-
This year we were successful in presenting the Residence and Dining Hall budgets 
later in the year. The Board of Trustees approved room and board charges in Decem-
ber, with the supporting budgets approved in May. All other budgets were submitted for 
action on the established timetable for late spring approval. 
3. Provide ns!stance !!S needed to facilitate tbe efforts of Proiect-90 
Personnel. Computer Seryices. anc:t Others to acbjeye !!S smooth an Implementa-
tion as PQ5Slble of SIS. STATUS: ACHZEVED. 
The SIS project is progressing on schedule. Financial assistance in hiring necessary 
part-time staff has been given where required from the Project-90 budget The greater 
assistance has been in encouragement and morale-building among aD the areas 
involved. All of the staff involved in this huge undertaking are to be commended for 
their ability to aca>mplish this enormous task at a time when the University has under· 
gone significant aJtbacks in staff to handle other daily tasks. 
Key additiolial human resources have been provided from AMS when ~ iested by 
user areas. These have inclllded additional personnel for the offices of Financial Aid 
----··· ................ --· ---........ -llililillilllllli ..... __________________________ • 
4. 
Ann-Marie Lancaster. chair of the computer science department. and graduate 
assistant Daryl Stone assist a team participating in the second annual computer 
competition sponsored by the department and the Toledo chapter of the Black Data 
Processing Associates. In addition to answering q~ns '!1'<'uf ~~and .. 
hardware. the competition included a problem-soMng session which involved wrmng 
computer programs, producing output and presenting information. 
appropriate that this endeavor be extended to the non-academic are~ of the University 
as well, and that just as we are preparing for the new~~ ~cademically, ~we 
undertake appropriate revisions of the service and admmistratiVe structure which 
undergirds the delivery of academic instructio_n and n:search. . . 
I have therefore appointed a Non-Academic Functions Com~mee_ which wil~ conduct 
a detailed examination of the entire employment array of the University, exdusrve of 
faculty positions. The purpose of this study will be to det~ine ~ the function <>! ~ch 
position should be altered, enhanced, eliminated, or combined ~ another position, 
and what the long-range implications for our personnel profile will be as a ~It 
Because of the complexity of this task, I do not anticipate a final report d~nng. the . 
coming academic year, but periodic progress reports of the Study Cornmmee s work will 
be published for the entire community. . 
It is not the purpose of this committee, nor do I anticipate ~ a ~ult of ~ wo~ that 
there will be sudden reductions in full-time positions at the University. The idea IS to 
prepare for long-range changes well in advance, so that they may be accommodated by 
attrition rather than reduction. 
New Trustees 
An unusual event of great significance for the future of the University occurred during 
the past year. Governor Voinovich, upon the advice of C?tiio Attorney ~ Li:e. 
Fisher, determined that the appointments of two of Bowling Green State University s 
trustees "were a nullity" which in effect meant that their original appointments had not 
been valid. This determination was made by Attorney General Fisher on the grounds 
that the constitution of the State of Ohio requires members of boards of trustees of the 
state's universities to be ·e1ectors" of the State of Ohio; that is, that they be qualffied to 
vote in the State of Ohio. The governor's office determined that Trustee Nick J. Mileti 
and Trustee G.0. Herbert Moorehead, Jr., were not electors of the State of Ohio since 
they were not residents of the state, a requirement for being an elector. Therefore, 
Governor Voinovich notified Mr. Mileti and Mr. Moorehead that they were not trustees of 
Bowring Green State Unive~. The Governor then proceeded to replace Mr. Mileti 
and Mr. Moorehead with Ms. Valerie Newell of Cincinnati, a graduate of Bowling Green 
State University, and Mr. David Bryan of Toledo, a graduate of Muskingum College and 
the University of Toledo Law School. The University community was su~ and 
somewhat cfisconcerted by this move, beca1ise of course we assumed Mileti and 
Moorehead had been vafldly appointed and would serve out their full terms. They were 
effective and devoted trustees. and on behaH of the University community at large, I 
want to thank them for their lengthy and committed service to Bowling Green State 
University. Ms. Valerie Newell and Mr. David Bryan wiD make exciting and fuDy 
participative additions to the Board. Ms. Newell was an All-American swimmer at the 
University and is a graduate of the College of Business Administratic:n She is a ~ 
51 iccessful businesswoman in Cincinnati, with Scudder, Stevens & Clark. She brings 
representation from the Cincinnati area to the Board of Trustee:> for the first time sn:e 
1981, and this representation is truly welcome. Mr. Bryan continues the_ dose_ assoaa-
tion of the Bryan family with the University, and brings a wealth of expenence m the . 
northwest Ohio business and legal communities to the Board. I look forward to working 
very closely with both of them, and indeed I am already doing so. 
Other Appointments 
Two new deans have been appointed to collegiate units at Bowling Green State 
SF 
University this year. With the retirement of Dean Robert Thayer after 10 years of 
service in the College of Musical Arts, Dean H. Lee Riggins_ from the ~atory of 
Music at the University of Missouri-Kansas City ~ bee!'! hir~. '?r- ~ins received 
his doctorate from the University of Texas at Austin. He IS editor-m-chief of the College 
Music Symposium and a charter member of the edit~ review board of the Joumal_of 
Music Theory Pedagogy. His administrative accomplishments have ~ coupled with 
scholarty and professional achievements in music theory and choral music. 
Dean Robert DeBard of Firelarlds has decided to return to the faculty there, and he 
has been replaced by Dean R. Darby Williams, formerty_dean_of academic affai~ at 
Elizabethtown Community College in Kentucky. Or. Williams IS a ~r~dua~e of~~ 
State University and holds the Ph.D. in English. He~ ™:Id a~m1~~e positiOns at 
Alpena Community College in Michigan and at Franklin University in OhlO. 
Dean Ralph Townsend, who has acted as head of the Un~ersi_t(s largest colleg~te 
unit, the College of Arts and Sciences. for the last two years IS retinng from academic 
life. The search for his replacement is still continuing. 
Additional Noteworthy Items 
As always, there are too many individuals who have rendered magnifice_nl service to 
the University to list in such a brief space as this report. Some truly exceptional people 
must be mentioned however. Dr. Don Boren, Chair of the Health Care Task Force, and 
the other members of that committee, deseive really special praise for what must rank 
as one of the most complicated, sensitive and beneficial committee assign~nts evi.:r 
completed at BGSU. Their findings, many of which have al~eacly been put mto practice, 
will determine the foundation for health insurance at the University for the for~~le 
future. The other members of the committee are: Dr. James Albert, Math & S~tistic:S; 
Dr. Richard Bowers, HPER; Dr. James Child, Philosophy; Ms. Mary Blf.'.n Cloninger, 
Athletics; Ms. Kathy Eninger, Physical Plant; Dr. Patricia~· Appl_~ Hu_man 
Ecology; Mr. Gaylyn Rnn, Treasurer; Ms. Joyce Hyslop, Business Admm~n; Dr. 
Josh Kaplan, Health Center; Ms. Barbara Keeley, Health arid. Human Services; Mr. 
Robert Kreienkamp. Channel 27; Dr. Park Leathers, Accounting & MIS; Mr. John 
Moore, Personnel Services; Mr. Jim Morris, Benefits Manager; and Dr. Paul Mueller, 
Finance. · · th functio The Task Force has agreed to continue for three more years. revteW1ng e n-
ing of our health plan, searching for ways to minimize additional •cost-shifting," and 
pursuing educational plans for the community with respect to the new P~-
This is the first complete year of operation for the newly funded Commmee on 
International Education, which falls under the aegis of the Office of Continuing Educa-
tion, International and Summer Programs and its very able dean, Dr. Suzanne 
Crawford. The results are dear. 
Numb0r of students abroad: 
1990-91 (indudes summer 1991) = 150 (100 were undergraduates) 
1991-92(indudessummer1992) = 172 (124 were undergraduates) . 
1992-93(summer1993 figures not in)= estimated at 228 students; ~mate 170 
were undergraduates, a 45 percent increase in students through lnternatiOnal Travel 
Grants 
(this represents 76 of the 170 undergraduate students). 
Goal for 2010 is 25 percent of undergraduates. 
Number of international s1udents here: 
Fall 1992 = 443 students 
Fall 1993 =estimate 500 students 
Number of BGSU dollars allocated in supoort of international education: 
1992-93 = $126.493 
1993-94 = $83,088 to date; 
Adcfrtional awards for next spring wiD be made in November. 
- Jeff Grilriot. Director, International Programs. deseives special aecfd for the ad-
vancement in these areas. particularly since it was not possible to add staff support 
because of the budget crisis. . . 
Another bright star during the dismal 1992-93 fiscal year was the continuing very 
high level of performance by Bowling Green's intercollegiate ~tic t~ ~the 
second year in a row, the football Falcons did not lose a game in the Mid-American 
Conference, arid they also were viclorious against the University of Nevada-Reno . 
"Wolfpack9 in the inaugural Las Vegas Bowl In addition, the lady Falcons won champi-
onships in basketball, softball and volleyball, and received NCAA bids i!1 '!19 first two 
sports. The men's soccer team received their first NCAA tournament bid m twenty 
years, and next year they wiD join the _MAC as a conten:nce sport The overall best 
women's sports program in the MAC IS annually recognized by the Jacoby Trophy, and 
BGSU was this year's winner, for the second consecutive year. 
Perhaps the quaflly of our intercollegiate athletic sports program is best character-
ized, however, by the fact that this year we recognized a record number of~ athletes 
who earned a 3.5 or better out of a possible 4.0 grade point average. Nothing could 
make me more proud of our CC?ffimitment to the scholar-athlete. 
By now. we have become accustomed to new records being re~ each 
year in the increasingly competitive arena of fund ~- N<>nE:theless. tfl!5 ~ not of 
course happen by accident, and the staff in the University RelationS area. including 
Development, deserves our deepest gratitude. This year they raised an all-time record 





$4.5 million in armual giving. The efforts of our Development staff, combined with the 
vision of the Trustees in creating the Internal Endowment Fund and in refinancing the 
residence hall bonds in 1984 which resuhed in the creation of the Dormitory Escrow 
Fund, have resulted in a combined University/Foundation endowment of $45 million. 
Today, this total ranks us 75th of all public four-year institutions in the United States. 
Left untouched, and even if no additional private funds were raised (you may count on 
the opposite!) this endowment will reach about $70 million by the year 2005. Perhaps 
no other legacy of the last decade will, in the long run, seive the University better than 
this fine accomplishment. 
In the same area of University Relations, special note should be taken of the very 
productive work of Vice President Philip Mason in the State Legislature. Without the 
success of Phil and his fellow legislative aides from a few other schools, there would 
have been no floor established for the state subsidy, and BGSU would actually have 
had its budget cut even further for next year. As it was, the 3 percent floor for the 
coming year and a 2 percent guarantee for 1994-95 will protect us against this for the 
time being, and barring further gubernatorial reductions. Our legislative efforts were 
also critically important and successful in establishing a 5 percent rather than a 4 
percent tuition cap, and regrettable though any increases are, they are essential. 
A tremendous and heartfelt continuing vote of thanks is due to all those involved in 
the complex and fantastically difficult set of ongoing tasks known collectively as 
"Project-90. • The financial systems, human resource systems, student information 
systems, and several sections of remaining massive reprogramming jobs to computer-
ize the University's data retrieval, communications, and recordkeeping systems are very 
close to being on schedule, in spite of financial cutbacks. Like the quiet but critical and 
successful efforts to increase endowment, this Herculean reconstruction of the elec-
tronic infrastructure of the University will do wonderful things for the thousands of BGSU 
community members, students, faculty and staff, who will follow us. Well done! 
Finally, a very personal farewell. Jack Gregory has been the Director of 
Intercollegiate Athletics at BGSU for ten years. No university has ever had a more 
honest, effective, loyal and fair athletic director. No hint of scandal has ever brushed his 
area, and he is respected, no he is admired and even loved, throughout this nation by 
his peers. Thank you, Jack, and good fortune to you. 
In times of trouble, a reminder of progress over a longer span always seems re-
invigorating to me. Such an overview, assuming that the vista is pleasing arid ericour-
aging, renews my commitment, reminds me that progress is not always uniform nor 
decline inevitable, arid suggests that consistent arid devoted hard work and planning 
will be rewarded. I am filled with pride and a sense of great accomplishment, even 
amazement, at what this great University has achieved in eleven short years. I am also 
reassured that the future holds the promise of even more remarkable fulfillment of our 
dreams and of our Role and Mission. 
PARTI 
GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
1. Initiate the search for a new Pean of the College of Arts and !)tjeooect the 
College of Musical Arts and Brelands College. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVE-
MENT. 
Dr. H. Lee Riggins, Chair, Division of Academic Studies, Conservatory of Music and 
the University of Missouri, Kansas City, has been appointed Dean of Musical Arts arid 
assumed his appointment July 1, 1993. 
Dr. R. Darby Williams, Dean of Academic Affairs at the University of Kentucky's 
Efizabethtown Community College, assumed the deanship of the Firelands College on 
August 1, 1993. 
The Search for Dean of Arts and Sciences is continuing. 
2. Continue eya!uat!on and Implementation of the report of the General 
Education Reyiew Committee. STATUS: ACHIEVED-
Undergraduate Counal has systematically reviewed the recommendations of 
the General Education Review Committee and has made substantial progress in 
disct ISSing, revising, and endorsing those recommendations. The issue of foreign 
language proficiency has been referred to a task force in Arts and Sciences that will be 
reporting back to Council in the early fall. Recommendations of the Counal in response 
to those of the General Education Review Committee will be forwarded to CAA and/or 
Faculty Senate. As other decisions are made by the Council, they will be forwarded as 
appropriate. - . 
3. Complete the North Central Ammlfitqtlon <NCA) Reyiew. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED_ 
Under coordination from Dr. Denise Trauth and with excellent assistance from many 
members of the faculty and staff, the NCA report was completed, and the site visit 
occurred in February. A preliminary report from the site visit team has been received 
informing the University of a very positive review and reaccreditation for another 1 o 
years_ 
4. Deyefop a plann!na process consistent with aspirations and purposes 
ar!slna from the NCA self-study. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
As a first step in this process, preliminary reports from the colleges arid final report 
from the Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee has been received and shared 
with the University community. Some issues identified at the college level are under 
discussion for implementation. Discussion of the IAPC report will continue as we 
prepare for follow-up action in the fall. 
5_ Facilitate a smooth transition and continuation of necessary functions 
caused by the elimination of the office of Academic Options and Institutional 
Studies. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
5. 
Dr. Beth Casey, former director of Academic Options, has been transferred to the 
College of Arts and Scierices as Coordinator of Special Programs. Dr. James Litwin 
has been transferred to Planning and Budgeting where he is assisting Dr. Timothy King 
in conducting institutional studies. The new assignments seem to be working well. 
6. Full implementation of OhioUNK to facilitate optimal access to informa-
tion by faculty, students and staff. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
During 1992-93, the BGLINK (Bowling Green Library and Information Network) was 
fully implemented. Not only does the basic Innovative lnterfacers, Inc. system replace 
the circulation, cataloging, and on-line public access catalog of the old system with 
state-of-the-art technology, it also adds many features not included before such as 
serials check-in/control, acquisitions and fund accounting, and interfacing with OCLC for 
cataloging. BGLINK is also a network with access to the OhioLINK central union 
catalog which now has the holdings (3.7 million bibliographic records) of the first six 
OhioLINK libraries as well as important arid heavily used indexeslabstracts databases. 
The initial databases loaded at OhioLINK are: Periodical Abstracts, ABI Inform, and 
Newspaper Abstracts, all from University Microfilms. Soon Dissertation Abstracts will be 
available as well. In addition, internet information sources can be accessed via BGLINK 
main menu. The system is fully accessible via the Falcon Data Network by students 
and faculty from home or office. 
7_ Revise the University Role & Mission Statement. as appropriate. STA-
TUS: IN PROGRESS. 
Revisions will be made as the Planning Committees complete their recommenda-
tions. 
8. Develop an academic p!annina group for regional cooperation. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
A task force chaired by Dean Clyde WilflS has been established to review opportuni-
ties for joint programs, particularty in cooperation with the University of Toledo and the 
Medical College of Ohio. The 2+2 program of the College of Technology are being 
expanded through efforts at Rrelands. 
PLANNING AND BUDGETING: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
1. Develop monitorlna reports trom cuFS data on auxiliary areas which will 
provide more timely cornparative information on budgeted vs. expended line 
Items as the year progresses STATUS: NOT ACHIEVED. 
Computer Services and Project-90 have been working diligently on the acquisition of 
report writer software which will interface with CUFS and HRS. During the month of 
May, the FOCUS software program was installed. 
Also, the capability to develop custom reports was significantly improved with the 
conversion to CUFS Release 6.1 on the first of May. lricreased attention will be 
devoted to end user reporting in the coming year. This goal will be continued in 1993-
94. 
2. Consider tbe possll>illty of restructurina the budget planning prpress So 
that all final budgets are approved at the late 5P'ing Board of Trustees meetings. 
with earfler approval of auxiliary fees <e.g .. room and meal charges) and blldget 
guidelines. STATUS: ACHZEVED-
This year we were successful in presenting the Residence and Dining Hall budgets 
later in the year. The Board of Trustees approved room and board charges in Decem-
ber, with the supporting budgets approved in May. All other budgets were submitted for 
action on the established timetable for late spring approval. 
3. Provide ns!stance !!S needed to facilitate tbe efforts of Proiect-90 
Personnel. Computer Seryices. anc:t Others to acbjeye !!S smooth an Implementa-
tion as PQ5Slble of SIS. STATUS: ACHZEVED. 
The SIS project is progressing on schedule. Financial assistance in hiring necessary 
part-time staff has been given where required from the Project-90 budget The greater 
assistance has been in encouragement and morale-building among aD the areas 
involved. All of the staff involved in this huge undertaking are to be commended for 
their ability to aca>mplish this enormous task at a time when the University has under· 
gone significant aJtbacks in staff to handle other daily tasks. 
Key additiolial human resources have been provided from AMS when ~ iested by 
user areas. These have inclllded additional personnel for the offices of Financial Aid 
----··· ................ --· ---........ -llililillilllllli ..... __________________________ • 
6. 
and Student Employment, Personnel Services, and Registration and Records, as well 
as providing funding for package enhancements for the office of the Bursar, Anancial 
Aid, Registrar and others. 
Since Project-90 covers many areas, an overall summary is provided below: 
During the past year, we have been working very hard on incteasing the efficiency 
and ease of use of those Project-90 modules already installed and the installation of 
new modules. 
College and University Financial Systems (CUFS) 
During the past year, the CUFS system was upgraded from Version 5 to Version 6. 
This has resulted in incteased functionality, an improved user interface and better 
reports. Additional reference tables have also been added to allow simpler access to 
financial data In the past two years since CUFS was installed, we have processed on-
line over 8,500 RX (requisition) transactions. Under the old system, the department 
would have had to type a requisition, Purchasing would have had to type a Purchase 
Order and the Business Office would have had to enter all the data into the computer. 
With the new CUFS system, information is only entered once. Another area of savings 
is stock requisitions. With stock requisitions, the department used to type a requisition, 
Office Stores prepared additional documentation and the Business Office had to enter 
everything into the computer. Now the department enters the stock requisition, a pick 
ticket is generated in the Store's area. when the order is complete it is noted on the 
computer tenninal and the department is charged, inventory reduced and Store's sales 
recorded. There have been over 2,500 stock requisitions processed in the last two 
years. 
Human Resource Syste~ (HRS) 
An HRS System Administrator was appointed to coordinate all activities relating to 
HRS. The Position Control System was activated and preparations were made to begin 
using Applicant Tracking. A simplified Faculty Service Report was designed and 
implemented. 
Student Information System (SIS) 
New systems for admissions, graduate college, housing, and financial aid were 
installed during the year, resulting in improved service to students. As one example, 
financial aid application forms are now transmitted electronically by the Department of 
Education to BGSU on a regular basis, resulting in a more timely receipt of student 
information. The new registration system was used during the freshman pre-registration 
program of Summer 1993, and the new telephone registration will be going five in 
August Work is underway for the October 1 implementation for student accounts 
(Bursar). Ad<frtional student modules (grade processing, transcript, degree audit, etc.) 
will be implemented in the fall and winter months. 
Facilities Management System (FMS) 
The University is expected to install a new Facilities Management System in late 
1994. This system will provide the latest in computer technology to Plant Operation and 
Maintenance, an area that has not been strongly supported by computer technology in 
the past 
During the month of May, the FOCUS software package was installed. This package 
makes it easier for departments to develop and run their own reports on-line. Ad<frtional 
training classes have been scheduled in September. This should signfficantly increase 
the number of departments who can take advantage of these expanded capabilities. 
The new AMS system allows the University to identify persons (students, staff and 
others) by an internal identifier rather than by Social Security Number, to respect the 
privacy concerns of many of our students and staff. 
Project-90 has been an enormous undertaking and all staff should be commended 
for their efforts. 
4. Neootiate a new agreement with the Me(fical Colleae of Ohio in Toledo 
and the University of Toledo for determining the sharing of revenue generated by 
our Joint nursing and physical theraPY programs. STATUS: ACHIEVED-
In the Spring term, we were able to conclude negotiations with the Medical College 
of Ohio to increase the portion of revenues retained by BGSU. This percentage 
increased from 7% to 14.5% in 1992-93 resulting in the retaining of $110,450 in 
additional revenue for the Main Campus and $1 B,800 for Arelands. We will continue 
these negotiations in 1993-94 in an attempt to reach an agreement which prcvicles us 
with total revenue more in line with our costs for these programs. 
5. Qbtain 245 new freshmen and 60 new transfer students In Summer 1993. 
along with 3J>OO new freshmen and zoo new transfer students in Fall 1993. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED-
This goal was changed in the enrollment plan approved in Fall 1992 to the following: 
Summer freshmen - 195, transfer - 50; Fall freshmen - 3, 100, transfer - 600. Based on 
tne 9,108 freshman applications received to date (5114193), we will be able to offer 
admission to the target number of 7, 123 fall and 754 summer term, 1993. The yield 
from each of these groups should enable us to reach our target numbers. Fall transfer 
applications are behind again this year. We will enroll about 525 to 575 transfers. The 
number of summer transfers should yield 44 to 50. 
6. lmpnwe tbe quality of entering students. esoec;lallv freshmen for Fall 
1993. with tbe following mean averages; GPA= 3.25 and ACT composite - 22.5 
STATUS: NOT ACHIEVED-
Based on the quality of admitted students to date. it is anticipated that the entering 
freshman class will have a grade point average of approximately 3.15 and the ACT 
composite will be approximately a 222. Of course, final values for GPA and ACT 
composite will not be determined until the freshman class has enrolled and the 14th day 
reporting process has been completed. The entering freshman class to main campus 
for Fall Semester, 1992, excluding those not meeting regular procedures and criteria 
was 3.12 and 222 ACT composite. For the State of Ohio, the ACT composite score for 
enrolled 1992-93 ACT-tested freshmen was 21.5 The national ACT composite for 
1991-92 high school graduates was 20.6. 
7. lnmmM botb the number of mlnorttv applicants and tbe numl>er of new 
minority students who enroll fpartlcv!ar emphasis on Black and HISj)ilnic) by 10 
percent over Fall 1992. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
Ten percent inctease in the number of Black and Hispanic applicants will not be 
attained. However, we predict a slight increase in the total number of new Black and 
Hispanic students enrolling. 
8. Complete the Implementation Qf the new Student Information System 
($!$)by tbe schedulecl "go live" elate of 1 June 1993. STATUS: PARTIAL 
ACHIEVEMENT - ON SCHEDULE. 
The Office of Registration and Records, with significant assistance from Computer 
Services and the Project-90 Office, has made significant progress toward full SIS 
implementation following the phased schedule that was adopted in Summer 1992. 
Transfer credit evaluation processing, starting with all new Fall 1993 entrants, has been 
completely converted to the new system. All Course Inventory and Class (or Section) 
data and all Fall 1993 registration data has been successfully converted. College office 
advisors have been trained to update academic objectives in the new system and will 
start doing so during the week starting 24 May. Fall 1993 registrations also will be 
processed in the new system starting this last week of May. 
We expect to complete testing and sign-off on the decentralized on-line and tele-
phone registration programs as customized for us by AMS and the voice response 
software for telephone registration by the time Fall 1993 Freshmen Pre-Registration 
starts in late June. We expect to distnbute course and section development to the 
academic departments, starting in August-September for Fall 1993, Spring 1994 and 
Fall 1994 processing. In September-October, we will be converting complete academic 
records to enable a final records audit. Fall 1993 grade processing and graduation 
processing will occur in the new system. Finally, transcripts will be converted to the 
new system in January 1994. 
All other portions of the new Student Information System scheduled to "go live" by 
the end of the 1992-93 fiscal year have been implemented on time. 
9. Continue with the implementation of CUFS software features wbicb are 
not yet fully functional and review and modify functional and end user proc;edures 
to obtain the most efficient UM of the capabilities of tbe syste!D- Also. continue 
Elaine Hairston, chancellor of the Ohio Board of Regents, visited the campus in 
Apn1 to taDc to the Univetsity community about 'Securing the Future of Higher . 
Education in Ohio.• She said while the state's education budget diminishes, Ohio's 
universities are serving more students than ever before in their history. The student 
populaOOn also is becoming more diversified wtth greater needs. "We must make 
higher education affordable for all students,· she said. "We have a moral obfl{}Btion 
of equal opportunity undermined by the economic benefit to the state.· President 




IIainlng end users In order to expand the overall UM of the sxstem. ST A TUS: IN 
PROGRESS. 
The implementation of 6.1 of CUFS represents a significant advance in both internal 
processing and functional capabilities. An in-depth review of the procedures, including 
Release 6.1 enhancements, in the Business Office was initiated in May and is to be 
completed by August 31. End user training continues, primarily on a one to one basis, 
as new features are incorporated into the CUFS software. 
10. Work with the University Benefits/Insurance Office on the Implementation 
of the health care program features recommended by the President's Blue Ribbon 
Health Care Task Force and selected for Implementation. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
The President's recommendation, fully supported by the Blue Ribbon Health Care 
Task Force, is to be presented to the Board of Trustees at its June meeting and 
implementation of the recommendations is expected to take place in part in September 
and fully in January, 1994. 
11. Continue with the plannlng and design of tbe accounts receivable and 
cashiering modules of the SIS software to ensure that all features of the software 
are functioning and the functional and end users are trained and prepares! to UM 
the full capabilities of the system by the June 1. 1993. lmplemeotation date. 
STATUS: IN PROGRESS-
The Bursar's Office portion of the SIS implementation has been scheduled for 
October 11, 1993 and work is on schedule to meet that date. A new implementation 
dat~ of October 8, 1993 has been established for the Student Accounts portion of the 
Proiect-90/SIS system. It is anticipated that all conversions, interfaces and 
customizations required will be completed on schedule. 
12- Complete the financing arrangements for the Founders renovation and 
take aclvantage of the current low financing rates- Also to consider the actvan-
taaes of a smaller debt Issue through the possible use of sumlus Debi Service 
Reserve funds versus financing the Reserve and keeping the funds which would 
have been usec:! out from Under the 1986 arbitrage limitations. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
Debt of $13,650,000 for the Founders Project was sold November 19, 1993 at a Net 
Interest Cost of 5.995o/o. Debt Service Reserve funds were used to reduce the size of 
the issue below the Project costs. 
13. Work to Insure the success of the Chapman Hall project. conduct a 
thorough evaluation of tbls orolect and work on altemattyes for delivering 
microcomputers and network service to all OrHC&mpus students- STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
Evaluations are being conducted each semester. Alternatives for delivering micro-
computers and network service to other on-campus students are being developed and 
are scheduled to be implemented in at least two other residence halls for next fall 
semester. 
14. Successfully complete our move to Hayes Hall with a minimum amount 
of dlsruotfon_ STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
The move of University Computer Services to Hayes Hall took place in October and 
November with a minimum amount of disruption. The move involved an enormous 
amount of cooperation and teamwork from all staff members, both in University Com-
puter Services and Telecommunication Services. Computer downtime was kept to a 
minimum thanks to the efforts of DEC, IBM, and UCS staff. Support from Inventory 
Management in the moving of equipment and furniture from previous locations and 
delivery of new items of equipment was superior. The under-floor smoke sensor test 
performed by Hardware Support was also a success. 
15_ Accessibility and usability of comPuter services: Continue to imzeaM 
the functionality and mrbility of our networks fdegartment and Other LAN's. our 
backbone and our OARnet connections> and add networt< management facilities. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
We have added a number of additional department connections to the Falcon Data 
Net. several through the connection grant program administered by Computer Services. 
The Gopher network application was tested and a Gopher server was placed into 
production. A network monitoring computer has been set up and other network 
cfiagnostic tools have been developed. Each area will continue to receive attention in 
the coming year. 
16. Continue to Improve the delivery of computer support and services to the 
aciministration. 
a. Strive to commit a minimum of 60 oercent of human resnurres in Svstems 
Development to work on new systems. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
~ed by the Project-90 syste~. the total percent of time on new development is 
projected to be at least 74% by fiscal year-end. In addition. the prognosis for breaking 
the maintenance cycle has been greatly enhanced for the future 
b. Complete 500 Q!9jects in the Sv§tems Deve!oornent area. 
STATUS: - ACHIEVED. 
It is now projected that 610 projects will be completed by year-end. 
c. Implement Phase 1 of the Student Information Sy§tem !SIS\ on schedule. 
STATUS: -ACHIEVED. 
SIS Phase I was implemented effective October 19, 1992, on schedule. There were 
what was perceived as an acceptable number of implementation problems with the new 
system, which continue to be resolved through AMS and BGSU modifications and 
enhancements. Implementation efforts continued through May 1993, to insure that the 
initial production runs of some systems were successfully accomplished. 
d. Implement Phase 2 of the Student Information System !SIS\ on schedule. 
STATUS; - PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
The implementation schedule for Phase 2 was modified by the SIS Executive T earn 
to facilitate a phased implementation between February and December, t993. All tasks 
scheduled for implementation during the 1992-93 fiscal year should be completed on 
time. 
17. Implement and test two orototype voice mail systems leading to the 
selection of a Vendor for a campus-wide voice mail system. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED-
A test of the VMX and AT&T voice mail systems was completed during the past year. 
A Request for Proposal (RFP) for a permanent system was issued November, 1992. 
The AT&T AUDIX system was selected and installed on March 23, 1993; 120 voice mail 
accounts were transferred to the new system. As of May 31, 1993, we had over 500 
voice mail accounts. 
18. lmorove communications capabilities between the main camQUS and 
Firelands, STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
In October, 1992, a 24-line T1 cable was installed between Firelands College and 
the main campus. This cable replaced two voice lines and one data fme. We now have 
12 voice lines and six data lines, with six lines being reserved for interactive video. The 
data lines are being prepared to carry library traffic and traffic for the Falcon Data 
Network and the Internet/BITNET. The cost of the 24-line T1 cable was only slightly 
more expensive than the cost of the original three lines. 
OPERATIONS AREA: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
1- The University Architect's Office will continue to develop and complete a 
University campus graohics program. which was initiated last year_ It is designed 
to nmlace exterior building and directional-type signage. to include a graphics 
manual for future use in implementing tbe program. STATUS: PARTIAL 
ACHIEVEMENT. 
The project is 90 percent complete. A working draft will be completed this fiscal year 
and final documents completed by January, 1994. 
2.. The Capital Planning Department will review and reViM the six-year 
caoital plan for submission to the Ohio Board of Reaents in June 1993. The 
review will examine the existing plan with the vice presidents and the Capital 
Budget Planning Committee- Following this review and revision. the plan will be 
submitted to the President and Board of Trustees. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Capital Planning Advisory Committee review is completed. Forwarded to Board of 
Trustees for the June 1993 meeting. 
3. Purchase and Implement a comouterized maintenance management/Work 
control SXstem to Improve the Physical Plant's maintenance planning and 
scbedulinv. resource utilization. and productivity measurement STATUS: 
PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
In March, 1993, BGSU joined a consortium with Columbia University and American 
Management Systems to develop and implement a new, networked Facilities Manage-
ment System (FMS). Software development will continue through 1993-1994, with full 
implementation at BGSU in 1995. 
4. The Physical Plant Department will participate in a consortium of univer-
sities to deye!Qp new software tools for administering large physical plant 
mie@tions. Tbe software wm permit open systems networking to link dissimilar. 
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4. 
Ann-Marie Lancaster. chair of the computer science department. and graduate 
assistant Daryl Stone assist a team participating in the second annual computer 
competition sponsored by the department and the Toledo chapter of the Black Data 
Processing Associates. In addition to answering q~ns '!1'<'uf ~~and .. 
hardware. the competition included a problem-soMng session which involved wrmng 
computer programs, producing output and presenting information. 
appropriate that this endeavor be extended to the non-academic are~ of the University 
as well, and that just as we are preparing for the new~~ ~cademically, ~we 
undertake appropriate revisions of the service and admmistratiVe structure which 
undergirds the delivery of academic instructio_n and n:search. . . 
I have therefore appointed a Non-Academic Functions Com~mee_ which wil~ conduct 
a detailed examination of the entire employment array of the University, exdusrve of 
faculty positions. The purpose of this study will be to det~ine ~ the function <>! ~ch 
position should be altered, enhanced, eliminated, or combined ~ another position, 
and what the long-range implications for our personnel profile will be as a ~It 
Because of the complexity of this task, I do not anticipate a final report d~nng. the . 
coming academic year, but periodic progress reports of the Study Cornmmee s work will 
be published for the entire community. . 
It is not the purpose of this committee, nor do I anticipate ~ a ~ult of ~ wo~ that 
there will be sudden reductions in full-time positions at the University. The idea IS to 
prepare for long-range changes well in advance, so that they may be accommodated by 
attrition rather than reduction. 
New Trustees 
An unusual event of great significance for the future of the University occurred during 
the past year. Governor Voinovich, upon the advice of C?tiio Attorney ~ Li:e. 
Fisher, determined that the appointments of two of Bowling Green State University s 
trustees "were a nullity" which in effect meant that their original appointments had not 
been valid. This determination was made by Attorney General Fisher on the grounds 
that the constitution of the State of Ohio requires members of boards of trustees of the 
state's universities to be ·e1ectors" of the State of Ohio; that is, that they be qualffied to 
vote in the State of Ohio. The governor's office determined that Trustee Nick J. Mileti 
and Trustee G.0. Herbert Moorehead, Jr., were not electors of the State of Ohio since 
they were not residents of the state, a requirement for being an elector. Therefore, 
Governor Voinovich notified Mr. Mileti and Mr. Moorehead that they were not trustees of 
Bowring Green State Unive~. The Governor then proceeded to replace Mr. Mileti 
and Mr. Moorehead with Ms. Valerie Newell of Cincinnati, a graduate of Bowling Green 
State University, and Mr. David Bryan of Toledo, a graduate of Muskingum College and 
the University of Toledo Law School. The University community was su~ and 
somewhat cfisconcerted by this move, beca1ise of course we assumed Mileti and 
Moorehead had been vafldly appointed and would serve out their full terms. They were 
effective and devoted trustees. and on behaH of the University community at large, I 
want to thank them for their lengthy and committed service to Bowling Green State 
University. Ms. Valerie Newell and Mr. David Bryan wiD make exciting and fuDy 
participative additions to the Board. Ms. Newell was an All-American swimmer at the 
University and is a graduate of the College of Business Administratic:n She is a ~ 
51 iccessful businesswoman in Cincinnati, with Scudder, Stevens & Clark. She brings 
representation from the Cincinnati area to the Board of Trustee:> for the first time sn:e 
1981, and this representation is truly welcome. Mr. Bryan continues the_ dose_ assoaa-
tion of the Bryan family with the University, and brings a wealth of expenence m the . 
northwest Ohio business and legal communities to the Board. I look forward to working 
very closely with both of them, and indeed I am already doing so. 
Other Appointments 
Two new deans have been appointed to collegiate units at Bowling Green State 
SF 
University this year. With the retirement of Dean Robert Thayer after 10 years of 
service in the College of Musical Arts, Dean H. Lee Riggins_ from the ~atory of 
Music at the University of Missouri-Kansas City ~ bee!'! hir~. '?r- ~ins received 
his doctorate from the University of Texas at Austin. He IS editor-m-chief of the College 
Music Symposium and a charter member of the edit~ review board of the Joumal_of 
Music Theory Pedagogy. His administrative accomplishments have ~ coupled with 
scholarty and professional achievements in music theory and choral music. 
Dean Robert DeBard of Firelarlds has decided to return to the faculty there, and he 
has been replaced by Dean R. Darby Williams, formerty_dean_of academic affai~ at 
Elizabethtown Community College in Kentucky. Or. Williams IS a ~r~dua~e of~~ 
State University and holds the Ph.D. in English. He~ ™:Id a~m1~~e positiOns at 
Alpena Community College in Michigan and at Franklin University in OhlO. 
Dean Ralph Townsend, who has acted as head of the Un~ersi_t(s largest colleg~te 
unit, the College of Arts and Sciences. for the last two years IS retinng from academic 
life. The search for his replacement is still continuing. 
Additional Noteworthy Items 
As always, there are too many individuals who have rendered magnifice_nl service to 
the University to list in such a brief space as this report. Some truly exceptional people 
must be mentioned however. Dr. Don Boren, Chair of the Health Care Task Force, and 
the other members of that committee, deseive really special praise for what must rank 
as one of the most complicated, sensitive and beneficial committee assign~nts evi.:r 
completed at BGSU. Their findings, many of which have al~eacly been put mto practice, 
will determine the foundation for health insurance at the University for the for~~le 
future. The other members of the committee are: Dr. James Albert, Math & S~tistic:S; 
Dr. Richard Bowers, HPER; Dr. James Child, Philosophy; Ms. Mary Blf.'.n Cloninger, 
Athletics; Ms. Kathy Eninger, Physical Plant; Dr. Patricia~· Appl_~ Hu_man 
Ecology; Mr. Gaylyn Rnn, Treasurer; Ms. Joyce Hyslop, Business Admm~n; Dr. 
Josh Kaplan, Health Center; Ms. Barbara Keeley, Health arid. Human Services; Mr. 
Robert Kreienkamp. Channel 27; Dr. Park Leathers, Accounting & MIS; Mr. John 
Moore, Personnel Services; Mr. Jim Morris, Benefits Manager; and Dr. Paul Mueller, 
Finance. · · th functio The Task Force has agreed to continue for three more years. revteW1ng e n-
ing of our health plan, searching for ways to minimize additional •cost-shifting," and 
pursuing educational plans for the community with respect to the new P~-
This is the first complete year of operation for the newly funded Commmee on 
International Education, which falls under the aegis of the Office of Continuing Educa-
tion, International and Summer Programs and its very able dean, Dr. Suzanne 
Crawford. The results are dear. 
Numb0r of students abroad: 
1990-91 (indudes summer 1991) = 150 (100 were undergraduates) 
1991-92(indudessummer1992) = 172 (124 were undergraduates) . 
1992-93(summer1993 figures not in)= estimated at 228 students; ~mate 170 
were undergraduates, a 45 percent increase in students through lnternatiOnal Travel 
Grants 
(this represents 76 of the 170 undergraduate students). 
Goal for 2010 is 25 percent of undergraduates. 
Number of international s1udents here: 
Fall 1992 = 443 students 
Fall 1993 =estimate 500 students 
Number of BGSU dollars allocated in supoort of international education: 
1992-93 = $126.493 
1993-94 = $83,088 to date; 
Adcfrtional awards for next spring wiD be made in November. 
- Jeff Grilriot. Director, International Programs. deseives special aecfd for the ad-
vancement in these areas. particularly since it was not possible to add staff support 
because of the budget crisis. . . 
Another bright star during the dismal 1992-93 fiscal year was the continuing very 
high level of performance by Bowling Green's intercollegiate ~tic t~ ~the 
second year in a row, the football Falcons did not lose a game in the Mid-American 
Conference, arid they also were viclorious against the University of Nevada-Reno . 
"Wolfpack9 in the inaugural Las Vegas Bowl In addition, the lady Falcons won champi-
onships in basketball, softball and volleyball, and received NCAA bids i!1 '!19 first two 
sports. The men's soccer team received their first NCAA tournament bid m twenty 
years, and next year they wiD join the _MAC as a conten:nce sport The overall best 
women's sports program in the MAC IS annually recognized by the Jacoby Trophy, and 
BGSU was this year's winner, for the second consecutive year. 
Perhaps the quaflly of our intercollegiate athletic sports program is best character-
ized, however, by the fact that this year we recognized a record number of~ athletes 
who earned a 3.5 or better out of a possible 4.0 grade point average. Nothing could 
make me more proud of our CC?ffimitment to the scholar-athlete. 
By now. we have become accustomed to new records being re~ each 
year in the increasingly competitive arena of fund ~- N<>nE:theless. tfl!5 ~ not of 
course happen by accident, and the staff in the University RelationS area. including 
Development, deserves our deepest gratitude. This year they raised an all-time record 





$4.5 million in armual giving. The efforts of our Development staff, combined with the 
vision of the Trustees in creating the Internal Endowment Fund and in refinancing the 
residence hall bonds in 1984 which resuhed in the creation of the Dormitory Escrow 
Fund, have resulted in a combined University/Foundation endowment of $45 million. 
Today, this total ranks us 75th of all public four-year institutions in the United States. 
Left untouched, and even if no additional private funds were raised (you may count on 
the opposite!) this endowment will reach about $70 million by the year 2005. Perhaps 
no other legacy of the last decade will, in the long run, seive the University better than 
this fine accomplishment. 
In the same area of University Relations, special note should be taken of the very 
productive work of Vice President Philip Mason in the State Legislature. Without the 
success of Phil and his fellow legislative aides from a few other schools, there would 
have been no floor established for the state subsidy, and BGSU would actually have 
had its budget cut even further for next year. As it was, the 3 percent floor for the 
coming year and a 2 percent guarantee for 1994-95 will protect us against this for the 
time being, and barring further gubernatorial reductions. Our legislative efforts were 
also critically important and successful in establishing a 5 percent rather than a 4 
percent tuition cap, and regrettable though any increases are, they are essential. 
A tremendous and heartfelt continuing vote of thanks is due to all those involved in 
the complex and fantastically difficult set of ongoing tasks known collectively as 
"Project-90. • The financial systems, human resource systems, student information 
systems, and several sections of remaining massive reprogramming jobs to computer-
ize the University's data retrieval, communications, and recordkeeping systems are very 
close to being on schedule, in spite of financial cutbacks. Like the quiet but critical and 
successful efforts to increase endowment, this Herculean reconstruction of the elec-
tronic infrastructure of the University will do wonderful things for the thousands of BGSU 
community members, students, faculty and staff, who will follow us. Well done! 
Finally, a very personal farewell. Jack Gregory has been the Director of 
Intercollegiate Athletics at BGSU for ten years. No university has ever had a more 
honest, effective, loyal and fair athletic director. No hint of scandal has ever brushed his 
area, and he is respected, no he is admired and even loved, throughout this nation by 
his peers. Thank you, Jack, and good fortune to you. 
In times of trouble, a reminder of progress over a longer span always seems re-
invigorating to me. Such an overview, assuming that the vista is pleasing arid ericour-
aging, renews my commitment, reminds me that progress is not always uniform nor 
decline inevitable, arid suggests that consistent arid devoted hard work and planning 
will be rewarded. I am filled with pride and a sense of great accomplishment, even 
amazement, at what this great University has achieved in eleven short years. I am also 
reassured that the future holds the promise of even more remarkable fulfillment of our 
dreams and of our Role and Mission. 
PARTI 
GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
1. Initiate the search for a new Pean of the College of Arts and !)tjeooect the 
College of Musical Arts and Brelands College. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVE-
MENT. 
Dr. H. Lee Riggins, Chair, Division of Academic Studies, Conservatory of Music and 
the University of Missouri, Kansas City, has been appointed Dean of Musical Arts arid 
assumed his appointment July 1, 1993. 
Dr. R. Darby Williams, Dean of Academic Affairs at the University of Kentucky's 
Efizabethtown Community College, assumed the deanship of the Firelands College on 
August 1, 1993. 
The Search for Dean of Arts and Sciences is continuing. 
2. Continue eya!uat!on and Implementation of the report of the General 
Education Reyiew Committee. STATUS: ACHIEVED-
Undergraduate Counal has systematically reviewed the recommendations of 
the General Education Review Committee and has made substantial progress in 
disct ISSing, revising, and endorsing those recommendations. The issue of foreign 
language proficiency has been referred to a task force in Arts and Sciences that will be 
reporting back to Council in the early fall. Recommendations of the Counal in response 
to those of the General Education Review Committee will be forwarded to CAA and/or 
Faculty Senate. As other decisions are made by the Council, they will be forwarded as 
appropriate. - . 
3. Complete the North Central Ammlfitqtlon <NCA) Reyiew. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED_ 
Under coordination from Dr. Denise Trauth and with excellent assistance from many 
members of the faculty and staff, the NCA report was completed, and the site visit 
occurred in February. A preliminary report from the site visit team has been received 
informing the University of a very positive review and reaccreditation for another 1 o 
years_ 
4. Deyefop a plann!na process consistent with aspirations and purposes 
ar!slna from the NCA self-study. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
As a first step in this process, preliminary reports from the colleges arid final report 
from the Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee has been received and shared 
with the University community. Some issues identified at the college level are under 
discussion for implementation. Discussion of the IAPC report will continue as we 
prepare for follow-up action in the fall. 
5_ Facilitate a smooth transition and continuation of necessary functions 
caused by the elimination of the office of Academic Options and Institutional 
Studies. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
5. 
Dr. Beth Casey, former director of Academic Options, has been transferred to the 
College of Arts and Scierices as Coordinator of Special Programs. Dr. James Litwin 
has been transferred to Planning and Budgeting where he is assisting Dr. Timothy King 
in conducting institutional studies. The new assignments seem to be working well. 
6. Full implementation of OhioUNK to facilitate optimal access to informa-
tion by faculty, students and staff. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
During 1992-93, the BGLINK (Bowling Green Library and Information Network) was 
fully implemented. Not only does the basic Innovative lnterfacers, Inc. system replace 
the circulation, cataloging, and on-line public access catalog of the old system with 
state-of-the-art technology, it also adds many features not included before such as 
serials check-in/control, acquisitions and fund accounting, and interfacing with OCLC for 
cataloging. BGLINK is also a network with access to the OhioLINK central union 
catalog which now has the holdings (3.7 million bibliographic records) of the first six 
OhioLINK libraries as well as important arid heavily used indexeslabstracts databases. 
The initial databases loaded at OhioLINK are: Periodical Abstracts, ABI Inform, and 
Newspaper Abstracts, all from University Microfilms. Soon Dissertation Abstracts will be 
available as well. In addition, internet information sources can be accessed via BGLINK 
main menu. The system is fully accessible via the Falcon Data Network by students 
and faculty from home or office. 
7_ Revise the University Role & Mission Statement. as appropriate. STA-
TUS: IN PROGRESS. 
Revisions will be made as the Planning Committees complete their recommenda-
tions. 
8. Develop an academic p!annina group for regional cooperation. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
A task force chaired by Dean Clyde WilflS has been established to review opportuni-
ties for joint programs, particularty in cooperation with the University of Toledo and the 
Medical College of Ohio. The 2+2 program of the College of Technology are being 
expanded through efforts at Rrelands. 
PLANNING AND BUDGETING: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
1. Develop monitorlna reports trom cuFS data on auxiliary areas which will 
provide more timely cornparative information on budgeted vs. expended line 
Items as the year progresses STATUS: NOT ACHIEVED. 
Computer Services and Project-90 have been working diligently on the acquisition of 
report writer software which will interface with CUFS and HRS. During the month of 
May, the FOCUS software program was installed. 
Also, the capability to develop custom reports was significantly improved with the 
conversion to CUFS Release 6.1 on the first of May. lricreased attention will be 
devoted to end user reporting in the coming year. This goal will be continued in 1993-
94. 
2. Consider tbe possll>illty of restructurina the budget planning prpress So 
that all final budgets are approved at the late 5P'ing Board of Trustees meetings. 
with earfler approval of auxiliary fees <e.g .. room and meal charges) and blldget 
guidelines. STATUS: ACHZEVED-
This year we were successful in presenting the Residence and Dining Hall budgets 
later in the year. The Board of Trustees approved room and board charges in Decem-
ber, with the supporting budgets approved in May. All other budgets were submitted for 
action on the established timetable for late spring approval. 
3. Provide ns!stance !!S needed to facilitate tbe efforts of Proiect-90 
Personnel. Computer Seryices. anc:t Others to acbjeye !!S smooth an Implementa-
tion as PQ5Slble of SIS. STATUS: ACHZEVED. 
The SIS project is progressing on schedule. Financial assistance in hiring necessary 
part-time staff has been given where required from the Project-90 budget The greater 
assistance has been in encouragement and morale-building among aD the areas 
involved. All of the staff involved in this huge undertaking are to be commended for 
their ability to aca>mplish this enormous task at a time when the University has under· 
gone significant aJtbacks in staff to handle other daily tasks. 
Key additiolial human resources have been provided from AMS when ~ iested by 
user areas. These have inclllded additional personnel for the offices of Financial Aid 
----··· ................ --· ---........ -llililillilllllli ..... __________________________ • 
8. 
real-time computers for fire/securttv. access control. bul!dlng automation and 
related functions. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Subsequent discussions and investigation by the proposed consortium leader 
(Purdue) revealed new software development to be unnecessary because of recent 
development of translator/integrator devices. 
5. Public Safety will investigate combining the Shuttle Service with Trans-
portation and Motor Vehicles. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Determined not to be feasible at this time. 
6. The Public Safety Department will complete Bowling Green State 
University's response to the Student Right to Know law. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Public Safety has completed the University's response to the Student Right to Know 
Law. 
7. The Public Safety and Physical Plant departments will uoo@de the 
software and hardware for the Computerized Alann Monitoring SVstem in Order to 
continue to expand the system. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Responsibility for administration of the Central Alarm Monitoring System has been 
transferred to the Physical Plant. Upgraded software has been purchased for the 
system and will be installed in June, 1993. 
8. . The Auxiliary Servil'M Division will investigate the Jeaslbility of estab-
lishing a "SUiplus $tore" to assist in the disposal of excess BGSU property. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
The Reed Street Warehouse will serve as a storage site for excess BGSU property 
for auction as a ·surplus Store: · 
9. The University Bookstore will expand and renovate the Rrelands College 
Bookstore including improvements to appearance. function and image. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
The newly renovated Bookstore was completed last December, 1992, and opened 
for business early January 1993 for the Spring Semester. 
10. The Foocl Operations Department will relocate and expand debit card 
vendina In Harshman Quadrangle. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
The vending machines with debit card services was installed prior to opening of 
school for Fall Semester, 1992. 
11. The Auxiliary Servil'Mi Department will prepare for a NACUFS Profes-
sional Standards Review jn Aprll 1993. STA'TUS: ACHIEVED. 
The review was conducted by five university professionals (non-BGSU) April 17-21, 
1993. 
12. The University Unjon will complete the installation of a computerized 
SJ)!MZft re mrtlon system.. STA'TUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
While all actions necessary for installation has been completed. this project has been 
put on Hold pending a review of a similar system for the Office of the Registrar (using 
AMS software). 
13. Tbe primary goal of the Benefits Office for the 1992-93 flsql year is to 
Implement the changeS in the health care plan recommer.dM bv the Health care 
Task Force wblcb are approved by the Board of Tmcrtee5 STATUS: PARTIAL 
ACHIEVEMENT. 
Progress was made implementing those changes which would not adversely affect 
par1icipantS in the Plan. Those changeS which were implemented included: expansion 
~the Section 125 Plan to provide for pre-tax deposits via payroll deduction. Changes 
in ~ ingredient cost and dispensing fees for presaiption drugs were implemented. A 
mamtenance drug benefd was added. Remaining changes were submitted to Board of 
Trustees June, 1993, and are to be implemented by January. 1994. 
14. The Personnel Department will plan and begin Implementation of Phase 2 
of the position control system to use the budgetary capabilities of position 
control. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT •. 
The HRS Systems Administrator has been working on test cases, generating test 
reports, and resolving problemsflSSOOS that have occurred. She is currently working 
with Payroll, Student Employment, the Graduate College and Personnel/Records to 
coordinate a date that the Position Control "flag" can be turned on. 
15. The Personnel Dmartment will continue work on the &dmlnlstratiye staff 
sa!arv scbedule plan with the aoal of having It approved by Administrative St2ff 
Council and tbe Board ofTrusteoc: for Implementation on or &bout 111193. STA-
TUS: NOT ACHIEVED. 
Because of the work load involved with the early retirement incentive plan and 
collective bargaining, the work on the administrative staff salary schedule plan has been 
delayed and will not be completed until the following fiscal year. 
STUDENT AFFAIRS: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
1. Eyaluate the current organizational structure of Student Affairs. Where 
feasible. plan and implement changes In the organizational structure. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
During the summer of 1992, career counseling was shifted from the Counseling and· 
Career Development Center to University Placement Services. One professional staff 
member, Coordinator of Career Counseling, was transferred. An additional professional 
staff position, Career Counselor, was eliminated. The move resulted in the renaming of 
the respective offices. The Counseling and Career Development Center became the 
Counseling Center while University Placement Services was renamed Career Planning 
and Placement. The move was prompted by both budgetary constraints and the 
philosophical belief that career counseling and placement services exist as a continuum 
and should be housed in the same office. After a transition period, both offices are 
functioning well and students have accepted the realignment with no complaints. 
As a further result of the financial situation, the Student Affairs Research and 
Evaluation Office was eliminated. This action resulted in the loss of one professional 
staff position. Because the division believes in the importance of evaluation and the 
emphasis placed on it during the recent North Central Accrecfrtation visit, a committee 
charged with assessing student affairs activities is being formed. Dr. Dean Purdy, 
Manager of the Field House, will chair the committee which should be convened in the 
fall. 
2. Evaluate the current means of delivering counseling servll'Mi in the 
Counseling Center including consideration of group counseling. community 
outreach. short-term and time-limited counseling as a means of maximizing 
counseling resources. Where feasible. plan and implement new means of 
delivering sertices. STATUS: IN PROGRESS. 
The issue of how to meet the counseling needs of students with limited staff re-
sources has been the topic of discussions over the past several years. Approaching 
counseling with a "short-term counseling mindser has resulted in a significant reduction 
in the size of the waiting list. While more than 100 students were on the waiting list in 
December, 1991, about 30 students were wailing for counseling in December, 1992. 
Counselors ha_ve become more focused and goal oriented in working with students. 
When appropnate, students are presented with alternatives to counseling and many 
students are no longer seen on a weekly basis. The average number of sessions per 
student this past year was 6.6 sessions. 
At limes. groups have been formed for students on the waiting list who present 
similar_~_ems: In addition, the Center offers skill enhancement groups to students on 
!f1e wailing list with problems such as lack of assertiveness, stress, and relationship 
1SSUes. When posstble, students are referred to groups conducted in the community. 
~e_nts' reluctance to join groups, S<?h~uling conflicts, and the need for screening 
interviews all contribute to the cflfficulties in getting groups going and making referrals. 
Center staff have met with representatives from the community to discuss counseling 
options for ~nts in area _ag~es: Currently, there are over 100 incfividuais wailing 
for agency services. Psychiatrie seMCeS are overburdened, and it appears that 
students can expect little help from the Wood County Mental Health Center. The only 
remaining service providers are private practice psychologists to whom students are 
occasionally referred. 
3. Explore ways of developing Income sources and/or tncreemna income 
sovrres in selected offk;n; e.g" Student Health ServJCM: Counseling Center. etc. 
Plan and Implement such Income ctl!m;§ where "'S'ble. STATUS: SOllE 
PROGRESS. 
Health &'ViCffi 
As an auxifiary, Student Health Service continually seeks ways to increase income. 
Over the past five years, Health Services income per patient visit has increased 42o/o. 
In regard to existing sources. the following measures have been taken this year: 
1) Physical therapy charges were increased approximately 50%. This increase 
was due in part to a move from directly hiring physical therapy staff to contracting with 
Wood County Hospital. Also, the increase represents the fact thal BGSU charges were 
well below community rates. The present rates are similar to those at Wood County 
Hospital yet still lower than prevailing rates in Toledo. 
2) Fees for minor surgical procedure, x-ray, and laboratOry tests were increased 
about 10%. As was the case above, these increases cover costs and are in line with 
fees charged in the Bowling Green community. 
3) Pharmacy prices increased approximately 15% this year. 
Additional income sources were as foHows: 
1) $500 grant from Ohio Department of Health for women's health education in 
each of the past two years. 
2) Support from phannaceutical companies for Student Wellness Center newslet· 
ter, The Healthy /ntonnei=-approximately $400 per year. 
3) For the first lime last year. the annual Health Fair accepted commercial 
exhibitors (fi~ planners), which enabled the fair to generate a net profit. This 
program, which generated $1, 165 last year, will continue. 
Couosefioo Center 
Eleven counseling center directors at universities in Ohio and one in Michigan were 
contacted to ascertain what other schools are doing reganfing fees for services. Only 
two centers charge fees for counseling students. However. a number of other schools 
• 
Hi~oko ~akamot~ (center), a 1954 graduate of the University and a survivor of 
the Hiroshima atomic bomb, d~icates the Hiroko Nakamoto Gallery, an authentic 
Jaf!CU'ese t~a ceremony room in the new Fine Arts Gallery. The room, along with the 
Asian _Studies Room on the top floor of Offenhauer Tower West, are the result of 
don'!tions from Nakamoto, who as a professional interior designer and artist, helped 
design these spaces down to the fast detail. 
~e contemplating the issues associated with charging fees. Some of those issues 
include: 
Billing p~ures: rn:ices ~ay have to handle billing themselves because of 
confidentiality ISSUes. This requires additional clerical help to do the billing and track 
outstanding bills each month. 
Insurance: There _is a need fa~ ~atory insurance coverage for counseling. Also, 
~nts '"'.iY have difficulty acquinng insurance coverage upon graduation H they are 
~iagnosed in college because of pre-existing conditions. This did occur at one institu-
tion. 
Repercussions: If fees are instituted for counseling services in the Counseling 
Center, the Psycho~ical Se~ Center and the Health Center should also charge 
~nts for counseling. Otherwise, students will seek free counseling at these agen-
aes. In tun:i. these agencies will not be able to handle the inaeased demand. If 
mandatory 1ns~rance !or counseling is not instituted, students with no coverage and 
those not wanting th?ir parents to know that they need counseling may not seek the 
help needed. C~1ng fees may place a heavier burden on RA's, hall directors, and 
!f1e WE~ Bowin~ Green community agencies are not able to provide much counsel· 
1ng service and pnvate psychologists demand payment for services. 
Rates: ff th_e object is to make money to pay salaries of staff, then the charges need 
to ~-substan1:1al· Any money earned will surely be partly offset by the need to pay 
additional clerical staff to handle billing and insurance procedures. 
Student Responses: A recent survey of students suggests that they are unwilling to 
accept new charges. Many commented that they would not have sought counseling H a 
charge was applied. 
4. Plan and Implement oollcles and proc;edures govemina the "" of the 
Field House consistent with the mission of the Reid House. STATUS· 
ACHIEVED. • 
. The f'.'~ House came •on-fine" at the beginning of spring semester. Prior to thal 
time, poliaes governing its operation were developed. The next year has been desig-
nated ~ a "shake-down" period to determine which poficies might need modifications. 
~ly. HPER classes utmze the facility in the morning while Intercollegiate Athlet-
ICS teams have ~ afternoon. lntramurais are scheduled in the evening. At. present, 
weekends. lunch time, and other unscheduled periodS are available for walk-in use by 
staff and students. 
5. Implement the plans for renovating Fou!lders Quadrangle to include: al 
the selection and Implementation of an elect10.1ic door system: bl the se!ectlon of 
moveable furniture and eaulpment: and cl the development and Implementation 
of a plan for marl<eting Founders as a prime residence of ct.oic;e for students. 
STA'TUS: CONSIDERABLE PROGRESS. 
The renovation of Founders continues on schedule. It is expected thal work wiD be 
cc:>"'pleted on August 6th as planned. The new dOor access system is progressing. 
Simplex ~ selected as the vendor for the new door access system. An important 
aspect of this system has been the electronic device used by students. After careful 
evaluation, it was decided that proximity readers would be used. This system was 
~ua!ed to be most "user friendly" during pilot tests. Also, every outside door will be 
maintained so they cannot be propped open. The installation contract went out in late 
May. The Founders Quad door access systems are being installed and wm be in place 
August6th. 
!119 building will 11:3v? all new furnishings in student rooms, lounges, offices, and the 
dining room. All furnishings have been selected and bids were awarded in March and 
9. 
April. 
A Fo~nders marketing ~ impl_ementation committee was formed. The committee 
acco~pl!shed several tasks including: a marketing plan targeting groups needing 
specific ~nformation about Founder~ Quadrangle; developing and distributing an 
informational brochure; and preparing and making presentations explaining the 
features of the renovation pr~ject. __ A very successful early room request procedure tool< 
place on J'!luary 20th. A! th1~ wrmng, there is a waiting list for women and only a few 
spaces available for men in s1x-~rson suites. One floor has been set aside for gradu· 
ate students .. Current!~. all the single rooms on that floor have been assigned and a few 
spaces are still vacant in the double room suites. 
6.. . ~acilitate the planning and implementation of Recreational Soorts into 
the d1v1s1on of Student Affairs which includes the added resoonsibility for the 
Field House. lntramurals and Club Sports. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
. !n_ August, the unit_ of Reci:eational Sports became a part of the Student Affairs 
d1V1S10n. The new unit combines the former units of the Student Recreation Center 
lntr~urals, and Club Sports. In addition, the Field House was added to this area. ' 
Nation_al se~ches were co~ucted to fill the positions of Director of Recreational Sports. 
Associate Diri:ctor R~eat10nal Sports/Student Recreation Center. Field House 
M_an~ger, Assistant Director for lntramurals and Sport Clubs. All positions were filled 
with internal candidates. 
The Director of Recreational Sports is a member of the Student Affairs Executive 
Board and reports to the Vice President for Student Affairs. 
7. Develop and i"!olement. in ~oeration with career Planning and Place-
ment. the Office of Multicultural A!fa1~s. the Counseling C§nter and Cooperative 
Education. a career development institute for Black and Hispanic students 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. . 
On _Friday ~nd ~turday, Jan~ary 15th and 16th, thirty-two BGSU students partici· 
pated in the Mrno~ Career Institute at the Findlay Inn. Findlay, Ohio. Programs the 
stude~ts atte~~ included: The Value of Job-Related Experience (led by BGSU 
alumm); Identifying Personal Strengths and Work Preferences; How to Make a Positive 
and P~erful First lmpr?55ion; The Nine Most Commonly Asked Questions About 
~reetings and Introductions; Instant Rapport: The Art of Mixing and Mingling; Pi of es· 
Slonal Presence: What Does Your Attire Say About You?; How to be Perceived .:is 
More Perished Durin~ B~iness ~eals; Being Different in an Organization; Verbal and 
Non-Ve~ Communication; Making Effective Presentations; and Identifying and 
Developing Ment~rs. Sponsors ot the program included State Farm Insurance, MiclAm 
Inc., M~thon Oil Company, Amoco Corporation, Blade Communications, Inc., Dial 
CorJ:i<>ration, and BGSU's Career Planning and Placement Services, Multicultural 
Affairs, Cooperative Education, Minority Career Association, and the Management 
Department. A total of $4940 was raised to ensure an excellent and successful 
program. S~n~. sponsors, and staff considered the proc_ '.am very positive with 
recommendatiOn it be repeated. 
8. Continue proactive efforts to reduce the treauency and Prevalence of 
alcohol and other drug related Incidents that adverselY affect the quality of a 
student's experience at BGSU. STATUS: IN PROGRESS. 
The Prevenli<H:1 Center continues to provide proactive prevention services targeted 
!oward the reductiOn of alcohol ~ other drug related experiences that negatively 
1~ct ~ts at ~SU. EducatiOn programs, awareness campaigns. resource 
services, social optiOns, and evaluation are all components of this comprehensive 
approach. 
Educational programs 
a Re~. the polK:Y offenders program, had 159 participants last fall while 
1,010 attended during the spnng. Each of these students attended the six-hour program 
based on the "On-Campus Taking About Alcohol" curriculum. 
~- Peer Educators (STEP 1) delivered 22 presentations to various classes, 
residence halls and student organizations in the fall and 1 O programs during the spring. 
. c. _The Prevention Center Director and other staff delivered a total of 31 presenta-
tionS dunng the fall semester and 22 in the spring to various campus and community 
groups. 
d. &:veral c:m:sses (Jou~ism. Computer Science and Video Communications) 
have been involved in class proiects relating to the Prevention Center. 
Alcohol and Drug Counseling Services 
Fall semester the Counselor conducted: 
a 80 hours of individual counseling 
b. 32 hours of individual assessments 
c. 24 hours of support groups. 
During spring, the following were conducted: 
a 81 hours of individual counseling 
b. 50 hours of individual assessments 
Awareness Campaigns 
During National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness week, a variety of education, aware-
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real-time computers for fire/securttv. access control. bul!dlng automation and 
related functions. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Subsequent discussions and investigation by the proposed consortium leader 
(Purdue) revealed new software development to be unnecessary because of recent 
development of translator/integrator devices. 
5. Public Safety will investigate combining the Shuttle Service with Trans-
portation and Motor Vehicles. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Determined not to be feasible at this time. 
6. The Public Safety Department will complete Bowling Green State 
University's response to the Student Right to Know law. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Public Safety has completed the University's response to the Student Right to Know 
Law. 
7. The Public Safety and Physical Plant departments will uoo@de the 
software and hardware for the Computerized Alann Monitoring SVstem in Order to 
continue to expand the system. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Responsibility for administration of the Central Alarm Monitoring System has been 
transferred to the Physical Plant. Upgraded software has been purchased for the 
system and will be installed in June, 1993. 
8. . The Auxiliary Servil'M Division will investigate the Jeaslbility of estab-
lishing a "SUiplus $tore" to assist in the disposal of excess BGSU property. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
The Reed Street Warehouse will serve as a storage site for excess BGSU property 
for auction as a ·surplus Store: · 
9. The University Bookstore will expand and renovate the Rrelands College 
Bookstore including improvements to appearance. function and image. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
The newly renovated Bookstore was completed last December, 1992, and opened 
for business early January 1993 for the Spring Semester. 
10. The Foocl Operations Department will relocate and expand debit card 
vendina In Harshman Quadrangle. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
The vending machines with debit card services was installed prior to opening of 
school for Fall Semester, 1992. 
11. The Auxiliary Servil'Mi Department will prepare for a NACUFS Profes-
sional Standards Review jn Aprll 1993. STA'TUS: ACHIEVED. 
The review was conducted by five university professionals (non-BGSU) April 17-21, 
1993. 
12. The University Unjon will complete the installation of a computerized 
SJ)!MZft re mrtlon system.. STA'TUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
While all actions necessary for installation has been completed. this project has been 
put on Hold pending a review of a similar system for the Office of the Registrar (using 
AMS software). 
13. Tbe primary goal of the Benefits Office for the 1992-93 flsql year is to 
Implement the changeS in the health care plan recommer.dM bv the Health care 
Task Force wblcb are approved by the Board of Tmcrtee5 STATUS: PARTIAL 
ACHIEVEMENT. 
Progress was made implementing those changes which would not adversely affect 
par1icipantS in the Plan. Those changeS which were implemented included: expansion 
~the Section 125 Plan to provide for pre-tax deposits via payroll deduction. Changes 
in ~ ingredient cost and dispensing fees for presaiption drugs were implemented. A 
mamtenance drug benefd was added. Remaining changes were submitted to Board of 
Trustees June, 1993, and are to be implemented by January. 1994. 
14. The Personnel Department will plan and begin Implementation of Phase 2 
of the position control system to use the budgetary capabilities of position 
control. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT •. 
The HRS Systems Administrator has been working on test cases, generating test 
reports, and resolving problemsflSSOOS that have occurred. She is currently working 
with Payroll, Student Employment, the Graduate College and Personnel/Records to 
coordinate a date that the Position Control "flag" can be turned on. 
15. The Personnel Dmartment will continue work on the &dmlnlstratiye staff 
sa!arv scbedule plan with the aoal of having It approved by Administrative St2ff 
Council and tbe Board ofTrusteoc: for Implementation on or &bout 111193. STA-
TUS: NOT ACHIEVED. 
Because of the work load involved with the early retirement incentive plan and 
collective bargaining, the work on the administrative staff salary schedule plan has been 
delayed and will not be completed until the following fiscal year. 
STUDENT AFFAIRS: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
1. Eyaluate the current organizational structure of Student Affairs. Where 
feasible. plan and implement changes In the organizational structure. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
During the summer of 1992, career counseling was shifted from the Counseling and· 
Career Development Center to University Placement Services. One professional staff 
member, Coordinator of Career Counseling, was transferred. An additional professional 
staff position, Career Counselor, was eliminated. The move resulted in the renaming of 
the respective offices. The Counseling and Career Development Center became the 
Counseling Center while University Placement Services was renamed Career Planning 
and Placement. The move was prompted by both budgetary constraints and the 
philosophical belief that career counseling and placement services exist as a continuum 
and should be housed in the same office. After a transition period, both offices are 
functioning well and students have accepted the realignment with no complaints. 
As a further result of the financial situation, the Student Affairs Research and 
Evaluation Office was eliminated. This action resulted in the loss of one professional 
staff position. Because the division believes in the importance of evaluation and the 
emphasis placed on it during the recent North Central Accrecfrtation visit, a committee 
charged with assessing student affairs activities is being formed. Dr. Dean Purdy, 
Manager of the Field House, will chair the committee which should be convened in the 
fall. 
2. Evaluate the current means of delivering counseling servll'Mi in the 
Counseling Center including consideration of group counseling. community 
outreach. short-term and time-limited counseling as a means of maximizing 
counseling resources. Where feasible. plan and implement new means of 
delivering sertices. STATUS: IN PROGRESS. 
The issue of how to meet the counseling needs of students with limited staff re-
sources has been the topic of discussions over the past several years. Approaching 
counseling with a "short-term counseling mindser has resulted in a significant reduction 
in the size of the waiting list. While more than 100 students were on the waiting list in 
December, 1991, about 30 students were wailing for counseling in December, 1992. 
Counselors ha_ve become more focused and goal oriented in working with students. 
When appropnate, students are presented with alternatives to counseling and many 
students are no longer seen on a weekly basis. The average number of sessions per 
student this past year was 6.6 sessions. 
At limes. groups have been formed for students on the waiting list who present 
similar_~_ems: In addition, the Center offers skill enhancement groups to students on 
!f1e wailing list with problems such as lack of assertiveness, stress, and relationship 
1SSUes. When posstble, students are referred to groups conducted in the community. 
~e_nts' reluctance to join groups, S<?h~uling conflicts, and the need for screening 
interviews all contribute to the cflfficulties in getting groups going and making referrals. 
Center staff have met with representatives from the community to discuss counseling 
options for ~nts in area _ag~es: Currently, there are over 100 incfividuais wailing 
for agency services. Psychiatrie seMCeS are overburdened, and it appears that 
students can expect little help from the Wood County Mental Health Center. The only 
remaining service providers are private practice psychologists to whom students are 
occasionally referred. 
3. Explore ways of developing Income sources and/or tncreemna income 
sovrres in selected offk;n; e.g" Student Health ServJCM: Counseling Center. etc. 
Plan and Implement such Income ctl!m;§ where "'S'ble. STATUS: SOllE 
PROGRESS. 
Health &'ViCffi 
As an auxifiary, Student Health Service continually seeks ways to increase income. 
Over the past five years, Health Services income per patient visit has increased 42o/o. 
In regard to existing sources. the following measures have been taken this year: 
1) Physical therapy charges were increased approximately 50%. This increase 
was due in part to a move from directly hiring physical therapy staff to contracting with 
Wood County Hospital. Also, the increase represents the fact thal BGSU charges were 
well below community rates. The present rates are similar to those at Wood County 
Hospital yet still lower than prevailing rates in Toledo. 
2) Fees for minor surgical procedure, x-ray, and laboratOry tests were increased 
about 10%. As was the case above, these increases cover costs and are in line with 
fees charged in the Bowling Green community. 
3) Pharmacy prices increased approximately 15% this year. 
Additional income sources were as foHows: 
1) $500 grant from Ohio Department of Health for women's health education in 
each of the past two years. 
2) Support from phannaceutical companies for Student Wellness Center newslet· 
ter, The Healthy /ntonnei=-approximately $400 per year. 
3) For the first lime last year. the annual Health Fair accepted commercial 
exhibitors (fi~ planners), which enabled the fair to generate a net profit. This 
program, which generated $1, 165 last year, will continue. 
Couosefioo Center 
Eleven counseling center directors at universities in Ohio and one in Michigan were 
contacted to ascertain what other schools are doing reganfing fees for services. Only 
two centers charge fees for counseling students. However. a number of other schools 
• 
Hi~oko ~akamot~ (center), a 1954 graduate of the University and a survivor of 
the Hiroshima atomic bomb, d~icates the Hiroko Nakamoto Gallery, an authentic 
Jaf!CU'ese t~a ceremony room in the new Fine Arts Gallery. The room, along with the 
Asian _Studies Room on the top floor of Offenhauer Tower West, are the result of 
don'!tions from Nakamoto, who as a professional interior designer and artist, helped 
design these spaces down to the fast detail. 
~e contemplating the issues associated with charging fees. Some of those issues 
include: 
Billing p~ures: rn:ices ~ay have to handle billing themselves because of 
confidentiality ISSUes. This requires additional clerical help to do the billing and track 
outstanding bills each month. 
Insurance: There _is a need fa~ ~atory insurance coverage for counseling. Also, 
~nts '"'.iY have difficulty acquinng insurance coverage upon graduation H they are 
~iagnosed in college because of pre-existing conditions. This did occur at one institu-
tion. 
Repercussions: If fees are instituted for counseling services in the Counseling 
Center, the Psycho~ical Se~ Center and the Health Center should also charge 
~nts for counseling. Otherwise, students will seek free counseling at these agen-
aes. In tun:i. these agencies will not be able to handle the inaeased demand. If 
mandatory 1ns~rance !or counseling is not instituted, students with no coverage and 
those not wanting th?ir parents to know that they need counseling may not seek the 
help needed. C~1ng fees may place a heavier burden on RA's, hall directors, and 
!f1e WE~ Bowin~ Green community agencies are not able to provide much counsel· 
1ng service and pnvate psychologists demand payment for services. 
Rates: ff th_e object is to make money to pay salaries of staff, then the charges need 
to ~-substan1:1al· Any money earned will surely be partly offset by the need to pay 
additional clerical staff to handle billing and insurance procedures. 
Student Responses: A recent survey of students suggests that they are unwilling to 
accept new charges. Many commented that they would not have sought counseling H a 
charge was applied. 
4. Plan and Implement oollcles and proc;edures govemina the "" of the 
Field House consistent with the mission of the Reid House. STATUS· 
ACHIEVED. • 
. The f'.'~ House came •on-fine" at the beginning of spring semester. Prior to thal 
time, poliaes governing its operation were developed. The next year has been desig-
nated ~ a "shake-down" period to determine which poficies might need modifications. 
~ly. HPER classes utmze the facility in the morning while Intercollegiate Athlet-
ICS teams have ~ afternoon. lntramurais are scheduled in the evening. At. present, 
weekends. lunch time, and other unscheduled periodS are available for walk-in use by 
staff and students. 
5. Implement the plans for renovating Fou!lders Quadrangle to include: al 
the selection and Implementation of an elect10.1ic door system: bl the se!ectlon of 
moveable furniture and eaulpment: and cl the development and Implementation 
of a plan for marl<eting Founders as a prime residence of ct.oic;e for students. 
STA'TUS: CONSIDERABLE PROGRESS. 
The renovation of Founders continues on schedule. It is expected thal work wiD be 
cc:>"'pleted on August 6th as planned. The new dOor access system is progressing. 
Simplex ~ selected as the vendor for the new door access system. An important 
aspect of this system has been the electronic device used by students. After careful 
evaluation, it was decided that proximity readers would be used. This system was 
~ua!ed to be most "user friendly" during pilot tests. Also, every outside door will be 
maintained so they cannot be propped open. The installation contract went out in late 
May. The Founders Quad door access systems are being installed and wm be in place 
August6th. 
!119 building will 11:3v? all new furnishings in student rooms, lounges, offices, and the 
dining room. All furnishings have been selected and bids were awarded in March and 
9. 
April. 
A Fo~nders marketing ~ impl_ementation committee was formed. The committee 
acco~pl!shed several tasks including: a marketing plan targeting groups needing 
specific ~nformation about Founder~ Quadrangle; developing and distributing an 
informational brochure; and preparing and making presentations explaining the 
features of the renovation pr~ject. __ A very successful early room request procedure tool< 
place on J'!luary 20th. A! th1~ wrmng, there is a waiting list for women and only a few 
spaces available for men in s1x-~rson suites. One floor has been set aside for gradu· 
ate students .. Current!~. all the single rooms on that floor have been assigned and a few 
spaces are still vacant in the double room suites. 
6.. . ~acilitate the planning and implementation of Recreational Soorts into 
the d1v1s1on of Student Affairs which includes the added resoonsibility for the 
Field House. lntramurals and Club Sports. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
. !n_ August, the unit_ of Reci:eational Sports became a part of the Student Affairs 
d1V1S10n. The new unit combines the former units of the Student Recreation Center 
lntr~urals, and Club Sports. In addition, the Field House was added to this area. ' 
Nation_al se~ches were co~ucted to fill the positions of Director of Recreational Sports. 
Associate Diri:ctor R~eat10nal Sports/Student Recreation Center. Field House 
M_an~ger, Assistant Director for lntramurals and Sport Clubs. All positions were filled 
with internal candidates. 
The Director of Recreational Sports is a member of the Student Affairs Executive 
Board and reports to the Vice President for Student Affairs. 
7. Develop and i"!olement. in ~oeration with career Planning and Place-
ment. the Office of Multicultural A!fa1~s. the Counseling C§nter and Cooperative 
Education. a career development institute for Black and Hispanic students 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. . 
On _Friday ~nd ~turday, Jan~ary 15th and 16th, thirty-two BGSU students partici· 
pated in the Mrno~ Career Institute at the Findlay Inn. Findlay, Ohio. Programs the 
stude~ts atte~~ included: The Value of Job-Related Experience (led by BGSU 
alumm); Identifying Personal Strengths and Work Preferences; How to Make a Positive 
and P~erful First lmpr?55ion; The Nine Most Commonly Asked Questions About 
~reetings and Introductions; Instant Rapport: The Art of Mixing and Mingling; Pi of es· 
Slonal Presence: What Does Your Attire Say About You?; How to be Perceived .:is 
More Perished Durin~ B~iness ~eals; Being Different in an Organization; Verbal and 
Non-Ve~ Communication; Making Effective Presentations; and Identifying and 
Developing Ment~rs. Sponsors ot the program included State Farm Insurance, MiclAm 
Inc., M~thon Oil Company, Amoco Corporation, Blade Communications, Inc., Dial 
CorJ:i<>ration, and BGSU's Career Planning and Placement Services, Multicultural 
Affairs, Cooperative Education, Minority Career Association, and the Management 
Department. A total of $4940 was raised to ensure an excellent and successful 
program. S~n~. sponsors, and staff considered the proc_ '.am very positive with 
recommendatiOn it be repeated. 
8. Continue proactive efforts to reduce the treauency and Prevalence of 
alcohol and other drug related Incidents that adverselY affect the quality of a 
student's experience at BGSU. STATUS: IN PROGRESS. 
The Prevenli<H:1 Center continues to provide proactive prevention services targeted 
!oward the reductiOn of alcohol ~ other drug related experiences that negatively 
1~ct ~ts at ~SU. EducatiOn programs, awareness campaigns. resource 
services, social optiOns, and evaluation are all components of this comprehensive 
approach. 
Educational programs 
a Re~. the polK:Y offenders program, had 159 participants last fall while 
1,010 attended during the spnng. Each of these students attended the six-hour program 
based on the "On-Campus Taking About Alcohol" curriculum. 
~- Peer Educators (STEP 1) delivered 22 presentations to various classes, 
residence halls and student organizations in the fall and 1 O programs during the spring. 
. c. _The Prevention Center Director and other staff delivered a total of 31 presenta-
tionS dunng the fall semester and 22 in the spring to various campus and community 
groups. 
d. &:veral c:m:sses (Jou~ism. Computer Science and Video Communications) 
have been involved in class proiects relating to the Prevention Center. 
Alcohol and Drug Counseling Services 
Fall semester the Counselor conducted: 
a 80 hours of individual counseling 
b. 32 hours of individual assessments 
c. 24 hours of support groups. 
During spring, the following were conducted: 
a 81 hours of individual counseling 
b. 50 hours of individual assessments 
Awareness Campaigns 
During National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness week, a variety of education, aware-
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ness and other types of programs were implemented. Students and staff also partici-
pated extensively in the community Red Ribbon Campaign. A number of prevention 
materials (posters. fliers etc ... ) were provided to local bars, carry outs, and other 
establishments that serve or distribute alcohol. Information has been provided to 
personnel for use in various campus offices. 
Faculty and staff have been encouraged to get involved in programming. They have 
been provided opportunities to attend educational programs and given information on 
recognizing a student in trouble with substances and how to respond. 
The Resource Center is utilized by approximately three students a week. Many 
students use the resources for speeches, student teaching, class papers and projects or 
just for personal information. 
The Prevention Center also participated in Wood County Day, BG Community Day, 
The National Hands on Prevention Museum, and the City-University Relations Commit-
tee. 
Social Options 
Seve~al times each semester, the Bowl N' Greenery was converted into Campus 
Expressions, an alternative to drinking night dub environment. The average attendance 
was 100-120 students. 
Evaluation 
A Pre-/Post test was administered to each of the Reflections participants. A six and 
twelve month follow up will be given to look at the effects of the programs on attitudes 
and behaviors over the course of time. 
A national survey on alcohol and other substance abuse was administered to a 
random sample of students last spring. A great deal of effort has been made to analyze 
this data and incorporate it into current programming efforts. 
Video Project 
Considerable time and effort has gone into the production of an educational video. 
The video is based on current research about misperceptions of student alcohol use 
norms. The target audience is high school seniors and college freshmen. The video is 
currently being edited by WBGU-TV. During the summer a discussion guide will be 
developed for use with the video. 
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
Alumni Affairs: 
1. Fund-raising is a new responsibility of the alumni staff. The aoal Is to 
comolete a minimum of 70 oersonal visits and raise $100.000 in cash and 
,,. pledges. STATUS: PART'Al. ACHIEVEMENT. 
We did n~ reach our ~ of ?O personal visits. Time was needed during the year 
for the associate and assistant directors to be trained for fund raising and for them to 
begin the cultivation process with prospective donors. Fifty-two calls were made. 
The goal of $100,000 in cash and pledges was exceeded. The Alumni Director 
raised over $50,000 in Presidents Club, endowment society and reunion gifts. Personal 
solicitation and project fund raising by other staff totaled over $59,000. 
2. Promote and hold a festive. wel!-aHencled Black and Hispanic Alumni 
Reunion during Homecoming weel<end. STATUS: ACHIEVED. · 
Both ~e~e held at H~mecoming_ and both went well. We involved Black and Hispanic 
leadership 1_n the planning process. Seventy-five alumni attended the Friday reception 
ar.d approximately 100 attended the Saturday night dinner. Fifteen attended the 
H!Spanic homecoming brunch. ·They are considering moving their event to coincide with 
H1spamc month activities on campus. 
3. Increase the m1mber of alumni chapters that select their own Chapter 
scholarship recipient by 5. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
Nineteen of the 29 chapters now choose their scholarship recipients, an increase of 
three m 1992-93. 
4. Explore establishing a scholarship fund in the Tri-County Chapter area. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Discussions were held with the leadership there. They felt the Chapter was not yet 
strong enough to begin such an effort. 
5. Coordinate. promote and assist in the continued deve!Oj!ment of minority 
chapters in Toledo. Cincinnati and Dayton. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
We ?'"e c:x>~tinuii:1Q efforts to begin a Toledo/Detrcit minority chapter. No interest was 
shown m Cmcmnat1 and the numbers are small there. Plans are continuing to move 
ahead in Dayton. 
6. Publish a minority newsletter twice a year. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVE-
, MENT. 
Due to budget constraints, we could only publish and mail one issue. 
7. Develop two additional alumni chapters in Findlay and Lima. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
Both Chapters are organized and both have already had events. 
8. Aid in the recruitment of proSJ>eciive students by promoting the Alumni 
Clip Kit program. Recruit alumni to oersonal!y attend college fairs In their area 
and to contact admitted freshmen ancl National Merit Scholars. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
We have 77 alumni on the Clip Kit Program, 90 alumni willing to attend college fairs 
and 47 alumni to contact National Merit Scholars. 
9. Work with the Office of Admissions to haye a special Homecoming/ 
Admissions Presentation for alumni and their children. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
A special presentation was held Homecoming rraoming in McFall Center. Twelve 
people attended the presentation and 18 went on the campus tour. 
10. Work with Career Planning and Placement Services to promote and 
enhance joint projects which Include the Falcon Career Connection. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
The Falcon Career Connection Notebook has been revised with an additional 50 new 
members. Falcon Career Connection inquiries are up from 207 in 1991-92 to 261 in 
1992·93. Career matches have increased from 86 in 1991-92 to 287 in 1992-93. More 
than 30 alumni participated in the career seminars during the recent graduate day. 
11. Research other alumni associations marketing plans to help establish a 
marketing plan for Bowling Green's Alumni Association. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
We have information from other schools and the Board has now appointed a 
committee to develop such a plan. 
12. Plan. coordinate and host a festive. well-attended Homecoming Reunion 
Weekend. Have at leyst 450 people oartlcipate in our reunion program. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
Over 500 people attended our 1992 reunion programs. 
13. Raise a minimum of $30.000 toward the Alumni Center payoff. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
$43,600 was raised. 
14. Identify at least 75 new quality prospects for the Alumni Board- STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
We received 92 qualified nominations. 
15. Invite all past presidents of the Alumni Board to Homecoming board 
meetings and explore feysibllity of Initiating a formalized group for these indlvldu-
111. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
F1Ve past presidents attended and feasibility for formalized group was discussed. 
They felt such a group could be very helpful and supportive, but they also wanted to be 
sure no such effort would be viewed as •stepping on the toes• of the current Alumni 
Board. No further action taken at this time. 
16. Administer and market BGSU's Collegiate License Plate program. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
We ~all orders an~ we published a new brochure promoting the program. 
More prorraotions are upcoming. 
17. Help coordinate aluIDnj events at the Ohio State and Wisconsin football 
games. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
A tent lunch_eon (525 attenc:Jed) on Saturday followed a Friday Chapter event (over 
200 attended) m Columbus pnor to OSU game. A pre-game luncheon in Madison was 
well attended and successful. 
18. Work on legislative efforts includina the Alumni Legislative Aclvocacv 
program and the State House Falcons and plan events for both grouos. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
The Legislative Advocacy program is running well. All 60 members were invited to 
the President's Box for a football game last fall. A State House Falcons event was held 
March 31 in Columbus with more than 60 in attendance. 
Development: 
1. Raise $4.7 million from alumni. friends. corporations. foundaflons and 






Corporate and Foundation giving 
GOAL As of June 30, 1993 
$1.75 million 
$1.425 million 






In 1992-93 we received $340,000 more than in 1991-92 for an 8 percent increase. 
2. Recruit 25 new members for tbe Presidents Club. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
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Twenty-eight new members have joined, an increase of 13 over the 1991-92 total. 
Ten new members increased their pledge/gift commitment to the next highest level. 
3. fiurqpfully complete the S1.8 mllllon "ARTS BG ... "' campaign. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
We surpassed the overall goal with $1.860 million raised. Partial achievement of 
specific category funding needs, with a total of $100,000 still needed for four designated 
projects. 
4. Develop In consultation with the clean a cletai!ed deVefopment plan for 
colleges with devefopmenValumnl officers. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
. Several meetings were held throughout the year with each Dean, induding consulta-
tion on a development plan. ..., 
5. Increase alumni donors to 15.000 and use direct mall to raise $15.000 
more for University projects. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
As of June 30, we had received gifts from 14,807 alumni donors and increased our 
dollars raised via direct mail by $26,510. 
6. Make 200 vfsfts with comorate. foundation and lndlvldua) prospects. 
STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
As of June 30, 143 visits had been made. 
7. Prepare and present or assist with the preparation and presentation of 
100 solicitations of prospects. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
As of June 30, a total of forty-five solicitations were made. 
8. Hold six C6l "Breakfast In BG" for area businesses and community 
lea<fers, donors and proSoecfS. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
B~eakfasts were highly successful averaging more than 11 O in attendance per 
session. 
9. Identify a total of $850.000 In planned giving expectancies $50().QQQ In 
revocable aareements and $350.QQQ In Irrevocable agreements. STATUS: PAR-
TIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
$446,000 revocable arrangements have been identified and $192,000 in 
irrevocables. 
In addition, actual expectancies realized (which indudes gifts through bequests and 
life insurance policies) totaled $607,400 in FY 1992-93, an increase of over 8 percent 
above FY 1991-92. 
10. Research. identify and scbedu!e 200 prospect vfslts. STATUS: PARTIAL 
ACHIEVEMENT. 
161 visits completed as of June 30. 
11. Enhance the $1..5 million effort to support International education by 
uncovering additional details about malor pros;pects. STATUS: ON-GOING. 
Many new prospects who hold the international arena as an interest have been 
uncovered. In an effort to improve the cultivation and solicitation processes. key 
updates and refinements have been made, and will continue to be made, in the files of 
those international prospects already known to us. 
Legislative Affairs: 
1. Hold at teas one Northwest Ohio Leais!ative event. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
2. Work with other state-assisted universities to obtain the best possible 
funding for Qhlo higher education. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
This was a year of significant achievements in improving proposed legislation 
affecting higher education. Two of BGSU's top budget priorities were an increase in the 
minimum instructional subsidy and a rise in the tuition cap continued in the Governor's 
executive budget. The instructional subsidy minimum was set at 3 percent and 2 
percent for the biennium in the final budget bill sent to the Governor. The tuition cap 
was raised from the executive budget figure to 5 percent or $180. The Ohio Board of 
Regents' proposal to change the method of calculating aJlocations for plant mainte-
nance and operation and for the payment of debt service on capital improvement 
projects was removed from the Governor's proposed budget by the Ho1..1se. 
3. Hold at least one A!umnl Leg11•,.1ye Adyocacy Group event In Columbus. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
4. Hold at least one State Homw Falcon eyent In Columbus, STATUS: 
ACtDEVED. 
5. Analyze the Managing for the future Tulc Force Rej)ort and pursue 
11. 
!egl5!atlve action against harmful segments of the report as appropriate. ST A· 
TUS: ACHIEVED. 
. Widespread support across th~ campus was QE'.nerated for the University's opposi-
tion _t~ such elements as a centralized system of higher education through granting 
additional powers to the Board of Regents and the designation of the Ohio State 
Universttx ~ ~e University of Cincinnati as the state's exdusive comprehensive 
research institutions. The report was drastically amended to meet requests for changes 
by BGSU and other public universities. 
Additional legislative affairs achievements: 
Major capital projects for the University were induded in the Am. Sub. H.B. No. 904. 
BGSU was awarded a total of $18,777,000for1993-94 including $8,805,000 for Phase 
11 of the _Eppler Compl~x rehabilitation; $2,886,000 for basic renovations; $2,939,000 for 
the ~eg1onal ~ratiVe Librar)'. Warehouse; and $1,044,000 for a WBGU· TV building 
addition. Funding was also provided for the completion of the new Classroom Building 
currently under construction. 
Response was good to correspondence with Ohio's congressional delegation 
supporting President Clinton's plan to solve the Pell Grant shortfall. 
Eff~e ~n ~ obtained f~om the BGSU Alumni Legislative Advocacy Group in 
contacting Ohio legislators regarding further executive cuts in the higher education 
budget for 1992-93. The advocacy group also supported BGSU's and the IUC's 
requests for improvements in the 1993-95 higher educational budget bill induding an 
increase in the instructional subsidy. 
Public Relations: 
1. Plan and execute a publicity camoaign for the School of Art addition. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Six months before the official dedication of the Fine Arts Center addition. the staff 
began n:ieeting with the _dedication committee~ planning a promotional strategy. The 
ei:n~haslS of the promotion_ w~ on how !he building enhances the academic programs 
within the School of Art. bnngmg the vanous art forms together in one structure. 
Journalists were invited to visit the facility in advance of the opening, prepare their 
own features and photograph the building. Press kits were assembled to provioe 
background and photos; the news services staff and the director of the School oi Art 
gave tours which resulted in advance features appearing in The Blade. Tiffin Advertiser 
Tribune, Fostoria Review Times. Napoleon Northwest Signal, Fort Wayne News 
Journal, and Bowling Green Sentinel Tnoune, as well as the BG News. 
Another ~ve of publicity focused on the actual dedication, which attracted newspa-
per and rad'!l reporters as well as_ reporters from six television stations, induding 
WNWO-TV m Toledo, WTOL-TV in Toledo, WGTE-TV in Toledo, TV-47 in Findlay, 
WUO-TV in Lima and TV-24 in Bowling Green. 
Dedication coverage also induded reports in pur.l'cations such as the Dayton Daily 
News, Bend of the River Magazine and Memo to ttie Pre§ident a newsletter published 
by the American Association of State Colleges and Universities. In addition, the director 
of the School of Art was interviewed about the new facility on WSPD's Art Edgerton 
Show; Dave Carlson of WTOL·TV did a live remote report from the new sculpture 
studios and showed our art students at work; and the fall edition of AT BG featured a 
cover story on the building. 
2. Continue to develop the marketing proaram. including working with 
Funklleutke to bring to completion the marketing studv. Using the survey 
resutts. develop a mart<eting statement that presents clearly and concisely how 
BGSU perceives itself and/or how the University wants to be perceived by its 
various constituencies. Also. In conjunction with appropriate campus offices. 
create strategies that will 1l enhance the academic Image of Bowling Green. 21 
target recruiting efforts and 31 make the camous even more appealing and 
responsive to Its currently enrolled students. STATUS: IN PROGRESS. 
The Funk/Leutke study was completed in October. 1992. The information about the 
perceptions that prospective students and current students have toward BGSU is 
serving as the basis for University marketing efforts, particularly in television. 
3. Wrth Channel "Z1. create and produce a series of television adYertise-
ments designed to make the northwest Ohio public. especially the 18-24 vear~ld­
~l more aware of the academic quality of Bowling Green State Universitv. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
A series of five commercials, each developed around the theme "What do you like 
best about Bowling Green State University?" was produced and began airing February 
8, 1993. The campaign, which was designed to increase awareness of the quality of 
education at Bowling Green ran through April 3, 1993. The commercials appeared on 
Channels 11, 13, 24 and 36 in Toledo and Channel 35 in Lima They also were seen on 
cable networits in Toledo, Bowling Green and WateMlle. The five commercials 
emphasized the themes of faculty excellence, academic programs, facilities, value and 
the challenge students can expect when they attend Bowling Green. A sixth commer-
cial featuring President Paul Olscamp telling viewers that it is the people he liked best 
about Bowling Green was produced and added to the last week of the campaign. 
Although no formal surveys were taken to determine viewer reaction to the commer-
cials, word of mouth response was quite fa'l1orable. 
4. Prepare and distribute 40 academjcalbt-orief'!ted News TiPI to selected 
media and targeted promec:;ts baye at least 50 academ!calb'1>riented stories 
about Bowling Green •rwl by the wire sertice$ during the 1992-93 year. and 
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ness and other types of programs were implemented. Students and staff also partici-
pated extensively in the community Red Ribbon Campaign. A number of prevention 
materials (posters. fliers etc ... ) were provided to local bars, carry outs, and other 
establishments that serve or distribute alcohol. Information has been provided to 
personnel for use in various campus offices. 
Faculty and staff have been encouraged to get involved in programming. They have 
been provided opportunities to attend educational programs and given information on 
recognizing a student in trouble with substances and how to respond. 
The Resource Center is utilized by approximately three students a week. Many 
students use the resources for speeches, student teaching, class papers and projects or 
just for personal information. 
The Prevention Center also participated in Wood County Day, BG Community Day, 
The National Hands on Prevention Museum, and the City-University Relations Commit-
tee. 
Social Options 
Seve~al times each semester, the Bowl N' Greenery was converted into Campus 
Expressions, an alternative to drinking night dub environment. The average attendance 
was 100-120 students. 
Evaluation 
A Pre-/Post test was administered to each of the Reflections participants. A six and 
twelve month follow up will be given to look at the effects of the programs on attitudes 
and behaviors over the course of time. 
A national survey on alcohol and other substance abuse was administered to a 
random sample of students last spring. A great deal of effort has been made to analyze 
this data and incorporate it into current programming efforts. 
Video Project 
Considerable time and effort has gone into the production of an educational video. 
The video is based on current research about misperceptions of student alcohol use 
norms. The target audience is high school seniors and college freshmen. The video is 
currently being edited by WBGU-TV. During the summer a discussion guide will be 
developed for use with the video. 
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
Alumni Affairs: 
1. Fund-raising is a new responsibility of the alumni staff. The aoal Is to 
comolete a minimum of 70 oersonal visits and raise $100.000 in cash and 
,,. pledges. STATUS: PART'Al. ACHIEVEMENT. 
We did n~ reach our ~ of ?O personal visits. Time was needed during the year 
for the associate and assistant directors to be trained for fund raising and for them to 
begin the cultivation process with prospective donors. Fifty-two calls were made. 
The goal of $100,000 in cash and pledges was exceeded. The Alumni Director 
raised over $50,000 in Presidents Club, endowment society and reunion gifts. Personal 
solicitation and project fund raising by other staff totaled over $59,000. 
2. Promote and hold a festive. wel!-aHencled Black and Hispanic Alumni 
Reunion during Homecoming weel<end. STATUS: ACHIEVED. · 
Both ~e~e held at H~mecoming_ and both went well. We involved Black and Hispanic 
leadership 1_n the planning process. Seventy-five alumni attended the Friday reception 
ar.d approximately 100 attended the Saturday night dinner. Fifteen attended the 
H!Spanic homecoming brunch. ·They are considering moving their event to coincide with 
H1spamc month activities on campus. 
3. Increase the m1mber of alumni chapters that select their own Chapter 
scholarship recipient by 5. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
Nineteen of the 29 chapters now choose their scholarship recipients, an increase of 
three m 1992-93. 
4. Explore establishing a scholarship fund in the Tri-County Chapter area. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Discussions were held with the leadership there. They felt the Chapter was not yet 
strong enough to begin such an effort. 
5. Coordinate. promote and assist in the continued deve!Oj!ment of minority 
chapters in Toledo. Cincinnati and Dayton. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
We ?'"e c:x>~tinuii:1Q efforts to begin a Toledo/Detrcit minority chapter. No interest was 
shown m Cmcmnat1 and the numbers are small there. Plans are continuing to move 
ahead in Dayton. 
6. Publish a minority newsletter twice a year. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVE-
, MENT. 
Due to budget constraints, we could only publish and mail one issue. 
7. Develop two additional alumni chapters in Findlay and Lima. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
Both Chapters are organized and both have already had events. 
8. Aid in the recruitment of proSJ>eciive students by promoting the Alumni 
Clip Kit program. Recruit alumni to oersonal!y attend college fairs In their area 
and to contact admitted freshmen ancl National Merit Scholars. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
We have 77 alumni on the Clip Kit Program, 90 alumni willing to attend college fairs 
and 47 alumni to contact National Merit Scholars. 
9. Work with the Office of Admissions to haye a special Homecoming/ 
Admissions Presentation for alumni and their children. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
A special presentation was held Homecoming rraoming in McFall Center. Twelve 
people attended the presentation and 18 went on the campus tour. 
10. Work with Career Planning and Placement Services to promote and 
enhance joint projects which Include the Falcon Career Connection. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
The Falcon Career Connection Notebook has been revised with an additional 50 new 
members. Falcon Career Connection inquiries are up from 207 in 1991-92 to 261 in 
1992·93. Career matches have increased from 86 in 1991-92 to 287 in 1992-93. More 
than 30 alumni participated in the career seminars during the recent graduate day. 
11. Research other alumni associations marketing plans to help establish a 
marketing plan for Bowling Green's Alumni Association. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
We have information from other schools and the Board has now appointed a 
committee to develop such a plan. 
12. Plan. coordinate and host a festive. well-attended Homecoming Reunion 
Weekend. Have at leyst 450 people oartlcipate in our reunion program. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
Over 500 people attended our 1992 reunion programs. 
13. Raise a minimum of $30.000 toward the Alumni Center payoff. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
$43,600 was raised. 
14. Identify at least 75 new quality prospects for the Alumni Board- STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
We received 92 qualified nominations. 
15. Invite all past presidents of the Alumni Board to Homecoming board 
meetings and explore feysibllity of Initiating a formalized group for these indlvldu-
111. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
F1Ve past presidents attended and feasibility for formalized group was discussed. 
They felt such a group could be very helpful and supportive, but they also wanted to be 
sure no such effort would be viewed as •stepping on the toes• of the current Alumni 
Board. No further action taken at this time. 
16. Administer and market BGSU's Collegiate License Plate program. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
We ~all orders an~ we published a new brochure promoting the program. 
More prorraotions are upcoming. 
17. Help coordinate aluIDnj events at the Ohio State and Wisconsin football 
games. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
A tent lunch_eon (525 attenc:Jed) on Saturday followed a Friday Chapter event (over 
200 attended) m Columbus pnor to OSU game. A pre-game luncheon in Madison was 
well attended and successful. 
18. Work on legislative efforts includina the Alumni Legislative Aclvocacv 
program and the State House Falcons and plan events for both grouos. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
The Legislative Advocacy program is running well. All 60 members were invited to 
the President's Box for a football game last fall. A State House Falcons event was held 
March 31 in Columbus with more than 60 in attendance. 
Development: 
1. Raise $4.7 million from alumni. friends. corporations. foundaflons and 






Corporate and Foundation giving 
GOAL As of June 30, 1993 
$1.75 million 
$1.425 million 






In 1992-93 we received $340,000 more than in 1991-92 for an 8 percent increase. 
2. Recruit 25 new members for tbe Presidents Club. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
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Twenty-eight new members have joined, an increase of 13 over the 1991-92 total. 
Ten new members increased their pledge/gift commitment to the next highest level. 
3. fiurqpfully complete the S1.8 mllllon "ARTS BG ... "' campaign. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
We surpassed the overall goal with $1.860 million raised. Partial achievement of 
specific category funding needs, with a total of $100,000 still needed for four designated 
projects. 
4. Develop In consultation with the clean a cletai!ed deVefopment plan for 
colleges with devefopmenValumnl officers. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
. Several meetings were held throughout the year with each Dean, induding consulta-
tion on a development plan. ..., 
5. Increase alumni donors to 15.000 and use direct mall to raise $15.000 
more for University projects. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
As of June 30, we had received gifts from 14,807 alumni donors and increased our 
dollars raised via direct mail by $26,510. 
6. Make 200 vfsfts with comorate. foundation and lndlvldua) prospects. 
STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
As of June 30, 143 visits had been made. 
7. Prepare and present or assist with the preparation and presentation of 
100 solicitations of prospects. STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
As of June 30, a total of forty-five solicitations were made. 
8. Hold six C6l "Breakfast In BG" for area businesses and community 
lea<fers, donors and proSoecfS. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
B~eakfasts were highly successful averaging more than 11 O in attendance per 
session. 
9. Identify a total of $850.000 In planned giving expectancies $50().QQQ In 
revocable aareements and $350.QQQ In Irrevocable agreements. STATUS: PAR-
TIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
$446,000 revocable arrangements have been identified and $192,000 in 
irrevocables. 
In addition, actual expectancies realized (which indudes gifts through bequests and 
life insurance policies) totaled $607,400 in FY 1992-93, an increase of over 8 percent 
above FY 1991-92. 
10. Research. identify and scbedu!e 200 prospect vfslts. STATUS: PARTIAL 
ACHIEVEMENT. 
161 visits completed as of June 30. 
11. Enhance the $1..5 million effort to support International education by 
uncovering additional details about malor pros;pects. STATUS: ON-GOING. 
Many new prospects who hold the international arena as an interest have been 
uncovered. In an effort to improve the cultivation and solicitation processes. key 
updates and refinements have been made, and will continue to be made, in the files of 
those international prospects already known to us. 
Legislative Affairs: 
1. Hold at teas one Northwest Ohio Leais!ative event. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
2. Work with other state-assisted universities to obtain the best possible 
funding for Qhlo higher education. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
This was a year of significant achievements in improving proposed legislation 
affecting higher education. Two of BGSU's top budget priorities were an increase in the 
minimum instructional subsidy and a rise in the tuition cap continued in the Governor's 
executive budget. The instructional subsidy minimum was set at 3 percent and 2 
percent for the biennium in the final budget bill sent to the Governor. The tuition cap 
was raised from the executive budget figure to 5 percent or $180. The Ohio Board of 
Regents' proposal to change the method of calculating aJlocations for plant mainte-
nance and operation and for the payment of debt service on capital improvement 
projects was removed from the Governor's proposed budget by the Ho1..1se. 
3. Hold at least one A!umnl Leg11•,.1ye Adyocacy Group event In Columbus. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
4. Hold at least one State Homw Falcon eyent In Columbus, STATUS: 
ACtDEVED. 
5. Analyze the Managing for the future Tulc Force Rej)ort and pursue 
11. 
!egl5!atlve action against harmful segments of the report as appropriate. ST A· 
TUS: ACHIEVED. 
. Widespread support across th~ campus was QE'.nerated for the University's opposi-
tion _t~ such elements as a centralized system of higher education through granting 
additional powers to the Board of Regents and the designation of the Ohio State 
Universttx ~ ~e University of Cincinnati as the state's exdusive comprehensive 
research institutions. The report was drastically amended to meet requests for changes 
by BGSU and other public universities. 
Additional legislative affairs achievements: 
Major capital projects for the University were induded in the Am. Sub. H.B. No. 904. 
BGSU was awarded a total of $18,777,000for1993-94 including $8,805,000 for Phase 
11 of the _Eppler Compl~x rehabilitation; $2,886,000 for basic renovations; $2,939,000 for 
the ~eg1onal ~ratiVe Librar)'. Warehouse; and $1,044,000 for a WBGU· TV building 
addition. Funding was also provided for the completion of the new Classroom Building 
currently under construction. 
Response was good to correspondence with Ohio's congressional delegation 
supporting President Clinton's plan to solve the Pell Grant shortfall. 
Eff~e ~n ~ obtained f~om the BGSU Alumni Legislative Advocacy Group in 
contacting Ohio legislators regarding further executive cuts in the higher education 
budget for 1992-93. The advocacy group also supported BGSU's and the IUC's 
requests for improvements in the 1993-95 higher educational budget bill induding an 
increase in the instructional subsidy. 
Public Relations: 
1. Plan and execute a publicity camoaign for the School of Art addition. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Six months before the official dedication of the Fine Arts Center addition. the staff 
began n:ieeting with the _dedication committee~ planning a promotional strategy. The 
ei:n~haslS of the promotion_ w~ on how !he building enhances the academic programs 
within the School of Art. bnngmg the vanous art forms together in one structure. 
Journalists were invited to visit the facility in advance of the opening, prepare their 
own features and photograph the building. Press kits were assembled to provioe 
background and photos; the news services staff and the director of the School oi Art 
gave tours which resulted in advance features appearing in The Blade. Tiffin Advertiser 
Tribune, Fostoria Review Times. Napoleon Northwest Signal, Fort Wayne News 
Journal, and Bowling Green Sentinel Tnoune, as well as the BG News. 
Another ~ve of publicity focused on the actual dedication, which attracted newspa-
per and rad'!l reporters as well as_ reporters from six television stations, induding 
WNWO-TV m Toledo, WTOL-TV in Toledo, WGTE-TV in Toledo, TV-47 in Findlay, 
WUO-TV in Lima and TV-24 in Bowling Green. 
Dedication coverage also induded reports in pur.l'cations such as the Dayton Daily 
News, Bend of the River Magazine and Memo to ttie Pre§ident a newsletter published 
by the American Association of State Colleges and Universities. In addition, the director 
of the School of Art was interviewed about the new facility on WSPD's Art Edgerton 
Show; Dave Carlson of WTOL·TV did a live remote report from the new sculpture 
studios and showed our art students at work; and the fall edition of AT BG featured a 
cover story on the building. 
2. Continue to develop the marketing proaram. including working with 
Funklleutke to bring to completion the marketing studv. Using the survey 
resutts. develop a mart<eting statement that presents clearly and concisely how 
BGSU perceives itself and/or how the University wants to be perceived by its 
various constituencies. Also. In conjunction with appropriate campus offices. 
create strategies that will 1l enhance the academic Image of Bowling Green. 21 
target recruiting efforts and 31 make the camous even more appealing and 
responsive to Its currently enrolled students. STATUS: IN PROGRESS. 
The Funk/Leutke study was completed in October. 1992. The information about the 
perceptions that prospective students and current students have toward BGSU is 
serving as the basis for University marketing efforts, particularly in television. 
3. Wrth Channel "Z1. create and produce a series of television adYertise-
ments designed to make the northwest Ohio public. especially the 18-24 vear~ld­
~l more aware of the academic quality of Bowling Green State Universitv. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
A series of five commercials, each developed around the theme "What do you like 
best about Bowling Green State University?" was produced and began airing February 
8, 1993. The campaign, which was designed to increase awareness of the quality of 
education at Bowling Green ran through April 3, 1993. The commercials appeared on 
Channels 11, 13, 24 and 36 in Toledo and Channel 35 in Lima They also were seen on 
cable networits in Toledo, Bowling Green and WateMlle. The five commercials 
emphasized the themes of faculty excellence, academic programs, facilities, value and 
the challenge students can expect when they attend Bowling Green. A sixth commer-
cial featuring President Paul Olscamp telling viewers that it is the people he liked best 
about Bowling Green was produced and added to the last week of the campaign. 
Although no formal surveys were taken to determine viewer reaction to the commer-
cials, word of mouth response was quite fa'l1orable. 
4. Prepare and distribute 40 academjcalbt-orief'!ted News TiPI to selected 
media and targeted promec:;ts baye at least 50 academ!calb'1>riented stories 
about Bowling Green •rwl by the wire sertice$ during the 1992-93 year. and 
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sol!cft and arrange tor oubllcatlon of nve OJtEd D'Mn about higher education 
and other Issues written by University faculty and staff. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
From June 1, 1992 through May 31, 1993, 60 written news tips were issued. In 
addition, an undetermined number of journalists were contacted by telephone or in 
person with specific ideas for stories on academically related topics. 
To date. 55 stories are known to have moved on wires including but not exdusively 
AP and UPI. In addition to AP and UPI, stories have moved nationally on the New York 
Times Syndicate, Scripps Howard and Reu1ers among other news services. 
Following a meeting with the editor responsible for the "Behind The News" section in 
each Sunday's Blade, several University faculty were contacted and asked to prepare, 
with the assistance of the Office of Public Relations staff, Op-Ed articles for The Blade. 
Articles written by the following faculty appeared in The Blade editorial pages during the 
year: Dr. Roger Anderson, political science; Dr. Jerone Stephens, political science; Dr. 
Tom Anderson. geography; Dr. Ben Muego, Firelands political science; Dr. Don 
Scherer. philosophy: and Dr. James Child, philosophy. 
5. Conduct a specialized campaign to increase awareness of the College of 
Technology. STATUS: ACHIEVED and ON-GOING. 
News releases were done on the research of Gene Poor, the work of the Center for 
Quality, Measurement and Au1omation. the Annual Co-op Awards and a co-op grant. 
Television coverage appeared on Channels 24, Toledo and 35, Lima. 
A feature story on the work of Frank Bosworth and his students was prepared and 
will appear in the summer issue of AT BG. 
A two-week visit to BGSU's College of Technology by a delegation of Chinese 
business leaders resulted in stories and photographs on television stations in Toledo, 
Lima and Findlay; The Blade. Sentinel Tribune, Findlay Courier, The Associated Press, 
The Toledo Business Journal and several radio stations. Also, stories appeared in 
internal newsletters of the Ball Corporation and The Henry Ford Museum. 
Half-hour radio interviews were arranged for John Sinn and Tom Erekson. 
Student Publications: 
1. Develop private funding (advertising> for Green Sheet calendar; create 
new format which will maintain informational service to community while running 
on a more treauent basis <weeltlv versus biweekly>. STATUS: NOT ACHIEVED. 
Tight local market and lack of interest by specialty advertisers contribu1ed to inability 
to find full funding necessary for the oroject. 
Television ServicesJWBGU-TV: 
1. Prepare BGSU for the maximum utilization of the new clrsroom building 
by holding workshops for faculty in new distance learning technoloales and close 
supervision of the final planning for the new building. STATUS: ACHJEVED and 
CONTINUING. 
Meetings were held this year with the Chemistry Department, Deans Council and 
Commirtee on Academic Affairs of the Faculty Senate to keep them abreast of the 
progress on the new building. The Director of Television Services is co-chair of a 
committee appointed by the Vice President for Academic Affairs to examine and 
recommend policies relating to teleconferences and the new instruction technology in 
the new building. 
Other departments and in<flVidualized training for faculty will be carried ou1 in the fall 
as ihe technology becomes available. At the end of May the Director of Television 
Leaming Services at the Television Center toured the new faality with Mr. Michael 
Dinardo to review bidding procedures for the new facility. 
2. Support University Relations division through the professional procluc-
tion and direction of soots and through cooperation in other !olnt vemurmi 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
WBGU-lV consulted and planned extensively with University Relations in the 
production of video spots and did produce three spots for University Relations. The 
Television Center also provided production support including video tape library, new 
videography, and dubbing for spots which were produced and e<frted elsewhere. 
1) Produced and broadcast on WBGU-lV 14 Ohio Business programs featuring 
Dr. George Howick, Director of the Management Center - and other BGSU guests 
induding: Dr. Leo Navin, Professor of Economics at BGSU (2 shows) and President 
Paul J. Olscamp. 
2) Produced and broadcast on WBGU-lV 12 University Forum programs 
featuring Dr. Suzanne Crawford and other University guests. 
3) Encore Performances - five one-hour concerts by BGSU music faculty simul-
cast with WGLE-FM, Lima. The series was hosted by Willa Conrad, Music & Dance 
Critic, The Blade. 
3. Produce a statewide interactive video teleconference for teachers In 
cooperation with and funding from the Ohjo Department of Education. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
On Cktober 29, 1992, WBGU-lV produced and broadcaSt a statewide teleconfer-
ence in cooperation with the Ohio Department of education on the topic of 9th grade 
proficiency test intervention. Teachers and administrators throughout the state partici-
pated in this live and interactive teleconference which was seen over their local PBS 
station. 
Gary Blackney leads his Falcon football team off the field after playing Ohio State 
University Sept. 12, 1992. Although the Buckeyes won 17-6, Bowling Green never 
lost a game in the Mid-American Conference last season and went on to become the 
champions of the inaugural Las Vegas Bowl against the University of Nevada-Reno 
Wolfpack in a heart-stopping game that ended with a score of 35-34. 
4. Qbtaln funding and Initiate Sesame Street Preschool Education Prolect 
CPEP> for training "day care providers who are located in our regional service area 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Grants from the Children's Television Workshop and the Ohio Department of Human 
Services provided funding for a one year project to initiate the Sesame Street project. 
Jan McClain was hired as the program coordinator. WBGU has produced five one-hour 
live, interactive teleconferences dealing with child care issues. A sixth teleconference 
on discipline took place June 13, 1993. Jan has conducted five Sesame Street PEP 
training sessions. In these training sessions, she has trained 101 day care providers 
from 11 counties in northwest Ohio and Michigan. 
5. Establish a "Friends of WBGU-TV" organization. STATUS: IN 
PROGRESS. 
A chairman has been identified and is working together with staff to identify goals 
and procedures for this organization. An initial fund-raising event has been established 
for Fall 1994. 
6. lnm:PH net donor contributions pod matching gifts by 7 percent over FY 
~STATUS: NOT ACHIEVED. 
Membership income for FY 1993 was $524,222, an increase of 4 percent over FY 
1992. 
1. Obtpln corporate resh support of at •m $2MJ>QQ. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
During this fiscal year, $63,000 has been donated by local corporations as underwrit-
ing support for WBGU-TV program acquisitions. An additional $10,000 was donated 
toward the transmission line replacement cost Rnally, $130,000 was committed by 
corporations for local productions, induding a documentary on Japanese baseball and 
the DePue Family Musicians. 
a. ln!tlpte "WBGU BU$lnesct Partners Program" and enroll 100 members. 
STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
The Business Partners program was established in the Fall of 1992 and 34 were 
enrolled as charter members by October. Members continue to be added. There are 
currently 41 business partners. 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 
TO THE PRESIDENT: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
1. our first priority during the coming year must be to make a significant 
a!ary IWUH possible for faculty and staff. To this end. we will exert eyet:y 
effort. We will also de!rekm a !Mi!M of salary RJ)Ortlng for tbe Un!yerslty which 
takes Into eqgunt tbe effect of tile Early Retirement lncentiye Program CERIP> on 
our rank and overall ayeraqes when we compare oursetyes to other lnstftuti.lns. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
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Following recommendations from the administration and the budget committees, the 
Board of Trustees approved (1) a mid-year salary increase for all employees averaging 
3.3 percent plus $1040 for health care costs and (2) a 1993·94 salary increase for all 
employees averaging 4.05 percent. In addition, the Vice President for Planning and 
Budgeting has developed a means of reporting salary and compensation for the 
University which takes into account the effect of our faculty ERIP on our rank and 
overall averages when we compare ourselves to other institutions. 
2. In the months leading to en election to determine whether the faculty 
wishes to organize for purposes of collective bargaining. we will maintain an 
open pod civil atmosphere on campus which encourages the free and thorough 
exchpnge of Ideas in a non-accusatory. non-confrontational manner. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
The atmosphere on campus has been very open this past year. The BGSU Faculty 
Association (BGSU-FA), the pro-collective bargaining group on campus, and the 
Advocates for Academic Independence (AA!), the group promoting change through 
means other than collective bargaining, have regularly published newsletters expressing 
their viewpoints on collective bargaining. The Monitor has regularly published a 
questions and answers section in which members of the administration, the BGSU-FA 
or the AAI could respond to questions raised by faculty. The BG News staff has done 
an excellent job of providing coverage on collective bargaining - editorials, guest 
columns, and general articles on activities have regularly appeared; in fact, one of the 
last pieces they did at the conclusion of the academic year contained summary position 
statements by both the BGSU·FA and the AAI. 
Open meetings and forums have been held throughou1 the year. 
At my request, the Library, in its Reserve Room, established a special collection of 
books, articles, and other resource materials reflecting both positive and negative 
aspects of collective bargaining. 
In November, the BGSU-FA, AAUP Chapter, filed a petition for election with the 
State Employment Relations Board. The process has been progressing in accordance 
with SERB-established procedures. Three pre-hearings have been held to reach 
agreement on the appropriate composition of the bargaining unit; a hearing is scheduled 
for mid-July to resolve disagreement over whether temporary faculty and lecturers 
should be induded in the proposed bargaining unit. 
3. The nerec:sary studies. consultations and reviews for the North Central 
Accreditation <NCAl ten:vear reaccreditation vjsH will be completed and a suc-
ces..tv• reaccrectitation obtained. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Under the excellent direction of Dr. Denise Trauth, the University's self-study project 
in preparation for a regular North Central Association ten-year reaccreditation review 
was completed, as was the scheduled on-<:ampus site team visit. The site team has 
recommended full ten-year reaccrecfrtation. 
4. Academic program review committees at the college and university 
levels will complete their work. and p university-wide plan for the future will be 
prepared which will recommend which programs or departments will grow. which 
will remain in the status quo. and which. if any. should be closecl. Reorganization 
and configuration for greater efficiency will alsa be a focus of the plan. STATUS: 
ON-GOING. 
Academic Planning committees were created in each of the academic colleges last 
year. They were charged by the Vice President for Academic Affairs with the task of 
recommending "programs or departments which should grow, remain the same, be 
downsized, or be eliminated; and to recommend ways of reorganizing departments, 
schools, programs and the administrative structure to improve effectiveness.· At abou1 
the same time, July 1992, the Vice President for Academic Affairs also formed an 
Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee to coordinate the work of the college 
committees and to develop a plan for the fu1ure. This Intercollegiate Planning Commit-
tee reported on Apnl 5, 1993. Planning is now going forward in the central administra-
tion for the implementation of its recommendations. Key recommendations are as 
foDows: 
aChange the Academic Charter of the University to facilitate the process for 
organizational change; 
b. Reform incentives and reward systems for faculty so as to encourage institutional 
change and the effective use of institutional resources; and 
c.. Five specific reconfiguration proposals. 
In addition to the Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee, this past spring I 
established a Committee for the Study of Non-academic Functions. This committee will 
conduct an indepth evaluation of the non-instructional programs, offices and functions of 
the University. It will suggest plans to maintain and where possible to enhance the 
quality of our non-academic services, and will consider options which might make us 
more econc;>mical and more efficient withou1 reducing effectiveness of the core non-
academic functions of the University. 
Questions the Committee will address include: 
(1) Which programs, units, or functions in our non-academic areas should grow 
larger based on their necessity for the support of the University's official goals and 
mission? Which programs or functions should remain the same? Which ones should 
be downsized? Whi.:h should be eliminated? Which functions and services might be 
more effective or efficient if they were computerized? (It is assumed that no additional 
staff would be required in any case of enhanced efficiency through computerization). 
13. 
Should any currently offered BGSU services be contracted to private sources? 
(2) How can the organization of the University · that is to say the configuration of 
non-academic units, programs, administrative structure, and position distribution. be 
Improved to facilitate more effective pursuit and support of the University's goals and 
mission? 
(3) Where might there be opportunities for iricreased efficiency and effectiveness in 
the non-academic areas of the institution through increased collaboration with other 
institutions both locally and regionally? 
(4) Are there opportunities in the non-academic areas and functions of Bowling 
Green State University to become more self-supporting by obtaining increased rev-
enues from ou1side sources? This indudes enhancement of ticket sales, donations to 
the University, public user fees. etc. 
The process of examining this large segment of University operations will require a 
year or more, and we will have to look across divisional lines of the University as well as 
examining vertical sectors such as vice presidential areas. The committee has repre-
sentation from all University constituencies. 
5. When the academic reviews in point four above are complete. the Role 
and Mission Statement of the Universitv will be revised to reflect any required 
changes. STATUS:. PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
Completion of the work of the Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee occurred 
quite late in 1992-93. Also, the NCA reaccreditation seH-study and site visit process. all 
of which was completed in late 92-93, induded an analysis of progress toward accom-
plishing the goals of the Role and Mission Statement. The Intercollegiate Academic 
Planning Committee report and the NCA self-study will inform the review of the 
University's Role and Mission Statement. with an eye to possible revision. which wil! 
begin this fall. An early stage of that review will be conducted in light of one recomme:i-
dation in the Ohio Board of Regents' "Securing the Fu1ure· report. That recommenda· 
tion calls on each state university to reexamine its "functional mission statement.· 
6. We will participate in the clebate at the state level. as well as locally, on 
the recommendations of the Managing for the Future Task Force apoointed by 
Governor Voinovich. If appropriate. we will lobbv members of the state 1eg;s1a-
ture to prevent implementation of leals!ation which would centralize the gover-
nance of higher education in Ohio and lessen the authority of our Board of 
Trustees- We will alsa resist any policies which would have the effect of discour-
aging research at our University. and which would create a "'two-tier faculty" at 
Ohio universities- STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
In conjunction with statewide efforts. our faculty, staff, S11Jdents and administration 
were successful in their efforts to amend aspects of the Go\ ,;rnor's Managing for the 
Future Task Force Report which would have centralized the governance of higher 
education in Ohio, lessened the authority of our Board of Trustees and created a "two-
tier faculty" among Ohio's universities. 
7. I will work with Dr. Masan and members of the Board and the IUC to 
secure passage of the Qresent!v de!pyed capital bill to enable the continued 
renovation and improvement of our phvsical plant. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
The capital bill, which contained several authorizations·of central importance to 
BGSU, was eventually passed by the legislature and signed by the Governor. 
8. The recommendations of the University's Health Care Task Force will be 
reviewed by appropriate bodies and the final conclusions and recommendations 
will be implemented over a period and in a schedule approved by the Board of 
Trustees. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
The recommendations of the University's Health Care Task Force were extensively 
reviewed by representative bodies of all campus employee groups. Subsequently, 
adjustments were made by the Task Force and the completed package submitted to 
me. In conjunction with the Vice President for Planning and Budgeting and others. I 
defined a final recommendation which was approved by the Board of Trustees in June. 
9. Construction of the genenil purpose ctusroom bui!c!inq end teleconfer-
encing center will begin this semester. with a projected completion date of 
January 1994., STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Construction of the classroom building is well advanced as of this date in late 
summer 1993. Construction progress is on target for the scheduled completion date in 
March 1994. ... 
10. Ihe present svstem for the evaluation of tacuUV performance. and 
SQeCfficallY tor the awarding of merit salary increases. i$ widely criticized for 
inconsisteney across departmentsl$Chools. I will propose that the system be 
refonned in such a wpy as to provide reawnable consistency in two key re-
spects. Rrst. there should be consistencyacross departments in the way merit 
dollars are distributed. Second. there should be a consistent and documentable 
pattern across campus 1hat good enct excellent teaching ere awarded et levels 
which are commensurate with those for aood and excellent research. A!50. r 
$00n as practicable. I will establi$h modest contingency funds to address cases 
of sala'Y jneguity whose genesis is other than performance based <e..q .. inequities 
created by di!;prooortionpte departmental merit pools in small departments. 
departments with en exceptionaltv large number of productive facultv. etc.>. and 
12. 
sol!cft and arrange tor oubllcatlon of nve OJtEd D'Mn about higher education 
and other Issues written by University faculty and staff. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
From June 1, 1992 through May 31, 1993, 60 written news tips were issued. In 
addition, an undetermined number of journalists were contacted by telephone or in 
person with specific ideas for stories on academically related topics. 
To date. 55 stories are known to have moved on wires including but not exdusively 
AP and UPI. In addition to AP and UPI, stories have moved nationally on the New York 
Times Syndicate, Scripps Howard and Reu1ers among other news services. 
Following a meeting with the editor responsible for the "Behind The News" section in 
each Sunday's Blade, several University faculty were contacted and asked to prepare, 
with the assistance of the Office of Public Relations staff, Op-Ed articles for The Blade. 
Articles written by the following faculty appeared in The Blade editorial pages during the 
year: Dr. Roger Anderson, political science; Dr. Jerone Stephens, political science; Dr. 
Tom Anderson. geography; Dr. Ben Muego, Firelands political science; Dr. Don 
Scherer. philosophy: and Dr. James Child, philosophy. 
5. Conduct a specialized campaign to increase awareness of the College of 
Technology. STATUS: ACHIEVED and ON-GOING. 
News releases were done on the research of Gene Poor, the work of the Center for 
Quality, Measurement and Au1omation. the Annual Co-op Awards and a co-op grant. 
Television coverage appeared on Channels 24, Toledo and 35, Lima. 
A feature story on the work of Frank Bosworth and his students was prepared and 
will appear in the summer issue of AT BG. 
A two-week visit to BGSU's College of Technology by a delegation of Chinese 
business leaders resulted in stories and photographs on television stations in Toledo, 
Lima and Findlay; The Blade. Sentinel Tribune, Findlay Courier, The Associated Press, 
The Toledo Business Journal and several radio stations. Also, stories appeared in 
internal newsletters of the Ball Corporation and The Henry Ford Museum. 
Half-hour radio interviews were arranged for John Sinn and Tom Erekson. 
Student Publications: 
1. Develop private funding (advertising> for Green Sheet calendar; create 
new format which will maintain informational service to community while running 
on a more treauent basis <weeltlv versus biweekly>. STATUS: NOT ACHIEVED. 
Tight local market and lack of interest by specialty advertisers contribu1ed to inability 
to find full funding necessary for the oroject. 
Television ServicesJWBGU-TV: 
1. Prepare BGSU for the maximum utilization of the new clrsroom building 
by holding workshops for faculty in new distance learning technoloales and close 
supervision of the final planning for the new building. STATUS: ACHJEVED and 
CONTINUING. 
Meetings were held this year with the Chemistry Department, Deans Council and 
Commirtee on Academic Affairs of the Faculty Senate to keep them abreast of the 
progress on the new building. The Director of Television Services is co-chair of a 
committee appointed by the Vice President for Academic Affairs to examine and 
recommend policies relating to teleconferences and the new instruction technology in 
the new building. 
Other departments and in<flVidualized training for faculty will be carried ou1 in the fall 
as ihe technology becomes available. At the end of May the Director of Television 
Leaming Services at the Television Center toured the new faality with Mr. Michael 
Dinardo to review bidding procedures for the new facility. 
2. Support University Relations division through the professional procluc-
tion and direction of soots and through cooperation in other !olnt vemurmi 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
WBGU-lV consulted and planned extensively with University Relations in the 
production of video spots and did produce three spots for University Relations. The 
Television Center also provided production support including video tape library, new 
videography, and dubbing for spots which were produced and e<frted elsewhere. 
1) Produced and broadcast on WBGU-lV 14 Ohio Business programs featuring 
Dr. George Howick, Director of the Management Center - and other BGSU guests 
induding: Dr. Leo Navin, Professor of Economics at BGSU (2 shows) and President 
Paul J. Olscamp. 
2) Produced and broadcast on WBGU-lV 12 University Forum programs 
featuring Dr. Suzanne Crawford and other University guests. 
3) Encore Performances - five one-hour concerts by BGSU music faculty simul-
cast with WGLE-FM, Lima. The series was hosted by Willa Conrad, Music & Dance 
Critic, The Blade. 
3. Produce a statewide interactive video teleconference for teachers In 
cooperation with and funding from the Ohjo Department of Education. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
On Cktober 29, 1992, WBGU-lV produced and broadcaSt a statewide teleconfer-
ence in cooperation with the Ohio Department of education on the topic of 9th grade 
proficiency test intervention. Teachers and administrators throughout the state partici-
pated in this live and interactive teleconference which was seen over their local PBS 
station. 
Gary Blackney leads his Falcon football team off the field after playing Ohio State 
University Sept. 12, 1992. Although the Buckeyes won 17-6, Bowling Green never 
lost a game in the Mid-American Conference last season and went on to become the 
champions of the inaugural Las Vegas Bowl against the University of Nevada-Reno 
Wolfpack in a heart-stopping game that ended with a score of 35-34. 
4. Qbtaln funding and Initiate Sesame Street Preschool Education Prolect 
CPEP> for training "day care providers who are located in our regional service area 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Grants from the Children's Television Workshop and the Ohio Department of Human 
Services provided funding for a one year project to initiate the Sesame Street project. 
Jan McClain was hired as the program coordinator. WBGU has produced five one-hour 
live, interactive teleconferences dealing with child care issues. A sixth teleconference 
on discipline took place June 13, 1993. Jan has conducted five Sesame Street PEP 
training sessions. In these training sessions, she has trained 101 day care providers 
from 11 counties in northwest Ohio and Michigan. 
5. Establish a "Friends of WBGU-TV" organization. STATUS: IN 
PROGRESS. 
A chairman has been identified and is working together with staff to identify goals 
and procedures for this organization. An initial fund-raising event has been established 
for Fall 1994. 
6. lnm:PH net donor contributions pod matching gifts by 7 percent over FY 
~STATUS: NOT ACHIEVED. 
Membership income for FY 1993 was $524,222, an increase of 4 percent over FY 
1992. 
1. Obtpln corporate resh support of at •m $2MJ>QQ. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
During this fiscal year, $63,000 has been donated by local corporations as underwrit-
ing support for WBGU-TV program acquisitions. An additional $10,000 was donated 
toward the transmission line replacement cost Rnally, $130,000 was committed by 
corporations for local productions, induding a documentary on Japanese baseball and 
the DePue Family Musicians. 
a. ln!tlpte "WBGU BU$lnesct Partners Program" and enroll 100 members. 
STATUS: PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
The Business Partners program was established in the Fall of 1992 and 34 were 
enrolled as charter members by October. Members continue to be added. There are 
currently 41 business partners. 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 
TO THE PRESIDENT: GOALS FOR 1992-1993 
1. our first priority during the coming year must be to make a significant 
a!ary IWUH possible for faculty and staff. To this end. we will exert eyet:y 
effort. We will also de!rekm a !Mi!M of salary RJ)Ortlng for tbe Un!yerslty which 
takes Into eqgunt tbe effect of tile Early Retirement lncentiye Program CERIP> on 
our rank and overall ayeraqes when we compare oursetyes to other lnstftuti.lns. 
STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
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Following recommendations from the administration and the budget committees, the 
Board of Trustees approved (1) a mid-year salary increase for all employees averaging 
3.3 percent plus $1040 for health care costs and (2) a 1993·94 salary increase for all 
employees averaging 4.05 percent. In addition, the Vice President for Planning and 
Budgeting has developed a means of reporting salary and compensation for the 
University which takes into account the effect of our faculty ERIP on our rank and 
overall averages when we compare ourselves to other institutions. 
2. In the months leading to en election to determine whether the faculty 
wishes to organize for purposes of collective bargaining. we will maintain an 
open pod civil atmosphere on campus which encourages the free and thorough 
exchpnge of Ideas in a non-accusatory. non-confrontational manner. STATUS: 
ACHIEVED. 
The atmosphere on campus has been very open this past year. The BGSU Faculty 
Association (BGSU-FA), the pro-collective bargaining group on campus, and the 
Advocates for Academic Independence (AA!), the group promoting change through 
means other than collective bargaining, have regularly published newsletters expressing 
their viewpoints on collective bargaining. The Monitor has regularly published a 
questions and answers section in which members of the administration, the BGSU-FA 
or the AAI could respond to questions raised by faculty. The BG News staff has done 
an excellent job of providing coverage on collective bargaining - editorials, guest 
columns, and general articles on activities have regularly appeared; in fact, one of the 
last pieces they did at the conclusion of the academic year contained summary position 
statements by both the BGSU·FA and the AAI. 
Open meetings and forums have been held throughou1 the year. 
At my request, the Library, in its Reserve Room, established a special collection of 
books, articles, and other resource materials reflecting both positive and negative 
aspects of collective bargaining. 
In November, the BGSU-FA, AAUP Chapter, filed a petition for election with the 
State Employment Relations Board. The process has been progressing in accordance 
with SERB-established procedures. Three pre-hearings have been held to reach 
agreement on the appropriate composition of the bargaining unit; a hearing is scheduled 
for mid-July to resolve disagreement over whether temporary faculty and lecturers 
should be induded in the proposed bargaining unit. 
3. The nerec:sary studies. consultations and reviews for the North Central 
Accreditation <NCAl ten:vear reaccreditation vjsH will be completed and a suc-
ces..tv• reaccrectitation obtained. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Under the excellent direction of Dr. Denise Trauth, the University's self-study project 
in preparation for a regular North Central Association ten-year reaccreditation review 
was completed, as was the scheduled on-<:ampus site team visit. The site team has 
recommended full ten-year reaccrecfrtation. 
4. Academic program review committees at the college and university 
levels will complete their work. and p university-wide plan for the future will be 
prepared which will recommend which programs or departments will grow. which 
will remain in the status quo. and which. if any. should be closecl. Reorganization 
and configuration for greater efficiency will alsa be a focus of the plan. STATUS: 
ON-GOING. 
Academic Planning committees were created in each of the academic colleges last 
year. They were charged by the Vice President for Academic Affairs with the task of 
recommending "programs or departments which should grow, remain the same, be 
downsized, or be eliminated; and to recommend ways of reorganizing departments, 
schools, programs and the administrative structure to improve effectiveness.· At abou1 
the same time, July 1992, the Vice President for Academic Affairs also formed an 
Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee to coordinate the work of the college 
committees and to develop a plan for the fu1ure. This Intercollegiate Planning Commit-
tee reported on Apnl 5, 1993. Planning is now going forward in the central administra-
tion for the implementation of its recommendations. Key recommendations are as 
foDows: 
aChange the Academic Charter of the University to facilitate the process for 
organizational change; 
b. Reform incentives and reward systems for faculty so as to encourage institutional 
change and the effective use of institutional resources; and 
c.. Five specific reconfiguration proposals. 
In addition to the Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee, this past spring I 
established a Committee for the Study of Non-academic Functions. This committee will 
conduct an indepth evaluation of the non-instructional programs, offices and functions of 
the University. It will suggest plans to maintain and where possible to enhance the 
quality of our non-academic services, and will consider options which might make us 
more econc;>mical and more efficient withou1 reducing effectiveness of the core non-
academic functions of the University. 
Questions the Committee will address include: 
(1) Which programs, units, or functions in our non-academic areas should grow 
larger based on their necessity for the support of the University's official goals and 
mission? Which programs or functions should remain the same? Which ones should 
be downsized? Whi.:h should be eliminated? Which functions and services might be 
more effective or efficient if they were computerized? (It is assumed that no additional 
staff would be required in any case of enhanced efficiency through computerization). 
13. 
Should any currently offered BGSU services be contracted to private sources? 
(2) How can the organization of the University · that is to say the configuration of 
non-academic units, programs, administrative structure, and position distribution. be 
Improved to facilitate more effective pursuit and support of the University's goals and 
mission? 
(3) Where might there be opportunities for iricreased efficiency and effectiveness in 
the non-academic areas of the institution through increased collaboration with other 
institutions both locally and regionally? 
(4) Are there opportunities in the non-academic areas and functions of Bowling 
Green State University to become more self-supporting by obtaining increased rev-
enues from ou1side sources? This indudes enhancement of ticket sales, donations to 
the University, public user fees. etc. 
The process of examining this large segment of University operations will require a 
year or more, and we will have to look across divisional lines of the University as well as 
examining vertical sectors such as vice presidential areas. The committee has repre-
sentation from all University constituencies. 
5. When the academic reviews in point four above are complete. the Role 
and Mission Statement of the Universitv will be revised to reflect any required 
changes. STATUS:. PARTIAL ACHIEVEMENT. 
Completion of the work of the Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee occurred 
quite late in 1992-93. Also, the NCA reaccreditation seH-study and site visit process. all 
of which was completed in late 92-93, induded an analysis of progress toward accom-
plishing the goals of the Role and Mission Statement. The Intercollegiate Academic 
Planning Committee report and the NCA self-study will inform the review of the 
University's Role and Mission Statement. with an eye to possible revision. which wil! 
begin this fall. An early stage of that review will be conducted in light of one recomme:i-
dation in the Ohio Board of Regents' "Securing the Fu1ure· report. That recommenda· 
tion calls on each state university to reexamine its "functional mission statement.· 
6. We will participate in the clebate at the state level. as well as locally, on 
the recommendations of the Managing for the Future Task Force apoointed by 
Governor Voinovich. If appropriate. we will lobbv members of the state 1eg;s1a-
ture to prevent implementation of leals!ation which would centralize the gover-
nance of higher education in Ohio and lessen the authority of our Board of 
Trustees- We will alsa resist any policies which would have the effect of discour-
aging research at our University. and which would create a "'two-tier faculty" at 
Ohio universities- STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
In conjunction with statewide efforts. our faculty, staff, S11Jdents and administration 
were successful in their efforts to amend aspects of the Go\ ,;rnor's Managing for the 
Future Task Force Report which would have centralized the governance of higher 
education in Ohio, lessened the authority of our Board of Trustees and created a "two-
tier faculty" among Ohio's universities. 
7. I will work with Dr. Masan and members of the Board and the IUC to 
secure passage of the Qresent!v de!pyed capital bill to enable the continued 
renovation and improvement of our phvsical plant. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
The capital bill, which contained several authorizations·of central importance to 
BGSU, was eventually passed by the legislature and signed by the Governor. 
8. The recommendations of the University's Health Care Task Force will be 
reviewed by appropriate bodies and the final conclusions and recommendations 
will be implemented over a period and in a schedule approved by the Board of 
Trustees. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
The recommendations of the University's Health Care Task Force were extensively 
reviewed by representative bodies of all campus employee groups. Subsequently, 
adjustments were made by the Task Force and the completed package submitted to 
me. In conjunction with the Vice President for Planning and Budgeting and others. I 
defined a final recommendation which was approved by the Board of Trustees in June. 
9. Construction of the genenil purpose ctusroom bui!c!inq end teleconfer-
encing center will begin this semester. with a projected completion date of 
January 1994., STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Construction of the classroom building is well advanced as of this date in late 
summer 1993. Construction progress is on target for the scheduled completion date in 
March 1994. ... 
10. Ihe present svstem for the evaluation of tacuUV performance. and 
SQeCfficallY tor the awarding of merit salary increases. i$ widely criticized for 
inconsisteney across departmentsl$Chools. I will propose that the system be 
refonned in such a wpy as to provide reawnable consistency in two key re-
spects. Rrst. there should be consistencyacross departments in the way merit 
dollars are distributed. Second. there should be a consistent and documentable 
pattern across campus 1hat good enct excellent teaching ere awarded et levels 
which are commensurate with those for aood and excellent research. A!50. r 
$00n as practicable. I will establi$h modest contingency funds to address cases 
of sala'Y jneguity whose genesis is other than performance based <e..q .. inequities 
created by di!;prooortionpte departmental merit pools in small departments. 
departments with en exceptionaltv large number of productive facultv. etc.>. and 
14. 
to reward cases of outstanding and noteworthy excellence wbich redound to the 
Universitv's and the Individual's credit at a level above the ctepartment's ab!litv to 
reward properly. STATUS: NOT ACHIEVED. 
Progress is temporarily suspended on this matter because of the BGSU-FA petition 
to the State Employment Relations Board to organize for purposes of collective bargain-
ing. The SERB-controlled process is now well under way. with an election likely to be 
scheduled this fall. In the meantime, however, major changes in faculty compensation 
are really not possible. 
11. Improve communication system reaarding facultv. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
During the 1992-93 academic year, I held open faculty meetings with each college 
twice - once during the fall semester and again in the spring semester. At these 
meetings I provided information about the state budget picture and University planning 
for the next contract year. In addition. we discussed a variety of topics of mutual 
concern. 
12. Establish a positive working relationship with the new officers of Facultv 
Senate. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Through the efforts of Les Barber and myself, we continue to maintain an open, 
informal and positive working relationship with Faculty Senate offacers. 
13. Work with the Attorney General's Office staff on <a> appointment of a 
minority special counsel and (bl the probable replacement of our main cmecia' 
counsel. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
For the 1992-93 fiscal year, the Attorney General's Office made the following new 
special counsel appointments: 
Kelley. McCann & Livingstone (Cleveland} was appointed to replace Fuller & Henry 
as our primary special counsel authorized to handle "all matters requested." 
C. Allen McConnell, a minority attorney from Toledo, was appointed to handle "all 
matters requested." 
Marshall & Melhorn was appointed to handle collective bargaining matters other than 
the police unit matter. 
The following law firms were reappointed by the Attorney General: 
Baldwin & Associates, authorized to handle "all matters requested." 
Fuller & Henry, authorized to (a} ~mplete all on-going matters (except the mercury 
spill) at the University's alSCfetion and (b) handle the police unit collective bargaining. 
Emch. Schaffer, Schauu &. Porcello, authorized to handle all patent matters. 
Samuels & Northrop, authorized to handle an on-going environmental matter. 
Cohn & Marks. authorized to handle all communication matters. 
PART II 
GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS: GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
1. Conduct a search for a De:an of the CoUege of Education and ABied Professions. 
2. Complete review of the recommendations from the General Education Committee 
and forward to appropriate governarace bo<fies for endorsement and implementation. 
3. Implement revisions in the University-wide general education requirements. 
4. Propose Charter change for reconfiguration of the University as recommended by 
the Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee (IAPC). 
5. Develop plans to provide incentives for cost savings as recommended by IAPC. 
6. Appoint a Dean for the College of Arts and Sciences. 
7. Develop a program for future systematic review of academic programs by outside 
experts. 
8. Review graduate programs in accordance with Ohio Board of Regents' require-
ments. 
9. Develop means for implementation of the new law requiring an improvement in 
"teaching productivity." 
10. Develop means to further enharace faculty research grants and contracts, as 
recommended by the North Central Accreditation report. 
~ 
PLANNING AND BUDGETING: GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
1. Obtain 200 new freshmen and 60 new transfer students in Summer 1994 along 
with 3,150 new freshmen and 625 new transfer students for FaB 1994. 
2. Improve the quarrty of entering students, especially freshmen for Fan 1994, with 
the following mean averages: GPA of 3.25 and ACT composite of 22-5. 
3. lnaease the number of new enrolled minority students (particular emphasis on 
Black and Hispanic) by 10% over Fall 1993. 
4. Continue to emphasize recruitment of freshman scholars with particular emphasis 
on National Merit Semifinalists and Finalists with a goal of enrolling 35 or more National 
Merit FinaflSts for Fall 1994. 
-----·----
5. In cooperation with Student Affairs and other areas as appropriate, continue 
woridng to implement recommendations of the Task Force on Scholarships and Talent 
Grants. 
6. In collaboration with Student Affairs, Academic Affairs, University Relations, and 
Operations. continue working to implement recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee 
on Recruitment and Retention. 
7. Begin formal evaluation of office organization of Registration and Records, 
including assessment of various options for redistributing functions and restructuring 
management. This effort would be directed toward improving operating efficiency within 
the new system environment and, thereby, to improving service. 
a. Successfully complete implementation of remaining modules of the new Student 
Information System (SIS) software, and ensure that all features of the software are 
functioning and that functional and end users are trained and prepared to use the full 
capabilities of the system. 
9. Work with Operations toward the successful implementation of the Facility 
Management System (FMS). 
1 o. Develop more useful reports for CUFS users and continue to review and modify 
functional and end user procedures to obtain the most efficient use of the capabilities of 
the CUFS system. 
11. Develop monitoring reports from CUFS data on auxiliary areas which will provide 
better comparative information on budgeted vs. expended line items. 
12. Develop a plan for the smooth transition of the Project-90 operation with the 
closing of the Project-90 Office in the summer of 1994. 
13. Begin implementation of the action items in the latest Bowling Green State 
University Frve Year Computing Plan, adopted by University Computing Council in 
Spring 1993. 
14. Put together a plan for the implementation of recommendations from the Univer-
sity Computer Services external consultants' Peer Review Report and begin implemen-
tation. 
15. Implement a program to improve the operational efficiency, morale, team spirit 
and "services attitude" throughout ucs. 
16. Work on enhancing the effectiveness of the team approach to Administrative 
Computer Services systems analysis/user support to provide human backup knowledge 
for key administrative areas. 
17. Develop procedures for providing undergraduates with E-mail access. 
18. Investigate and evaluate the use of the BGSU telephone system for input and 
access into our campus computer systems (e.g., aa:ount balances, payroll, grades). 
19. Continue implementation of the new AT&T AUDIX voice mail system where 
desired by users. 
20. Work to negotiate a multi-year agreement with the Medical College of Ohio in 
Toledo and the University of Toledo for determining the sharing of revenue generated 
by our joint nursing and physical therapy programs for 1993-94 and beyond. 
21. Continue working with the University Benefits/Insurance Office, Personnel 
Services, Operations, the Health Care Task Force and the University Insurance 
Committee on the design and implementation of the new health care program. 
22. Complete the 1993-94 Resource Planning Handbook by earty spring, 1994 
(omitting Spring 1994 data) with a revised coding system for page identification. 
23. Initiate development of a survey of graduating seniors and coordinate implemen-
tation of such a survey in summer 1994 with Academic Affairs (especially college 
offices). 
24. Improve the efficiency of the operation of the Treasurer's Office, Bursar's Office, 
Business Office and Payroll Accounting through the reviewing and doaJmenting of 
procedures and processes and the adoption of Total Quality Management (TOM) 
poflcies and philosophy. 
OPERATIONS AREA: GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
1. Conduct training on and implement the changes in the Health Care Plan. 
2.. Develop a marketing plan for establishing a "Surplus Store" as an aaiunct to the 
BGSU Surplus Property Disposal Program. 
3. lrrvestigate the feasibility of combining elements of the Bulk Mail Center with 
elements of the Dupficating Services bindery area to establish an equitable chargeback 
system. 
4. Complete the revision of the Purchasing Policies and Procedures Manual and 
distribute to campus departments. 
Members of the team from the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools 
were on campus in February to talk to faculty staff and students as pa.rt of the 
University's reaccreditation process. The team conducted an open meeting which 
approximately 40 people attended to aslfquestions and discuss the seff-study 
reports prepared by the University's reaccreditation steering committee. 
· 5. Explore the feasibility of accepting a debit card for charging sales at the Main 
Campus Bookstore cash register system and inventory control system to improve 
inventory management. 
6. Develop a five-year Strategic Marketing Plan for University Food Operations. 
?.Investigate the possible lease of University Union retail space (first floor lobby 
area) for a full-service bank branch. 
8. The Architect's Office will supervise the implementation and construction of the 
Eppler Complex Rehabilitation. We will also continue to supervise and bring to comple-
tion the Founder's Quadrangle and Classroom Building projects. 
9. Completion of annual Capital Plan which includes the committee review process. 
10. Improve campus security by developing a plan and budget to convert all door 
locks to new restricted keyway system. 
11. All members of Public Safety will attend the second part of human diversity 
training which will make them more aware of individuals' age, gender, and sexual 
orientation. 
12. Development of a risk management manual to inform personnel of their duties 
when confronted with risk and insurance situations. · 
13. Assist the OSHA ad hoc committee in creating an awareness and knowledge of 
OSHA standards among University departments and areas to include implementation of 
recommendations for OSHA requirements. 
14. Assist the Non-Academic Review Committee in reviewing the Vice President for 
Operations departments and their services. 
STUDENT AFFAIRS: GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
1. Establish a mechanism for long-range planning for the division of Student Affairs. 
2. Plan programs which will implement the sexual violations poricy. 
3. Continue proactive efforts to reduce the frequency and prevalerace of alcohol and 
other drug-related incidents that adversely affect the quality of a student's e~nces 
atBGSU. 
-
4. Establish a Student Affairs Assessment Committee identifying its membership, 
functions, operating procedures and linkages with the office of Institutional Stuc:fies in 
order to organize an on-going evaluation and assessment of student needs, student 
achievement. and effectiveness of programs. 
5. Develop a plan which delineates the Student Affairs response to mental health 
crises or other emergencies which will include appropriate staff training. 
6. Evaluate computing technology currently available to the division and detennine 
enhancements needed as it relates to the University's Frve Year Computing Plan. 
7. Eliminate the processing delays experienced by those Student Affairs offices 
IS. 
implementing Projed-90 software and return them to or improve upon pre-Project-90 
status. 
8. Conduct a racial awareness and community building retreat for students. 
9. Establish a peer monitoring program for entering multicultural freshmen. 
10. Move toward implementation of tuberculosis screening of all international 
students, through a mandatory program, if possible, as.recommended by the Center for 
Disease Control and the American College Health Association. 
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS: GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
1. Establish an Alumni Scholars Award program for providing point-of-contact awards 
for admissions counselors to use when visiting high schools and college nights. 
2. Work with a committee of the Alumni Board to begin the process of p1Jtting 
together a rnruketing plan for the Alumni Association. 
3. Produce a slide show on the University that our staff can use at alumni chapter 
events around the country. 
4. Hold a "BG Alumni Couples Weekend" during the summer of 1994 in conjunction 
with the campus summer musical. 
5. Raise a minimum of $30,000 through Special Projects. 
6. Run a State House Falcons event in Columbus during late winter and early spring 
1994. 
7. Have the Alumni Office staff continue fund-raising efforts which began last year. 
New staff members will need to be trained and will need time to cultivate prospective 
donors. We will complete a minimum of 30 visits and raise $40,000 in cash and 
pledges for the Alumni Association Endowment Society. reunion class gifts, chaoter 
scholarships and Presidents Club membership. 
8. The Alumni Office will hold a minimum of 36 chapter events throughout the 
country with an average attendance of 35. 
9. To raise $4.87 milrK>n from alumni, friends, corporations, foundations and organi-
zations. 
a Alumni giving 
b. Friends giving 
c. Corporate and Foundation giving 
Total 
$2 millioi -, 
$1.17 million 
$~ .70 million 
$4.87 million 
10. To recruit 30 new members for Presidents Club. 
11. To make over 700 personal calls on prospects and to travel on the average one 
day per week. 
12.. To conduct T elefund campaigns in the fall and spring semesters to raise 
$640,000 for the University's Annual Fund, college, academic and University programs 
(Fall= $390,000; Spring= $250,000). 
13. To identify a total of $425,000 in planned giving expectancies - $250,000 in 
Revocable arrangements and $175,000 in Irrevocable agreements. 
14. Broaden television and radio news coverage of Bowling Green State University, 
increase number of facuhy/staff appearing on such programs as The Editors and other 
pubfic affairs programming and increase efforts to have stations use University-supplied 
videotape to illustrate stories. 
15. Expand our oontacts beyond the Greater Toledo area. Each member of the 
news staff wiD meet with at least three northwest Ohio newspaper editors and/or news 
directors to d"ISCllSS coverage of BGSU. 
16. Plan and produce a fall media rnruketing campaign, including television commer-
cials, aimed at prospective students based on the Funk/Luetke study. 
17. Prepare and distribute 40 academically oriented News Trps to selected media 
and targeted prospects. 
18. 5eaJre the services of a firm with extensive contacts in the country's major 
media centers which will work with the Office of Public Relations to achieve greater 
visibility for the University in the national media. This visibifrty, over a period of time, will 
result in greater media attention that will help solidify BGSU's growi~ na~onal reputa-
tion. More frequent mention of the faculty and the work they are doing will also a~ to 
the stature of the academic: quafrty of the University. In addition, the Office of Public 
Relations will work with the Vace President for University Relations to secure financing 
from each of the undergraduate colleges which will support the hiring of a media liaison. 
This person will work with the national me<fia firm in bringing to the firm's attention 
details of the research and work being done by BGSU faculty as well as newsworthy 
programs that can ultimately result in national coverage. 
'· 
14. 
to reward cases of outstanding and noteworthy excellence wbich redound to the 
Universitv's and the Individual's credit at a level above the ctepartment's ab!litv to 
reward properly. STATUS: NOT ACHIEVED. 
Progress is temporarily suspended on this matter because of the BGSU-FA petition 
to the State Employment Relations Board to organize for purposes of collective bargain-
ing. The SERB-controlled process is now well under way. with an election likely to be 
scheduled this fall. In the meantime, however, major changes in faculty compensation 
are really not possible. 
11. Improve communication system reaarding facultv. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
During the 1992-93 academic year, I held open faculty meetings with each college 
twice - once during the fall semester and again in the spring semester. At these 
meetings I provided information about the state budget picture and University planning 
for the next contract year. In addition. we discussed a variety of topics of mutual 
concern. 
12. Establish a positive working relationship with the new officers of Facultv 
Senate. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
Through the efforts of Les Barber and myself, we continue to maintain an open, 
informal and positive working relationship with Faculty Senate offacers. 
13. Work with the Attorney General's Office staff on <a> appointment of a 
minority special counsel and (bl the probable replacement of our main cmecia' 
counsel. STATUS: ACHIEVED. 
For the 1992-93 fiscal year, the Attorney General's Office made the following new 
special counsel appointments: 
Kelley. McCann & Livingstone (Cleveland} was appointed to replace Fuller & Henry 
as our primary special counsel authorized to handle "all matters requested." 
C. Allen McConnell, a minority attorney from Toledo, was appointed to handle "all 
matters requested." 
Marshall & Melhorn was appointed to handle collective bargaining matters other than 
the police unit matter. 
The following law firms were reappointed by the Attorney General: 
Baldwin & Associates, authorized to handle "all matters requested." 
Fuller & Henry, authorized to (a} ~mplete all on-going matters (except the mercury 
spill) at the University's alSCfetion and (b) handle the police unit collective bargaining. 
Emch. Schaffer, Schauu &. Porcello, authorized to handle all patent matters. 
Samuels & Northrop, authorized to handle an on-going environmental matter. 
Cohn & Marks. authorized to handle all communication matters. 
PART II 
GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS: GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
1. Conduct a search for a De:an of the CoUege of Education and ABied Professions. 
2. Complete review of the recommendations from the General Education Committee 
and forward to appropriate governarace bo<fies for endorsement and implementation. 
3. Implement revisions in the University-wide general education requirements. 
4. Propose Charter change for reconfiguration of the University as recommended by 
the Intercollegiate Academic Planning Committee (IAPC). 
5. Develop plans to provide incentives for cost savings as recommended by IAPC. 
6. Appoint a Dean for the College of Arts and Sciences. 
7. Develop a program for future systematic review of academic programs by outside 
experts. 
8. Review graduate programs in accordance with Ohio Board of Regents' require-
ments. 
9. Develop means for implementation of the new law requiring an improvement in 
"teaching productivity." 
10. Develop means to further enharace faculty research grants and contracts, as 
recommended by the North Central Accreditation report. 
~ 
PLANNING AND BUDGETING: GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
1. Obtain 200 new freshmen and 60 new transfer students in Summer 1994 along 
with 3,150 new freshmen and 625 new transfer students for FaB 1994. 
2. Improve the quarrty of entering students, especially freshmen for Fan 1994, with 
the following mean averages: GPA of 3.25 and ACT composite of 22-5. 
3. lnaease the number of new enrolled minority students (particular emphasis on 
Black and Hispanic) by 10% over Fall 1993. 
4. Continue to emphasize recruitment of freshman scholars with particular emphasis 
on National Merit Semifinalists and Finalists with a goal of enrolling 35 or more National 
Merit FinaflSts for Fall 1994. 
-----·----
5. In cooperation with Student Affairs and other areas as appropriate, continue 
woridng to implement recommendations of the Task Force on Scholarships and Talent 
Grants. 
6. In collaboration with Student Affairs, Academic Affairs, University Relations, and 
Operations. continue working to implement recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee 
on Recruitment and Retention. 
7. Begin formal evaluation of office organization of Registration and Records, 
including assessment of various options for redistributing functions and restructuring 
management. This effort would be directed toward improving operating efficiency within 
the new system environment and, thereby, to improving service. 
a. Successfully complete implementation of remaining modules of the new Student 
Information System (SIS) software, and ensure that all features of the software are 
functioning and that functional and end users are trained and prepared to use the full 
capabilities of the system. 
9. Work with Operations toward the successful implementation of the Facility 
Management System (FMS). 
1 o. Develop more useful reports for CUFS users and continue to review and modify 
functional and end user procedures to obtain the most efficient use of the capabilities of 
the CUFS system. 
11. Develop monitoring reports from CUFS data on auxiliary areas which will provide 
better comparative information on budgeted vs. expended line items. 
12. Develop a plan for the smooth transition of the Project-90 operation with the 
closing of the Project-90 Office in the summer of 1994. 
13. Begin implementation of the action items in the latest Bowling Green State 
University Frve Year Computing Plan, adopted by University Computing Council in 
Spring 1993. 
14. Put together a plan for the implementation of recommendations from the Univer-
sity Computer Services external consultants' Peer Review Report and begin implemen-
tation. 
15. Implement a program to improve the operational efficiency, morale, team spirit 
and "services attitude" throughout ucs. 
16. Work on enhancing the effectiveness of the team approach to Administrative 
Computer Services systems analysis/user support to provide human backup knowledge 
for key administrative areas. 
17. Develop procedures for providing undergraduates with E-mail access. 
18. Investigate and evaluate the use of the BGSU telephone system for input and 
access into our campus computer systems (e.g., aa:ount balances, payroll, grades). 
19. Continue implementation of the new AT&T AUDIX voice mail system where 
desired by users. 
20. Work to negotiate a multi-year agreement with the Medical College of Ohio in 
Toledo and the University of Toledo for determining the sharing of revenue generated 
by our joint nursing and physical therapy programs for 1993-94 and beyond. 
21. Continue working with the University Benefits/Insurance Office, Personnel 
Services, Operations, the Health Care Task Force and the University Insurance 
Committee on the design and implementation of the new health care program. 
22. Complete the 1993-94 Resource Planning Handbook by earty spring, 1994 
(omitting Spring 1994 data) with a revised coding system for page identification. 
23. Initiate development of a survey of graduating seniors and coordinate implemen-
tation of such a survey in summer 1994 with Academic Affairs (especially college 
offices). 
24. Improve the efficiency of the operation of the Treasurer's Office, Bursar's Office, 
Business Office and Payroll Accounting through the reviewing and doaJmenting of 
procedures and processes and the adoption of Total Quality Management (TOM) 
poflcies and philosophy. 
OPERATIONS AREA: GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
1. Conduct training on and implement the changes in the Health Care Plan. 
2.. Develop a marketing plan for establishing a "Surplus Store" as an aaiunct to the 
BGSU Surplus Property Disposal Program. 
3. lrrvestigate the feasibility of combining elements of the Bulk Mail Center with 
elements of the Dupficating Services bindery area to establish an equitable chargeback 
system. 
4. Complete the revision of the Purchasing Policies and Procedures Manual and 
distribute to campus departments. 
Members of the team from the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools 
were on campus in February to talk to faculty staff and students as pa.rt of the 
University's reaccreditation process. The team conducted an open meeting which 
approximately 40 people attended to aslfquestions and discuss the seff-study 
reports prepared by the University's reaccreditation steering committee. 
· 5. Explore the feasibility of accepting a debit card for charging sales at the Main 
Campus Bookstore cash register system and inventory control system to improve 
inventory management. 
6. Develop a five-year Strategic Marketing Plan for University Food Operations. 
?.Investigate the possible lease of University Union retail space (first floor lobby 
area) for a full-service bank branch. 
8. The Architect's Office will supervise the implementation and construction of the 
Eppler Complex Rehabilitation. We will also continue to supervise and bring to comple-
tion the Founder's Quadrangle and Classroom Building projects. 
9. Completion of annual Capital Plan which includes the committee review process. 
10. Improve campus security by developing a plan and budget to convert all door 
locks to new restricted keyway system. 
11. All members of Public Safety will attend the second part of human diversity 
training which will make them more aware of individuals' age, gender, and sexual 
orientation. 
12. Development of a risk management manual to inform personnel of their duties 
when confronted with risk and insurance situations. · 
13. Assist the OSHA ad hoc committee in creating an awareness and knowledge of 
OSHA standards among University departments and areas to include implementation of 
recommendations for OSHA requirements. 
14. Assist the Non-Academic Review Committee in reviewing the Vice President for 
Operations departments and their services. 
STUDENT AFFAIRS: GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
1. Establish a mechanism for long-range planning for the division of Student Affairs. 
2. Plan programs which will implement the sexual violations poricy. 
3. Continue proactive efforts to reduce the frequency and prevalerace of alcohol and 
other drug-related incidents that adversely affect the quality of a student's e~nces 
atBGSU. 
-
4. Establish a Student Affairs Assessment Committee identifying its membership, 
functions, operating procedures and linkages with the office of Institutional Stuc:fies in 
order to organize an on-going evaluation and assessment of student needs, student 
achievement. and effectiveness of programs. 
5. Develop a plan which delineates the Student Affairs response to mental health 
crises or other emergencies which will include appropriate staff training. 
6. Evaluate computing technology currently available to the division and detennine 
enhancements needed as it relates to the University's Frve Year Computing Plan. 
7. Eliminate the processing delays experienced by those Student Affairs offices 
IS. 
implementing Projed-90 software and return them to or improve upon pre-Project-90 
status. 
8. Conduct a racial awareness and community building retreat for students. 
9. Establish a peer monitoring program for entering multicultural freshmen. 
10. Move toward implementation of tuberculosis screening of all international 
students, through a mandatory program, if possible, as.recommended by the Center for 
Disease Control and the American College Health Association. 
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS: GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
1. Establish an Alumni Scholars Award program for providing point-of-contact awards 
for admissions counselors to use when visiting high schools and college nights. 
2. Work with a committee of the Alumni Board to begin the process of p1Jtting 
together a rnruketing plan for the Alumni Association. 
3. Produce a slide show on the University that our staff can use at alumni chapter 
events around the country. 
4. Hold a "BG Alumni Couples Weekend" during the summer of 1994 in conjunction 
with the campus summer musical. 
5. Raise a minimum of $30,000 through Special Projects. 
6. Run a State House Falcons event in Columbus during late winter and early spring 
1994. 
7. Have the Alumni Office staff continue fund-raising efforts which began last year. 
New staff members will need to be trained and will need time to cultivate prospective 
donors. We will complete a minimum of 30 visits and raise $40,000 in cash and 
pledges for the Alumni Association Endowment Society. reunion class gifts, chaoter 
scholarships and Presidents Club membership. 
8. The Alumni Office will hold a minimum of 36 chapter events throughout the 
country with an average attendance of 35. 
9. To raise $4.87 milrK>n from alumni, friends, corporations, foundations and organi-
zations. 
a Alumni giving 
b. Friends giving 
c. Corporate and Foundation giving 
Total 
$2 millioi -, 
$1.17 million 
$~ .70 million 
$4.87 million 
10. To recruit 30 new members for Presidents Club. 
11. To make over 700 personal calls on prospects and to travel on the average one 
day per week. 
12.. To conduct T elefund campaigns in the fall and spring semesters to raise 
$640,000 for the University's Annual Fund, college, academic and University programs 
(Fall= $390,000; Spring= $250,000). 
13. To identify a total of $425,000 in planned giving expectancies - $250,000 in 
Revocable arrangements and $175,000 in Irrevocable agreements. 
14. Broaden television and radio news coverage of Bowling Green State University, 
increase number of facuhy/staff appearing on such programs as The Editors and other 
pubfic affairs programming and increase efforts to have stations use University-supplied 
videotape to illustrate stories. 
15. Expand our oontacts beyond the Greater Toledo area. Each member of the 
news staff wiD meet with at least three northwest Ohio newspaper editors and/or news 
directors to d"ISCllSS coverage of BGSU. 
16. Plan and produce a fall media rnruketing campaign, including television commer-
cials, aimed at prospective students based on the Funk/Luetke study. 
17. Prepare and distribute 40 academically oriented News Trps to selected media 
and targeted prospects. 
18. 5eaJre the services of a firm with extensive contacts in the country's major 
media centers which will work with the Office of Public Relations to achieve greater 
visibility for the University in the national media. This visibifrty, over a period of time, will 
result in greater media attention that will help solidify BGSU's growi~ na~onal reputa-
tion. More frequent mention of the faculty and the work they are doing will also a~ to 
the stature of the academic: quafrty of the University. In addition, the Office of Public 
Relations will work with the Vace President for University Relations to secure financing 
from each of the undergraduate colleges which will support the hiring of a media liaison. 
This person will work with the national me<fia firm in bringing to the firm's attention 
details of the research and work being done by BGSU faculty as well as newsworthy 





19. Improve advertising sales of: 
a. BG NEWS by 4 percent increase, 
b. Our Town - Your Town by 34 percent increase ($6,300), and 
c. University Telephone Directory by 10 percent increase ($7,000). 
20. Improve the vendor/merd)fint awareness level related to the licensing program, 
determine the number of regional merchants offering University merchandise, and 
increase merchant participation by 5 percent 
21. Continue to develop a 'friends" group to encourage volunteer support of the 
BGSU Teleplex and its development 
22. If funding is found WBGU-TV will produce and broadcast: 
a. Childrens· show with WTOL for University Relations 
b. NEWS Six with 20 different schools in cooperation with the Northwest 
Ohio Educational Technology Foundation 
c. Marcia Adams series 
d. Flavors of Mexico cooking series 
e. Encore Performances with BGSU College of Musical Arts 
f. Hamler Summerfest 
23. Produce weekly series of live and interactive math education programs for 
primary grades in poorer schools. 
24. Develop and execute pilot "distance education· project with St. Francis Rehabili-
tation Center in Green Springs. Ohio. 
25. Raise renewal rate from 73 percent to 75 percent, providing a net increase of 
$10,000, through increased contacts and communication with members and using 
message points which inform members of value added services provided by WBGU-TV. 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO 
THE PRESIDENT: GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
1. I will communicate with the entire faculty before the election to determine whether 
the Bowling Green Facult_ •• ~ssociation will be a union representing the faculty for 
purposes of collective bargaining to inform the community of my opinions on the issues 
surrounding this important choice. This is in fulfillment of a promise I made on Opening 
Day, 1992. Every effort will also be made to maintain a civil, collegial, depersonalized 
and non-accusatory atmosphere during the period leading up to the election, as has 
been the case during the Jl2S! year. 
. 
2. After the collective bargaining election. and after the "BGSU 2010" symposium, an 
educauonal program for the community concerning strategic planning will be conducted, 
and a referendum will then be held to determine if the community wishes to undertake 
the work necessary to create such a plan. 
3. We will undertake the planning phase of a Student Assessment Program. 
4. Committees will be formed to design implementation measures for those IAPC 
recommendations which ultimately result from the University's review processes, 
including Faculty Senate consideration. 
5. The BGSU 1995-2000 capital budget will be vigorously pursued in the State 
Legislature. 
6. The University Task Force on Health will design and conduct an educational 
program for the community concerning the new health care plan provisions, and will set 
up a timetable for the implementation of the recommendations in conjunction with the 
central administration. 
7_ The new General Purpose Classroom and Telecommunications Center building 
will be completed. 
8. Two new international exchange agreements for faculty and students will be 
arranged with foreign universities. 
9. The Public Relations and Development offices will institute planning for a major 
fund-raising campaign, including planned improvements in our media presentations. 
10. Even though the OBOR has temporarily suspended approval of new doctoral 
programs, development and planning of two new programs will continue at the Univer-
sity, for presentation to the Board of Trustees and Ohio Board of Regents when and if 
the process is started again. ,, 
11. The Non-Faculty Position and Function Study Committee will make a progress 
report in some detail about its work no later than the end of March 1994. The 
committee's work will include a comparative workload analysis for BGSU jobs as 
compared to other universities in the state, wherever such information is available. 
12. The Role and Mission Statement of the University will be submitted to the Faculty 
Senate Committee on Academic Affairs for its five-year review. This review will include 
determination of consistency of the Role and Mission Statement with new Ohio Board of 
Regents' guidelines. 
13. A 'baseline comparison" computer program wiU be developed which enables my 
office to present annual graphic comparisons of important data to be used for evaluating 
the University's progress, such as that in the comparative chart at the end of this year's 
Introduction to this report. Wherever possible the base year will be 1970. Where that is 
not possible, the base year will be 1982. 
14. Consistent with the IAPC findings, and with widespread faculty opinion, a broad 
study of performance evaluation methods for salary increases will be undertaken and 
recommendations prepared for the consideration of appropriate bodies-
15. A study of ways in which administrative methods may be changed to reward 
efficiencies achieved at collegiate and departmental levels will be undertaken and 
appropriate modifications will be made before the next budgetary period. 
16. Means to ensure that our financial aid packaging occurs on an annual timetable 
which is competitive with our sister institutions will be examined. 
17. Adjustments will be made to our Intercollegiate Athletics program budget to 
ensure that we are in compliance with MAC policy with respect to gender equity. 
18. We will search for a new Director of Intercollegiate Athletics starting early in 
1994. Jack Gregory is retiring. 
19. I will continue henceforth my twice-yearfy meetings with the faculty of each 
college. 
20. We will hire a University Counsel, and ·review our policy on the extension of 
foreign student visas. 
Conclusion 
Data gathered by the University provides a quantitative picture of several important 
indices of progress for this University over the last decade. What it reveals is in almost 
every respect remarkably positive, except for the number of full-time faculty, which is 
significantty less than a decade ago. While that number is lower, we are still teaching 
almost the same number of undergraduates we had then, and more graduate students, 
and the number of outside grants and contracts won by faculty and their dollar value 
has increased. In short, the full-time faculty are working more efflCienUy and more 
productively, a high testimonial to their professional willingness to shoulder a greater 
burden in times of financial trouble in behaH of their students and colleagues. This is 
not to say that we need not restore faculty positions lost in the budget wars; we need to 
do this, and we will. It is to say that this fine institution has carried the significant 
financial burdens imposed upon it from the outside with minimal damage to learning 
resources and the teaching and research environment here, and it has done this by dint 
of the faculty and the staff carrying heavier workloads. 
Other data dearly reveals that Bowling Green is a very different institution than it was 
10 years ago, and that it is c:fdferent qualitatively as well as quantitatively. Our students 
are better, our faculty much better qualified, our library and computing facilities are light 
years ahead of where they were then, the physical plant is in the finest condition in the 
University's history, endowments and annual fund-raising have eclipsed earlier levels, 
and grants and contracts are at an all time high. There are many more women and 
minority members of the faculty and student body, it is po551ble to get a degree at night 
in seven of our eight colleges, we have reached out to universities around the world, 
sent our students abroad in growing numbers and brought non-traditional students in 
additional hundreds into our community. Unique degrees have been developed which 
are in real demand, a bridge to the commercial world has been opened through the 
Research/Enterprise Park, the number of foreign students is the highest in the Bfe of the 
institution, and after a period of enforced stagnation, we have even begun to improve 
our salary competitiveness, which, on the national level, was still on a par with many of 
the country's finest publ'ic universities even at its worst locally_ Why, even our sports 
programs, women's and men's, have reached a level of national recognition not often 
reached in our history, but for the g'tory days of Sid Sink, Dave Wottle, and the Doyt 
Peny era And in those times, our women's programs left much to be desired. 
We have serious questions to face in the next few years, and the debates will 
doubtless be intense and even heated at times as we find the modus vivendi for our 
particular institution, in the context of our special Role and Mission. But recent history 
SI iggests that we should be optimistic, not pessimistic, and that with care, prudent 
management. a commitment to teaching and selective research, and respect for one 
another, we will look back ten years from now with the same sense of visible progress 
and great pride we can justifiably have today. 
I look forward to the coming debates with relish and full confidence in the good will 
and strong faith of my faculty coDeagues, in the boundless energy and optimism of our 
students, and in the caring commitment of our terrific staff_ You can count on Bowring 
Green State University! 
Paul J. Olscamp 
President 
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Faculty Recognition Dinner to commend years of service and retirees 
Ninety-two faculty will be honored for 
their service to the University during the 
fifth annual Faculty Recognition Dinner to 
be held at 6 p.m. Oct 26 in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom of the University Union. 
Those faculty who have completed 15, 
20, 25, 30 and 35 years of service will be 
commended. In addition, 35 retiring 
faculty will be recognized. 
The evening will also include the 
presentation of the Master Teacher 
Award, the Olscamp Research Award 
and the Faculty Service Award. 
Paul Makara, music performance 
studies, will be honored for his 35 years 
of service. Ten faculty will be recognized 
for 30 years of service. They include 
Pietro Badia, psychology; Dolores Black, 
HPER; Evron Collins, libraries and 
learning resources; Allen Kepke, theatre; 
Elden Martin, biological sciences; Patricia 
Peterson, HPER; Trevor Phillips, 
educational foundations and inquiry; 
David Pope, music performance studies; 
Jerome Rose, music performance 
studies, and Don Rowney, history. 
In addition, 37 faculty with 25 years of 
service, 27 faculty with 20 years and 17 
with 15 years will be commended. 
Those with 25 years of service indude 
Dennis Anderson, political science; 
Gioacchino Balducci, romance lan-
guages; Lester Barber, English and the 
president's office; Elliott Blinn, chemistry; 
Michael Bradie, philosophy; M. Neil 
Browne, economics; Roman Carek, 
Counseling Center; Charfes Crow, 
English; Donald Ehrlichman, School of 
Art; Glen Frey, geography; Robert 
<..- .• 
Heidler, libraries and learning resources; 
Kenneth Hille, natural and social sciences 
at Firelands; Thomas Hilty, School of Art; 
Julius Kosan, humanities at Firelands; 
Marvin Kumler, psychology; Errol Lam, 
libraries and learning resources. and 
Briant Hamor Lee, theatre. 
Also, Ronald Marso, educational 
foundations and inquiry; Richard Mathey, 
music performance studies; Reginald 
Noble, biological sciences; Anthony 
Palumbo, technology systems; Adelia 
Peters, educational foundations and 
inquiry; Roger Ptak. physics and as-
tronomy; Francis Rabalais, biological 
sciences; David Reed, economics; v. 
Frederick Rickey, mathematics and 
statistics; Kenneth Rothrock, sociology; 
Sally Sakola, HPER; Irwin Silverman, 
psychology; Virginia Starr, music perfor-
mance studies; Ray Steiner, mathematics 
and statistics; James Stuart, philosophy; 
Raymond Tucker, interpersonal communi-
cation; Robert Warehime, psychology and 
Counseling Center; Waldemar Weber, 
mathematics and statistics; Bonadine 
Woods, applied human ecology, and 
Beverly Zanger, HPER. 
Those with 20 years of service are Sue 
Barber, HPER; Harold Brubaker, educa-
tional curriculum and instruction; Alice 
Calderonello, English; Gerard Colgan, 
technology systems; Vincent Corrigan, 
music composition and history; Donald 
Enholm, interpersonal communication; Bill 
Forisha, applied human ecology; Lewis 
Fulcher, physics and astronomy; Patricia 
Griffith, special education; Kathleen 
Hagan, School of Art; M. Peter Henning, 
-..- ' -:. - - . . . 
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A variety of questions have been raised about faculty collective bargaining and 
its potential effects. The Bowling Green State University Faculty Association has 
asked the Monitor to publish its answers to some questions posed by individual 
faculty members. 
Question: I see that we (BGSU employees) are paying for a lot less 
coverage than they (University of Toledo employees) are_ I want to know 
what we can do about It. 
Answer by BGSU-FA: A faculty senator asked this question at the Oct 5 
Faculty Senate meeting while new health care plans at BGSU and the University of 
Toledo were being compared. Since the health care package at the University of 
Toledo represents a collectively bargained agreement with employee groups, our 
obvious answer :S: "Vote for faculty collective bargaining." But that is only part of 
the answer. · 
The UT health care plan resulted from negotiations between employer and 
employee bargaining agents, but it also involved negotiations between UT arid 
various health care vendors. The interests of employees in receiving good health 
care at a low price were well represented at both levels of negotiation, and so were 
the budgetary interests of the university. There was no similar negotiation or 
competitive bidding in the process leading to the new BGSU plan: The budgetary 
interests of the University were protected from the start by the charge given to the 
Health Care Task Fi:>rce by President Olscamp, and also at the end by the ability of 
the Board of Trustees to reject any plan they might consider too costty. The extent 
to which employee interests were represented isn't dear, although we must 
assume that employee members of the task force had that goal in mind. 
Another important difference in the origins of the two plans is that BGSU's third 
party administrator (TPA) provided both services and advice in the formulation of 
BGSU's new plan. TPAs are private businesses whose profits are some of the 
"administrative costs" of health care, so the "information" and "advice" they provide 
should always be interpreted with that fact in mind. When health care procedures 
become administratively costty, yet "save the University money; the interests of 
both the employe~ and the TPA are served, but sometimes at the expense of 
employees. 
applied sciences at Firelands; David 
Hyslop, business education; Ronald 
Lancaster, computer science; John 
Lavezzi, School of Art; Virginia Marks. 
music performance studies; JoAnne 
Martin-Reynolds, EDCI and College of 
Education and Allied Professions; Donald 
McOuarie. sociology; Lee Meserve, 
biological sciences; Marjorie Miller, 
applied human ecology; John Nachbar. 
popular culture; Jacquelin Stitt Osborne, 
educational curriculum and instruction; 
Robert Speers, natural and social 
science at Firelands; Ralph St. John, 
applied statistics and operations re-
search; Winifred Stone, ethnic studies 
and Graduate College; Daniel Tutolo, 
educational curriculum and instruction; 
Russell Veitch, psychology, and Robert 
Yonker, educational foundations and 
inquiry. 
Those who have been at the Univer-
sity for 15 years inlcude David Chilson, 
computer science; Patricia Erickson, 
applied human ecology; Dawn Glanz, 
School of Art; Veronica Gold, special 
education; Mark Gromko, biological 
sciences; Kenneth Hibbeln, political 
science; Robert Hurlstone, School of Art; 
Kyoo Kim, economics; Lawrence 
Kowalski, accounting and MIS; Raymond 
Laakaniemi, journalism; Barbara Moses, 
mathematics and statistics; Blaine Ritts, 
accounting and MIS; Ronald Russell, 
applied human ecology and College of 
Education and Allied Professions; Camey 
Strange, higher education and student 
affairs; Deborah Tell, HPER; Julian 
Williford, applied human ecology, and 
REACCREDITATION 
From the front 
- Absence of a comprehensive 
strategic planning process: The team 
found that the University does not have in 
place a university-wide planning process 
to guide the future development of the 
campus and to provide the context within 
which difficult decisions can be made 
concerning the priorities of the institution 
and its various academic and support 
units~· 
-Current state of development of a 
student assessment plan: While some 
initial university-wide planning work has 
been done, the team said BGSU "still has 
a long way to go before it will have in 
place an institutional assessment 
program and can begin implementation of 
it." 
- Committee structures and gover-
nance responsibilities: The team found 
much confusion and substantial redun-
dancy with respect to University commit-
tee structures. relationships, procedures 
and authority of the numerous standing 
and ad hoc committees. 
- Faculty research productivity and 
external funding for research: The report 
states that the current level of faculty 
research productivity, especially with 
respect to the level of sponsored funding 
for research, is inconsistent with the 
goals for research and the further 
development of graduate programs as 
specified in the Role and Mission 
Statement 
- The level of mutual respect and 
trust: The team said it was concerned 
with the general working relationship, 
Jong Yoon. biological sciences. 
Faculty who have retired or will be 
retiring this calendar year are Clifford 
Brooks. educational curriculum and 
instruction; Gerard Colgan. technology 
systems; Ron Cote. educational adminis-
tration and supervision; Bill Forisha. 
applied human ecology; Lawrence 
Friedman. history; Darrel Fyffe, educa-
tional curriculum and instruction; James 
Q. Graham. history; Robert Graves. 
biological sciences; Ivan Hammond. 
music performance studies; David Hayes. 
educational curriculum and instruction; 
Kenneth Hille, natural and social sci-
ences at Firelands; John Huttman, 
journalism; Faith Jackson. communica-
tion disorders: Kathleen Kinawy, political 
science; Julius Kosan, humanities at 
Firelands, and Clifford Long. mathematics 
and statistics. 
Also, Elsa McMullen. applied human 
ecology: John G. Merriam. political 
science; Robert Moore. music perfor-
mance studies; Arthur Neal, sociology; 
Reginald Noble. biological sciences: 
Marilyn Perlmutter, communication 
disorders; David Pope, music per1or-
mance stLdies; David Roller. history: 
Sally Sakola, HPER; Kirk Smith, 
psychology; Elmer Spreitzer. sociology; 
Cynthia Stong-Illig, biological sciences: 
Jerry Streichler. visual communication 
and technology education; Robert 
Thayer, music education and College of 
Musical Arts; Edwin Tonnesen. manage-
ment; Karl Vogt, management; Robert 
Warehime, psychology and Counseling 
Center; A. John White, HPER, and 
Stephanie Yaworski, business education. 
characterized by tension and expressions 
of discontent, that exists between some 
faculty and some staff and some compo-
nents of the central administration. 
In its report, the team recommended 
that the University be required to file two 
reports within three years so that the 
North Central Association can monitor its 
efforts in establishing and implementing a 
University-wide planning process and its 
progress on developing and implement-
ing a student assessment program. 
Trauth said she was pleased with the 
report and after working on the 
reaccreditation process for two years. 
was "impressed with how strong this 
University is and the quality of the people 
who work here. 
"The benefit of going through a 
process such as this is that it forces the 
University to come to grip with its 
strengths and weaknesses." she said. "It 
also helps us to set an agenda for the 
future. The advice we received from this 
report is invaluable." 
Small research grant 
deadline approaching 
Faculty are reminded that the fall 
deadline for the Faculty Research 
Committee's newly revised small 
research grants program is 5 p.m. Nov. 1. 
The small grant program provides up 
to $750 for important, rapidly evolving or 
pilot research projects. Guidelines are 
available from the research services 
office . 






19. Improve advertising sales of: 
a. BG NEWS by 4 percent increase, 
b. Our Town - Your Town by 34 percent increase ($6,300), and 
c. University Telephone Directory by 10 percent increase ($7,000). 
20. Improve the vendor/merd)fint awareness level related to the licensing program, 
determine the number of regional merchants offering University merchandise, and 
increase merchant participation by 5 percent 
21. Continue to develop a 'friends" group to encourage volunteer support of the 
BGSU Teleplex and its development 
22. If funding is found WBGU-TV will produce and broadcast: 
a. Childrens· show with WTOL for University Relations 
b. NEWS Six with 20 different schools in cooperation with the Northwest 
Ohio Educational Technology Foundation 
c. Marcia Adams series 
d. Flavors of Mexico cooking series 
e. Encore Performances with BGSU College of Musical Arts 
f. Hamler Summerfest 
23. Produce weekly series of live and interactive math education programs for 
primary grades in poorer schools. 
24. Develop and execute pilot "distance education· project with St. Francis Rehabili-
tation Center in Green Springs. Ohio. 
25. Raise renewal rate from 73 percent to 75 percent, providing a net increase of 
$10,000, through increased contacts and communication with members and using 
message points which inform members of value added services provided by WBGU-TV. 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO 
THE PRESIDENT: GOALS FOR 1993-1994 
1. I will communicate with the entire faculty before the election to determine whether 
the Bowling Green Facult_ •• ~ssociation will be a union representing the faculty for 
purposes of collective bargaining to inform the community of my opinions on the issues 
surrounding this important choice. This is in fulfillment of a promise I made on Opening 
Day, 1992. Every effort will also be made to maintain a civil, collegial, depersonalized 
and non-accusatory atmosphere during the period leading up to the election, as has 
been the case during the Jl2S! year. 
. 
2. After the collective bargaining election. and after the "BGSU 2010" symposium, an 
educauonal program for the community concerning strategic planning will be conducted, 
and a referendum will then be held to determine if the community wishes to undertake 
the work necessary to create such a plan. 
3. We will undertake the planning phase of a Student Assessment Program. 
4. Committees will be formed to design implementation measures for those IAPC 
recommendations which ultimately result from the University's review processes, 
including Faculty Senate consideration. 
5. The BGSU 1995-2000 capital budget will be vigorously pursued in the State 
Legislature. 
6. The University Task Force on Health will design and conduct an educational 
program for the community concerning the new health care plan provisions, and will set 
up a timetable for the implementation of the recommendations in conjunction with the 
central administration. 
7_ The new General Purpose Classroom and Telecommunications Center building 
will be completed. 
8. Two new international exchange agreements for faculty and students will be 
arranged with foreign universities. 
9. The Public Relations and Development offices will institute planning for a major 
fund-raising campaign, including planned improvements in our media presentations. 
10. Even though the OBOR has temporarily suspended approval of new doctoral 
programs, development and planning of two new programs will continue at the Univer-
sity, for presentation to the Board of Trustees and Ohio Board of Regents when and if 
the process is started again. ,, 
11. The Non-Faculty Position and Function Study Committee will make a progress 
report in some detail about its work no later than the end of March 1994. The 
committee's work will include a comparative workload analysis for BGSU jobs as 
compared to other universities in the state, wherever such information is available. 
12. The Role and Mission Statement of the University will be submitted to the Faculty 
Senate Committee on Academic Affairs for its five-year review. This review will include 
determination of consistency of the Role and Mission Statement with new Ohio Board of 
Regents' guidelines. 
13. A 'baseline comparison" computer program wiU be developed which enables my 
office to present annual graphic comparisons of important data to be used for evaluating 
the University's progress, such as that in the comparative chart at the end of this year's 
Introduction to this report. Wherever possible the base year will be 1970. Where that is 
not possible, the base year will be 1982. 
14. Consistent with the IAPC findings, and with widespread faculty opinion, a broad 
study of performance evaluation methods for salary increases will be undertaken and 
recommendations prepared for the consideration of appropriate bodies-
15. A study of ways in which administrative methods may be changed to reward 
efficiencies achieved at collegiate and departmental levels will be undertaken and 
appropriate modifications will be made before the next budgetary period. 
16. Means to ensure that our financial aid packaging occurs on an annual timetable 
which is competitive with our sister institutions will be examined. 
17. Adjustments will be made to our Intercollegiate Athletics program budget to 
ensure that we are in compliance with MAC policy with respect to gender equity. 
18. We will search for a new Director of Intercollegiate Athletics starting early in 
1994. Jack Gregory is retiring. 
19. I will continue henceforth my twice-yearfy meetings with the faculty of each 
college. 
20. We will hire a University Counsel, and ·review our policy on the extension of 
foreign student visas. 
Conclusion 
Data gathered by the University provides a quantitative picture of several important 
indices of progress for this University over the last decade. What it reveals is in almost 
every respect remarkably positive, except for the number of full-time faculty, which is 
significantty less than a decade ago. While that number is lower, we are still teaching 
almost the same number of undergraduates we had then, and more graduate students, 
and the number of outside grants and contracts won by faculty and their dollar value 
has increased. In short, the full-time faculty are working more efflCienUy and more 
productively, a high testimonial to their professional willingness to shoulder a greater 
burden in times of financial trouble in behaH of their students and colleagues. This is 
not to say that we need not restore faculty positions lost in the budget wars; we need to 
do this, and we will. It is to say that this fine institution has carried the significant 
financial burdens imposed upon it from the outside with minimal damage to learning 
resources and the teaching and research environment here, and it has done this by dint 
of the faculty and the staff carrying heavier workloads. 
Other data dearly reveals that Bowling Green is a very different institution than it was 
10 years ago, and that it is c:fdferent qualitatively as well as quantitatively. Our students 
are better, our faculty much better qualified, our library and computing facilities are light 
years ahead of where they were then, the physical plant is in the finest condition in the 
University's history, endowments and annual fund-raising have eclipsed earlier levels, 
and grants and contracts are at an all time high. There are many more women and 
minority members of the faculty and student body, it is po551ble to get a degree at night 
in seven of our eight colleges, we have reached out to universities around the world, 
sent our students abroad in growing numbers and brought non-traditional students in 
additional hundreds into our community. Unique degrees have been developed which 
are in real demand, a bridge to the commercial world has been opened through the 
Research/Enterprise Park, the number of foreign students is the highest in the Bfe of the 
institution, and after a period of enforced stagnation, we have even begun to improve 
our salary competitiveness, which, on the national level, was still on a par with many of 
the country's finest publ'ic universities even at its worst locally_ Why, even our sports 
programs, women's and men's, have reached a level of national recognition not often 
reached in our history, but for the g'tory days of Sid Sink, Dave Wottle, and the Doyt 
Peny era And in those times, our women's programs left much to be desired. 
We have serious questions to face in the next few years, and the debates will 
doubtless be intense and even heated at times as we find the modus vivendi for our 
particular institution, in the context of our special Role and Mission. But recent history 
SI iggests that we should be optimistic, not pessimistic, and that with care, prudent 
management. a commitment to teaching and selective research, and respect for one 
another, we will look back ten years from now with the same sense of visible progress 
and great pride we can justifiably have today. 
I look forward to the coming debates with relish and full confidence in the good will 
and strong faith of my faculty coDeagues, in the boundless energy and optimism of our 
students, and in the caring commitment of our terrific staff_ You can count on Bowring 
Green State University! 
Paul J. Olscamp 
President 
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Faculty Recognition Dinner to commend years of service and retirees 
Ninety-two faculty will be honored for 
their service to the University during the 
fifth annual Faculty Recognition Dinner to 
be held at 6 p.m. Oct 26 in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom of the University Union. 
Those faculty who have completed 15, 
20, 25, 30 and 35 years of service will be 
commended. In addition, 35 retiring 
faculty will be recognized. 
The evening will also include the 
presentation of the Master Teacher 
Award, the Olscamp Research Award 
and the Faculty Service Award. 
Paul Makara, music performance 
studies, will be honored for his 35 years 
of service. Ten faculty will be recognized 
for 30 years of service. They include 
Pietro Badia, psychology; Dolores Black, 
HPER; Evron Collins, libraries and 
learning resources; Allen Kepke, theatre; 
Elden Martin, biological sciences; Patricia 
Peterson, HPER; Trevor Phillips, 
educational foundations and inquiry; 
David Pope, music performance studies; 
Jerome Rose, music performance 
studies, and Don Rowney, history. 
In addition, 37 faculty with 25 years of 
service, 27 faculty with 20 years and 17 
with 15 years will be commended. 
Those with 25 years of service indude 
Dennis Anderson, political science; 
Gioacchino Balducci, romance lan-
guages; Lester Barber, English and the 
president's office; Elliott Blinn, chemistry; 
Michael Bradie, philosophy; M. Neil 
Browne, economics; Roman Carek, 
Counseling Center; Charfes Crow, 
English; Donald Ehrlichman, School of 
Art; Glen Frey, geography; Robert 
<..- .• 
Heidler, libraries and learning resources; 
Kenneth Hille, natural and social sciences 
at Firelands; Thomas Hilty, School of Art; 
Julius Kosan, humanities at Firelands; 
Marvin Kumler, psychology; Errol Lam, 
libraries and learning resources. and 
Briant Hamor Lee, theatre. 
Also, Ronald Marso, educational 
foundations and inquiry; Richard Mathey, 
music performance studies; Reginald 
Noble, biological sciences; Anthony 
Palumbo, technology systems; Adelia 
Peters, educational foundations and 
inquiry; Roger Ptak. physics and as-
tronomy; Francis Rabalais, biological 
sciences; David Reed, economics; v. 
Frederick Rickey, mathematics and 
statistics; Kenneth Rothrock, sociology; 
Sally Sakola, HPER; Irwin Silverman, 
psychology; Virginia Starr, music perfor-
mance studies; Ray Steiner, mathematics 
and statistics; James Stuart, philosophy; 
Raymond Tucker, interpersonal communi-
cation; Robert Warehime, psychology and 
Counseling Center; Waldemar Weber, 
mathematics and statistics; Bonadine 
Woods, applied human ecology, and 
Beverly Zanger, HPER. 
Those with 20 years of service are Sue 
Barber, HPER; Harold Brubaker, educa-
tional curriculum and instruction; Alice 
Calderonello, English; Gerard Colgan, 
technology systems; Vincent Corrigan, 
music composition and history; Donald 
Enholm, interpersonal communication; Bill 
Forisha, applied human ecology; Lewis 
Fulcher, physics and astronomy; Patricia 
Griffith, special education; Kathleen 
Hagan, School of Art; M. Peter Henning, 
-..- ' -:. - - . . . 
~Q&A--ABom·oo1.1 EC'l'IVE BARGAINING 
~~;~·f-~i~ ,·~;;_;:;;57~:f~;~~;z::ttt-~:~:i}~~:~~~,~;::.~;:J ~~B·}~ ~- -:~'i±~~~~~~t;;;i-:: ~i~i-~~t:_.~i~~-~~4_:·:--~:; ~ 
A variety of questions have been raised about faculty collective bargaining and 
its potential effects. The Bowling Green State University Faculty Association has 
asked the Monitor to publish its answers to some questions posed by individual 
faculty members. 
Question: I see that we (BGSU employees) are paying for a lot less 
coverage than they (University of Toledo employees) are_ I want to know 
what we can do about It. 
Answer by BGSU-FA: A faculty senator asked this question at the Oct 5 
Faculty Senate meeting while new health care plans at BGSU and the University of 
Toledo were being compared. Since the health care package at the University of 
Toledo represents a collectively bargained agreement with employee groups, our 
obvious answer :S: "Vote for faculty collective bargaining." But that is only part of 
the answer. · 
The UT health care plan resulted from negotiations between employer and 
employee bargaining agents, but it also involved negotiations between UT arid 
various health care vendors. The interests of employees in receiving good health 
care at a low price were well represented at both levels of negotiation, and so were 
the budgetary interests of the university. There was no similar negotiation or 
competitive bidding in the process leading to the new BGSU plan: The budgetary 
interests of the University were protected from the start by the charge given to the 
Health Care Task Fi:>rce by President Olscamp, and also at the end by the ability of 
the Board of Trustees to reject any plan they might consider too costty. The extent 
to which employee interests were represented isn't dear, although we must 
assume that employee members of the task force had that goal in mind. 
Another important difference in the origins of the two plans is that BGSU's third 
party administrator (TPA) provided both services and advice in the formulation of 
BGSU's new plan. TPAs are private businesses whose profits are some of the 
"administrative costs" of health care, so the "information" and "advice" they provide 
should always be interpreted with that fact in mind. When health care procedures 
become administratively costty, yet "save the University money; the interests of 
both the employe~ and the TPA are served, but sometimes at the expense of 
employees. 
applied sciences at Firelands; David 
Hyslop, business education; Ronald 
Lancaster, computer science; John 
Lavezzi, School of Art; Virginia Marks. 
music performance studies; JoAnne 
Martin-Reynolds, EDCI and College of 
Education and Allied Professions; Donald 
McOuarie. sociology; Lee Meserve, 
biological sciences; Marjorie Miller, 
applied human ecology; John Nachbar. 
popular culture; Jacquelin Stitt Osborne, 
educational curriculum and instruction; 
Robert Speers, natural and social 
science at Firelands; Ralph St. John, 
applied statistics and operations re-
search; Winifred Stone, ethnic studies 
and Graduate College; Daniel Tutolo, 
educational curriculum and instruction; 
Russell Veitch, psychology, and Robert 
Yonker, educational foundations and 
inquiry. 
Those who have been at the Univer-
sity for 15 years inlcude David Chilson, 
computer science; Patricia Erickson, 
applied human ecology; Dawn Glanz, 
School of Art; Veronica Gold, special 
education; Mark Gromko, biological 
sciences; Kenneth Hibbeln, political 
science; Robert Hurlstone, School of Art; 
Kyoo Kim, economics; Lawrence 
Kowalski, accounting and MIS; Raymond 
Laakaniemi, journalism; Barbara Moses, 
mathematics and statistics; Blaine Ritts, 
accounting and MIS; Ronald Russell, 
applied human ecology and College of 
Education and Allied Professions; Camey 
Strange, higher education and student 
affairs; Deborah Tell, HPER; Julian 
Williford, applied human ecology, and 
REACCREDITATION 
From the front 
- Absence of a comprehensive 
strategic planning process: The team 
found that the University does not have in 
place a university-wide planning process 
to guide the future development of the 
campus and to provide the context within 
which difficult decisions can be made 
concerning the priorities of the institution 
and its various academic and support 
units~· 
-Current state of development of a 
student assessment plan: While some 
initial university-wide planning work has 
been done, the team said BGSU "still has 
a long way to go before it will have in 
place an institutional assessment 
program and can begin implementation of 
it." 
- Committee structures and gover-
nance responsibilities: The team found 
much confusion and substantial redun-
dancy with respect to University commit-
tee structures. relationships, procedures 
and authority of the numerous standing 
and ad hoc committees. 
- Faculty research productivity and 
external funding for research: The report 
states that the current level of faculty 
research productivity, especially with 
respect to the level of sponsored funding 
for research, is inconsistent with the 
goals for research and the further 
development of graduate programs as 
specified in the Role and Mission 
Statement 
- The level of mutual respect and 
trust: The team said it was concerned 
with the general working relationship, 
Jong Yoon. biological sciences. 
Faculty who have retired or will be 
retiring this calendar year are Clifford 
Brooks. educational curriculum and 
instruction; Gerard Colgan. technology 
systems; Ron Cote. educational adminis-
tration and supervision; Bill Forisha. 
applied human ecology; Lawrence 
Friedman. history; Darrel Fyffe, educa-
tional curriculum and instruction; James 
Q. Graham. history; Robert Graves. 
biological sciences; Ivan Hammond. 
music performance studies; David Hayes. 
educational curriculum and instruction; 
Kenneth Hille, natural and social sci-
ences at Firelands; John Huttman, 
journalism; Faith Jackson. communica-
tion disorders: Kathleen Kinawy, political 
science; Julius Kosan, humanities at 
Firelands, and Clifford Long. mathematics 
and statistics. 
Also, Elsa McMullen. applied human 
ecology: John G. Merriam. political 
science; Robert Moore. music perfor-
mance studies; Arthur Neal, sociology; 
Reginald Noble. biological sciences: 
Marilyn Perlmutter, communication 
disorders; David Pope, music per1or-
mance stLdies; David Roller. history: 
Sally Sakola, HPER; Kirk Smith, 
psychology; Elmer Spreitzer. sociology; 
Cynthia Stong-Illig, biological sciences: 
Jerry Streichler. visual communication 
and technology education; Robert 
Thayer, music education and College of 
Musical Arts; Edwin Tonnesen. manage-
ment; Karl Vogt, management; Robert 
Warehime, psychology and Counseling 
Center; A. John White, HPER, and 
Stephanie Yaworski, business education. 
characterized by tension and expressions 
of discontent, that exists between some 
faculty and some staff and some compo-
nents of the central administration. 
In its report, the team recommended 
that the University be required to file two 
reports within three years so that the 
North Central Association can monitor its 
efforts in establishing and implementing a 
University-wide planning process and its 
progress on developing and implement-
ing a student assessment program. 
Trauth said she was pleased with the 
report and after working on the 
reaccreditation process for two years. 
was "impressed with how strong this 
University is and the quality of the people 
who work here. 
"The benefit of going through a 
process such as this is that it forces the 
University to come to grip with its 
strengths and weaknesses." she said. "It 
also helps us to set an agenda for the 
future. The advice we received from this 
report is invaluable." 
Small research grant 
deadline approaching 
Faculty are reminded that the fall 
deadline for the Faculty Research 
Committee's newly revised small 
research grants program is 5 p.m. Nov. 1. 
The small grant program provides up 
to $750 for important, rapidly evolving or 
pilot research projects. Guidelines are 
available from the research services 
office . 




Monday, Oct. 25 
Exhibition, drawings and sculpture exhibit 
by Barbara Bachtell entitled ·vesseis; 
continues through Oct. 30. Little Gallery, 
Firelands College. The gallery is open 8 am.-
5 p.m. weekdays. Free and open to public. 
Disse11atlon Delense, "T award a Poetics 
o! Conscience: Contemporary U.S. Women 
Poets and Their Politics" by Gloria Still, 
English. noon, 348 Shatzel Hall. 
Italian Fiim Series, "The Eclipse," (1972). 
3:30 p.m .• Gish Fdm Theater. Free. Subtitles. 
Concert, BGSU Percussion Ensemble. 7 
p.m .• Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
International Film Series, "Alice," 
(Czechoslovakian. 1988). 8 p.m., Gish Fdm 
Theater. Free. Subtitles. 
Tuesday, Oct. 26 
Forum Luncheon, ·so Years In Celebra-
tion of 'Casablanca'," by Dr. Jack Nachbar. 
popular culture, noon, Towers Inn, McDonald 
West. Cost is $5 for the lunch. Call 372-2340 
for more information. 
Economics Colloquium Series, "Keynes 
and the Modem: by Dr. Kevin Quinn, 
economics. 3:30 p.m., 4000 Business 
Administration Building. 
Eleazer Wood Lecture, "Airpower in the 
Gulf War: An Historian's Perspective on a 
Contemporary Event." by Dr. Alexander 
Cochran of Air University at Maxwell Air Force 
Base. 4:30 p.m., 21 O Math Science Building. 
Concert, by the BGSU Trombone Choir 
and the Trumpet Ensemble, 7 p.m .• Bryan 
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free. 
suggested. 
Coalltlon lor Transcultural Enhance-
ment Meeting, 9 p.m., lobby. Prout Hall. 
WBGU-lV Program, "Journal 1993" 10 
p.m., Channel 27. Viewers may call in at 1-
800-453-2437 or 372-7250. 
\\/ednesda~Oct.27 
Chinese Stress lllanagement and 
Personal Wellness Program, 3:30 p.m., 
Lenhart Grand BaDroom. 
Coping With Illnesses of Loved Ones, 
7:30 p.m., 204 Moseley. 
Faculty Artist Serles. a concert by the 
BGSU faculty woodwind quintet, 8 p.m., Bryan 
Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Thursday, Oct. 28 
Dissertation Defense, "A Study of 
Selected Variables Related to Successful and 
Unsuccessful School District Income Tax 
Levies in Ohio" by Rahman Dyer, educational 
administration and supervision. 1 p.m., 
Horizon Suite, 113 Education Buikfing. 
Hispanic Heritage Month Event. Puerto 
Rican author Nicholasa Mohr will speak on 
"Growing Up Latina in the United States: A 
Journey of Survival." 7:30 p.m., McFall Gallery. 
Racism Reduction Center Meeting, 8 
p.m., second floor, Student Services Building. 
Concert, the BGSU Student Jazz Combos, 
7 p.m, Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
Lenhart Classic American Film Series, 
"Dracula," (1931 ), 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater. 
Free. 
Planetarium Show, "The Light-Hearted 
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye; o 
z; p.m .. BGSU Planetarium. $1 dona';on 
Concert, the BGSU Student Jazz Combos. 
9 p.m, Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
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Men's and Women's Swimming, hosts 
Tom Stubbs Relays. 11 am., Cooper Pool. 
CUiturai Diversity Luncheon Seminar, 
"Hot Topics for the Real World," by Karen Ash, 
diversity manager for Mead Data Center. 
12:30-2:30 p.m., Town Room, Union. For more 
information about registering and fee. contact 
Thad Stancley at 372-1132. Sponsored by the 
Organization Development Student Network. 
Pumpkin Carving Contest, tum pumpkins 
in at 6 p.m., Union Oval. $1 entry fee. Prizes 
awarded. 
Hockey, vs. Michigan, 7 p.m., BGSU ice 
arena 
Volleyball, vs. Bal State, 7 p.m., Anderson 
Arena 
OBITUARY 
Virginia F. Ray 
Virginia F. Ray, 59, a retired employee 
of the University. cfted Ocl 13 at Wood 
County Hospital. 
Ray began working on campus in 
auxiliary services in October 1969. She 
moved to parl<ing services in March 1970 
and retired as a security offic:ef in August 
1989. 
FACULTY/STAFF POSITIONS 
The following faculty position is available: 
Sociology: Assistant professor (probationary, full-time). Contact Meredith Pugh (2-2296). 
Deadline: Nov. 1. 
The following administrative positions are available: 
Admissions: Director of admissions. Contact Peter M. Hutchinson, Office of Academic Affairs. 
Review of applications will begin Nov. 15. 
Firelands/Academic Services: lnstructor/lutor-HELP program (grant-funded). Contact the 
Office of the Dean, Firelands College. 901 Rye Beach Rd., Huron. OH, 44839. 
Resean:l1 Services: Director. Contact personnel services (2-8426). Review of applications will 
begin Nov. 1. 
Storytelling, 7 p.m .• Promenade Lounge. 
next to Prout Cafeteria 
UAO Film, "The Shining," 7 and 9:30 p.m., 
210 Math Science Building. Admission $1.50 
or two canned goods. 
Costume Contest. two categories: 12 and 
under, and 13 to 17, 7:30 p.m., outside of 
Lenhart Grand BaDroom, Union. Prizes 
awarded. 
Storytelling, 8 p.m., Promenade Lounge, 
next to Prout Cafeteria 
Haunted House, 8-11 p.m., Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom, Union. Admission 50 cents or 
canned food donation. 
Planetarium Show, "The Light-Hearted 
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye; 8 
p.m., BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation 
suggested. 
llystlcs, 8-11 p.m., Faculty Lounge. just 
outside Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union. $1 
per 20 minute reading. Fust come. first 
served. 
Costume Contest. college students and 
adults, 9:30 p.m., outside of Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom, Union. Prizes awarded. 
UAO Film, "The Mad Magician in 3 D; 
midnight. 210 Math Science Building. 
Admission $1.50 or two canned goods. 
Saturday, Oct. 30 
Volleyball, vs. Western Michigan. 4 p.m., 
Anderson Arena 
Hockey, vs. Western Michigan. 7 p.m., 
BGSU ice arena 
UAO Film, "The Shining," 7 and 9:30 p.m .• 
210 Math Science Building. Admission $1.50 
or two canned goods. 
Ninth Annual One Love Reggae Party, 9 
p.m., Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union. Call 
Errol Lam at 352-7143 for more information. 
UAO Film, "The Mad Magician in 3 D," 
midnight, 210 Math Science Building. 
Admission $1.50 or two canned goods. 
Sunday, Oct. 31 
Planetarium Show, "The Light-Hearted 
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye," 
7:30 p.m.. BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation 
suggested. 
Faculty Artist Series and the 
Tc:halkoWslty and the Russians Series, 
Andreas PoulimenOS and Friends, 8 p.m., 
Bryan Recital HaD, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Free. 
Monday, Nov. 1 
Prue ilaliou, -China Alter Deng," by 
Chinese journalist Binyan Liu and author Ross 
TerriD, 10 am., Assembly Room, McFall 
Center. 
Italian Rim Series, "la Strada," (1956), 
3:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater. Free. Subtitles. 
International FBm Series, "The Famly 
Game," (Japanese 1984), 8 p.m., Gish Film 
Theater. Free. 
Submit fee waivers 
Farulty and staff should complete and 
submit employee and dependent fee 
waivers for spring semester to personnel 
services. 
FoRSAI,E 
The hospitality management program 
has the following items for sale: an NCR 
computer with 20 mg. hard drive for $50; 
a C-ltoh wide-carriage printer for $75; an 
IBM PC computer with monochrome 
monitor for $300 and an Epson FX 286 
wide-carriage printer for $50. 
For more information, call 372-8713. 
~Return surveys 
~ 
:; ~, FacUty, staff and students are 
.'mnillded to return their completed 
;;jurveys asking questions about a 
:,Pt*lllial c:hikl care center for the 
:,~a&ily. The surveys should be 
::aana to personnel services by 
;;---.Oct 25. 
/;:. ·.M faculty and staff should have 
'l8cliued a aipy of the SUfV8Y . >tl;Rugtl campus mail Copies also 
:; are •ailable al various sites around 
-: c:ampUs such as the Bookstore, The 
Llllle Shop In Ille _University Union, 
1he Faculty. SenalBollice In~ 
~~~--vlceL,. -
> -~'~\.-:~:.:/T'!;~·•~~.:-'_ :5;:'.:-... ~;·•• • : '-. ~ • -· 
Nachbar to speak 
at forum luncheon 
Dr. Jack Nachbar. popular culture, will 
be the speaker at the Oct. 26 Arts and 
Sciences Forum Luncheon. He will speak 
on "Doing the Thinking for All of Us: 
'Casablanca' and the Homefront. • 
According to Nachbar, who also is co-
editor of the Journal of Popular Film and 
Television, in the age of television, 
"Casablanca·, next to "Gone With the 
Wind; is perhaps the best-known and 
most loved of all the Hollywood movies. 
He will recreate some of the conditions of 
1943 America when the movie was made 
and explore how those conditions 
influenced the original reception of the 
film. 
Lunch is $5 and will be served at noon 
in the Towers Inn, McDonald West. Debit 
cards may be used. Those who wish to 
come just for the presentation at 12:30 
p.m. are welcomed. Reservations can be 
made by calflng Donna at 372-2340. 
Seminars offered 
The following are some of the semi-
nars that will be offered by University 
Computer Services during November. 
Interested persons should call 372-2911 
to register for the seminars. 
"Getting Started on the Mac· is 
scheduled for 2-5 p.m. Wednesday (Oct. 
27) in 126 Hayes. This session presents 
the word processing software package 
Microsoft Works, including a primer on 
the Macintosh Desktop and using the 
mouse. Hands on. 
"Microsoft Works Word Processing" 
(Mac) is scheduled for 9 am.-noon 
Monday, Nov. 1 in 126 Hayes. Seminar 
covers the basics of creating, editing, and 
formatting documents using the word 
processor included in the Microsoft 
Works package. Prior Macintosh experi-
ence or attendance at "Getting Started on 
the Macintosh" seminar is required. 
"Harvard Graphics" (IBM) is sched· 
uled for 9 am.-noon Wednesday, Nov. 3 
in 128 Hayes. This seminar introduces 
the concepts of using Harvard Graphics 
for creating presentation graphics. 
Hands on. 
"Bectronic Mail al BGSU" (Internet & 
Bitnet) is scheduled for 3-5 p.m. Wednes-
day, Nov. 3 in 126 Hayes. It will 
introduce the mall facilities on a number 
of different mainframe computers on 
campus and how to send mail locally and 
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Years of seNice, retirees also recognized 
Outstanding efforts and dedication by facult\1 honoree! at annual dinner 
"Dedicated" was the word consistently 
used to describe the recipients of three of 
the University's highest honors at the fifth 
annual Faculty Recognition Dinner held 
Oct. 26 in the University Union. 
Or. W. Robert Midden, chemistry. was 
presented with the Master Teacher 




and Dr. Raj A. 
Padmaraj, 
finance, and Or. 
Ellen Williams, 
special education. 
were selected to 









of a plaque and a 
$1,000 cash 
prize. Padmaraj 
and Williams split the service award's 
cash prize. 
In addition, 92 faculty members were 
honored for having completed 15, 20, 25, 
30 or 35 years of service. Also, 35 retiring 
faculty members were honored. 
The Master Teacher Award, which 
recognizes excellence in teaching, is 
given annually by the Undergraduate 
Alumni Association. Recipients are 
nominated by students and chosen by an 
alumni-student committee. 
Midden, who joined the University in 
1987, has been nominated for the Master 
Teacher Award annually since 1989. He 
Receiving awards at the annual Faculty Recognition Dinner were (from left) Ryan 
Tweney, psychology, Olscamp Research Award; W. Robert Midden. chemistry, Master 
Teacher Award; and Raj Padmaraj, finance, co-recipient of the Faculty Service Award. 
has gained a reputation for being able to 
unravel the mysteries of science and 
present it in understandable form. 
"My goal is to instill in students an 
appreciation for learning, knowledge, 
understanding, problem solving and 
critical thinking, and to teach them how to 
obtain the knowledge that they need, that 
will make their lives more satisfying and 
fulfilling; Midden said. "My goal also is to 
help students believe in themselves. I 
encounter many students who doubt their 
ability to learn chemistry. One of my 
greatest thrills is when I can convince 
such students that their doubts are 
unfounded. Every student can learn well 
and every student can enjoy learning. My 
satisfaction comes from helping students 
discover this." 
Midden is an active researcher and 
c ~-.• -e'. He also has been the recipient 
~. r _:-:-,erous grants and is a frequent 
:c-'.r1butar to professional publications. 
'-'e c~rrently is preparing a book entitled 
i--:c~..- to Use Chemistry which offers a new 
:::;:;;:;roach to teaching introductory 
:"emistry. 
Prior to joining the faculty at Bowling 
G·een where he is an assistant professor 
., the Center for Photochemical Sci-
er.ces. Midden taught at The Johns 
Hopkins University in the environmental 
health sciences department. In 1989 he 
was a visiting scientist at the Center of 
Nuclear Studies in France and he 
currently serves as an adjunct assistant 
professor in the pathology department at 
the Medical College of Ohio. 
He is a member of many committees 
and professional organizations including 
the American Chemical Society, the 
American Society for Photobiology. the 
American Society for the Advancement of 
Science, the European Society for 
Photobiology and Sigma Xi Research 
Honor Society, of which he served as 
president of the BGSU chapter in 1992-
93. 
·1 think the one thing that has the 
greatest impact on my students is that I 
care about how they do, that I really want 
them to do their best and am willing to do 
whatever I can to help," Midden said. 
Other finalists for the award included 
Or. Edmund Danziger Jr., history; Or. 
Andrew Glass. mathematics; Dr. Gene 
Poor, visual communication technology, 
and Dr. Carlton Lee Rockett, biology. 
Continued on page 3 
Fulbright grant will take Terrie to the 
Spanish coast to teach next semester 
University jumps up to third quartile in 'U.S. 
News and World Report' annual guide 
While the rest of us are battling the 
cold and gloom that is January in 
northwest Ohio, Dr. Philip Terrie. English, 
will be basking in the warmth of Spain's 
Costa del Sol. 
Terrie has 
received a 







purpose of his 
stay in Malaga 
will be to help the 
university start a 
Philip Terrie 
doctoral program in English. 
Terrie will be also be teaching courses 
to graduate students in American 
literature and research and writing. He 
• • • jl • ' • • 
said, ·1n Europe there is enormous 
interest in American culture. Both in the 
East and West people are fascinated by 
American film, music, TV, and literature. 
And there is also a lot of interest in the 
English language because of its impor-
tance to commerce.· 
He said he plans to "'take every 
anthology of short fiction and essays I 
have and leave them all there for them.· 
He will focus on American literature of the 
1950s and ·sos. He expects his classes 
will contain many high school teachers 
working on their masters in English. 
While the Mediterranean environment 
will be nice, preparing for the trip has 
been rather complicated. The University 
of Malaga has never had a Fulbright 
scholar visit before, so there is no 
provision for housing as yet. Terrie says 
Continued on page 3 
The Un!versity has found itseH back in the third quartile ranking in U.S. News 
and World Report's 1994 Ccllege Guide which was issued last month. Bowling 
Green t.ad b6<ln listed in the fourth quartile last year. 
'"I'm glad to see we're back where we belong," President Olscamp said after 
reviewing this year's resut:s. 
The guide, in its seventh year of pubfication, ranks approximately 1,300 
colleges and universities throughout the U.S. including categories of national 
universities and national liberal arts colleges. considered to have more selective 
admissions and greater resources. BGSU's ranking puts it among the nation's top 
~ 153 best universities.. 
. The magazine bases its rankings on a variety of crtteria such as the institution's 
·rep.dation among top college officials, selectivity, faculty and financial rescun::es. 
graduation rate and alumni satisfaction. 
, , · . An Institution's reputation is based on a survey given presidents, deans and 
. ailissiol IS directors asking them to rank schools by academic reputalions and 
: · Place 1hem in one d the four quartiles. Alumni satisfaction is based on the percent-
~) 8ge of.an institution's abnni who ccntributed to tund drives in both 1991 and 1992. 
~ ~-: . ~lJniM.aly ._was lslal in the thinl quartile witt1 an a:amomii: repdafinn 
~jlYdst-.··v,,. . -~. ~-,~~ ~: -~,~~i~ ;~~~~;_;~~~t!:~-~f. ·-:.: .. : .. 
